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{A,l 8'ntermission: 
I 
anie 
I 
aren oim 
By Diana Lopez 
l e w.i.s i1l August ·195owhen 3,000 people stood in awe w:u ching ml emhusiastiC, 7·yc(1r-0Id boy step e:,gerly on LO the stage of the cleg:1nt> old 
(c;au·o Colon ;n Buenos Aires. to give his first official concert. 
He played t he piano passionacely, this boy named Daniel Bae. 
enbo im, but at the conclusion of his sevem h encore, he bash -
fu lly apolog.ized co 1he audience; he had run out of music 10 
p lay. That night, Barenbohn l)eca111e 1he respec1ed musician 
know,, 1osome :1.s "Mozart rebom." 
8areoboin:i, the only son of .Enrique Darcobo im and Aida 
Schuste r. was born in Buenos Aires. Argentina. He began tak· 
i.l)g piano lessons with his mother and theo wi1h his fathe r, 
who remained h is orily pi:mo insm.1 <.:tor until he was an ime l'-
nationally-known pianist. 
lmernaLlonal conductor Zubin Mehta (one of DaoieJ 8.tr· 
enboim's closesc frieods) says: ''During lhe conduc1 ing en-
trance ex:-uns, where you had to llterall>' conduct :in orchcs· 
1m-thc t hc~ter was quite dark- I came ir,10 the aflcrnoon 
session :md this amti~ingly music:d build-up of Schumann's 
Founh Symphony \\ras being pcrformcd. I said, 'Thi s is a very 
talemed, young conductor; and the closer I got, the body 
d ldo't get any bigger. I think he \vas 13.'' 
At 14, Oarenboim had a rcpercoire 1hac consisted or inore 
th:10 200 coinposilions, i ncluding the 32 Beethovcnsonmas, 
In his late 1ecos, IJ::irenboian started his conducting career 
wi th d istinguished ensembles. Shor1ly afterward, he decided 
to conduct from the keyboard. 
His appointment as the Chicago Symphony Orchest1"3•s 
Music Di rector in 1991 lcd Sir Georg Solci, Darer1hoin:i's pre· 
decess-or, co comment: ''I can only say that I am very pleased 
with the selection . .. it could not have been beucr: · 
Whether he is p laying orconduc1ing i n Berlin or Hong 
Kong, or d irecting c)peras in Salzbui:g Ot J)ar is, Barenboim is 
also cage r to culti~uc }'Oung people's appreciation of m.usic 
and art. He believes that music is a vital form of commuoic.1-
tion, As he wrote in his autobiography, ''A lire i n Music:·· 
g he @so cYnaestro 
efits G own/or 
iA@hat 
fJL: What Is nwslc? flow does It express the eternily of / qcling?" 
OB: (P14ftngo11 a cigar) . . . Music is impossible to define. M:1ny '""; 
people have u ie.d for many centu ries and it is impossible to 
define. In the end, lL is only ah'.11,at is basically al l iL is, phtS-i· 
cally. Out 11 suikes sornething in the n:1ture or I he human being, 
like jo n:nore i LS<:IJ. There is something organic involv<.-d-Likc 
a natt1r:i l phenomenon. The intcivals that exist in musjc do not 
exist only lhrot1gh <..1.1lcul:11ion or ~cicnti fic knowl<:dgc.."-bu t 
beyond that. Music is really a metaphysical expression of the 
human being, 
DL: l!.xp/(lin hew <:lassical music bas grown ;,, popularity. U'IJ.ry 
do we keep coming back to iti 
08: Well it h:1.s, or course, growo; it rnanifeSts itself thro1.1gh the 
nu1\1ber of concerts thm have increased. It has also grown 
Lhro1.1gh mdio, records, compacc discs, celevision and now video 
WJX$ and laser discs. So 1hen people, In remote corners of the 
world, who did no1 have Lhis opponunittbefore, are able to 
hc.ir music now. 
DL: Classical music has /Jeen popular primarily witb/'1 a select 
audiet1cc. f/lt became populil-r among the masses that today 
listen t() rock and other mu.tict1/ styles, woulti classl.cat m usic 
llxm Jose the status it '.5 had/or :;o mat1y ceuh,n'es? 
D8, No. l think classical music could only become popular in 
this sense: if music education changed. What is missing ls mu. 
Sic educttcion in che schools. There is an appreciatio11 of music 
by passive lisceners, versus active performers, e\'CO as arn:ueurs 
at home. You know. in earlier days, when there w-Js no tclevi· 
sion. ~·hen there '"'Cr<: no enwrcainmcm pOSSjbilities, peOplc 
would scay m home and play there- with family, in small 
groups. This is how they got to know music. For classical music 
to become real ly popular for the masse~. they would hm·e to re-
ceive some ki od of music educ:uio1l i n the schools as part of 
the regular curriculum. That \"\'(.)Uld be :1 very good thing. NOL 
onJy would it produce more performers, i 1 would produce bet· 
ter-informed liStCn<.~rs. 
DL: 1ben audiences today tack /be musict1/ knowledge t/.xlt 
audtence.t in the past possessed? 
D8: In rhe past, musical knowledge was limited to people who 
had raoncyaod, therefore, t ime. Now, of course, there is a much 
bcner general imerest in music. Out l th in k the masses r~1lly 
need to 8<.:t some k ind of music educ.1tioo, because music cclu· 
cation is inadequate <:veryv.tiere. 
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DL: >i>-u've mcmtfonetJ the importance of mu.sic In society and 
b()w music scJJOOlssbould instill that idea. Now that the Cblcaso 
Sympb<>ny Orchestra and you have Joined forces u;itbotbercul, 
tural organizations In I bat effort, boru dlfficull ,to you think tbi.f 
task ulifl be i n C/1/cago? 
DB: We ha.,..e to provide more educatfonal pmgcams. At 1he mo 
meot, I'rn concentrating nl)' energies, as far as educational ac1lv· 
ities. with the Civic Orchesua (Of Chicago) and with the prO· 
grain for young <..'Onductors. 
"Music not only 
expresses emotions 
which exist 
between human 
beings, but it is 
itself a human 
creation which 
aims to imitate nature 
in its most 
profound sense " 
DL: In your book, you've wrltte11, ' 'I think it iS ve,y import,mt 
for a conduct01· to be spon1aneous, 10 know bis score, a,uJ to 
have absolute command on tbe 1ecbnical side.·· How do great 
conductors create great orcbestms? What are the main quali• 
ties a conductor m11St bave? 
DB: You need to have a very Lhoroogh knowledge of harmony, 
of coumecpoim and have a large reperto ire. You need to know 
the dilfecem possibilities of each instrument and have an under. 
st.-inding of the natuce of music, not _just intuition. Oecau.se, 
when you are rehearsi ng with an orchestra, }'OU communicate 
with other people. You communicate "Q;'i tJ\ 1hero on a conscious 
level. noc on a subconscioos level. Therefore you need a very 
elaborate knowledge of music. 
DL: >'bu once stared that orchestral conducting as a full-time 
occupalion is a socfologlcal, rather tlxm an artistic im;emion 
of 1/:w. 20th ce,,tu1J'· How ts 1/Jls so? 
OB: Beai.o.sc in che 18th and 19th cemurles the conductor as 
such d id nOt exist. The o rchestra \"\':IS ahvays led by the first 
violin or "-''aS cond1.1ctecl from the keyboard by people like Moz· 
,,rt and company. So the condt1ct0r was invented as the works 
gr~' larger, but especially as the so-called season of concens, 
you k l'lOW, became much longer. That was when people began 
to have a need for regular orchestral activities and 1.hat is how 
the conductor was made. But conducting s hould not bea full· 
time occupation for a musiCi:lJ\ because it d0cs not deal directly 
with what really does make rnusic, :1nd 1ha1 is souod . 
DL: \flbi<:b composer do you relate to more? 
OB: (Smiles.) t<1homcvcr I'm. doing at the momen1. 
Dl: \'Viii there be a Dan fel Barenbofm composer soon? 
DB: No. I have no talem for that. 
DL: /fut you /Jave composed, 
08: I've 1ried it, but nothing . . . no. 
DL: At your t1ge ;,01.i'11e ,,ccomplished the same, if no, more 
than wbar Other soloists and co,uluctors t1ccomplisb at a more 
advanced age. Are you fulfilled? 
DB: I ' in very happy doing wh:u I do. 
Df.: But wlmt more do you ask for In life? 
DB: Well, I wam lO comlnue being able co do what I do, and 1 
think J might . . . (pausesantlsmiles)you know, do ii a linle 
beuer! 
Dl: Are there any bobbles J,'OU pursue In your l el$tlre lime? 
DB: Nothi ng very d ifferenc. There are 101.s of things I li ke doing. 
I like going to the movies, for inst.1nce, bm I have no specific 
hobby. 
DL: Wbar is tbcfwmiest /bing tbat has every happened tO you 
while perfcrrmi,,gl 
DB: I once pl~•)•ed in a theater i n South America, the nighl lhal 
[he lh{y.ltCr company had off. And, chc che~ter company had a 
donkey; it ,v.ts in a play. So at 9:15, this donkey suddc1lly comes 
on stagc-e\•en 1hough I ,vas playing- and it w~s not rhc play! 
(laughing) It was very funny! The donkey turned ~round the 
piru10 and left. 
DL: Obviously~ you are a ware ofrbe difficulty today to succeed 
in any field. Competilion iSferoclou.s mid ma11y people are 
beins discoumgcd, )''Otmgpeople especially. \Vbal ctm you say 
to tbcse young. talemed people? 
DB: You know, ( th i1)k >rou really have to find the strength and 
the interest within you~elr. I 'rn 1,0 1 s ure Lhat il is necessarily 
moredifficolt thao it us<.:d to be. In some \v~ys, yes, in others, 
no; cena11, ly, 1here art! more opponunities. Basically, I th ink 
you have to look ins ide }'OUnielf r.ither than ;u the \vorld. You 
have to see what you t:m do ::md what you want to do. 
P1ioco Cttdi1: Jim Stttre 
Photo Credit: Jim Sc«re 
Ptioco Credii: Ji.m Sicctt 
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Cinema Verite 
The Music Box Theater is for 
Old-Fashioned Moviegoers With 
Modern Tastes 
By Andrew Peters 
S oft cumulus clouds drift through the sparse twinkling oons1clla· lions. Jewels sparkle l ike stars around a pampered, suburban 
neck as cn1sly boots perch on an adjacent 
row. An organ's cavernous nostalgia re-
sounds, d i luting the footSteps and con-
versatioi,s. A1nicipation fills the :•ir. 
Light dissok es, shoulders mrn, eyes re, 
focus, co,tvcrsmions drop off, and the 
classic re<! cunain rises fold by fold. The 
magic has begun. 
With the flicker of light, s1ars 611 the 
awai1ing screen. Many arc unfamiliar, 
some quite foreign, some nearly part of 
the family, but all have their time in the 
light at the Music Dox. This classic 6hu 
venue is home to lesser known stars and 
a,, audience that makes them some of the 
most loved. 
The Music Oox experience is similar 10 
a tlu .. ~uer outing unlike just going to a 
modern theater or renting a video. A1.1· 
dicnces feel privileged to sec .such un· 
available films. While not all films are 
brilliant, they are unconventional :rnd ex. 
plore new cinematic territory. 
This 750-scat, 65-year-old theater takes 
audiences to a time- before slick, s1erile 
multiplexes- when a night at the theater 
was an event. The 1920s decor encloses 
the screen and surrounds the audience; 
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the sound echoes off the cream plaStt!t 
,vaUs. and 1he sky.Jikc cei li ng is filled 
with incerminem s tars and 01eandecing 
clouds. The ambience del ivers fi lms with 
charming kicsch and a personaJit)'· 
The crownll,g glass facade on South· 
1x>rt, ber.veen Add iso1, and trving Park. 
beckons audiences in10 the bri lliant aqua 
lobby with i Ls c las.<.ic 30.fom ceiling. Dim 
amber lamps lead thr()ugh the foyer tO 
the faintly ominous wotld inside the 
theater. Thf? t heater receives teverencc, 
I ike :10 elaborate ca1 hedr.11 hdote Mass, 
as the audience esc:1pes the city i n this 
cavernous hall. The bl \le sidclighlS that 
gJow behind old.world columns :Llo.ng the 
'"-alls create a rwilight sky on 1he ceil ing. 
Castle rurte1s that enclose the screen, 
draped In a royal red cunain, evoke a 
majestic aur:'1 of Carnelotian splendor. The 
c loud projector covers the star.fill ing 
cei l ing wi th easy-going clouds as the au. 
dience seules in for an eveni og·s trip to 
" 'herevec 1he eclectic fi lms 1akc them. 
A momh before the Oeprc;sSiOn, on Au· 
gust 24, 1929, lhe ambilious, rcl:u ivcly 
small ,,eig:hborhood the::11cr screened its 
6rSI fi lm. The devastating economic si t· 
1..1ation kepc the theater from compleLing 
decorations and installing an organ. Sec-
ond and third-run fihn.s fouod 1hei r w~,y 
to this North Side Cerm:;1,, neig hborhood 
afler premiering at enormous 3,000·se.tt. 
dowmo·t1;,n theaLe,·s like the Oriental and 
Lhe Chicago. 
Jn the J950s the 1he: .. 1e..- carne onder 
new rn:mageroent chat tried co wn ~· prof· 
itabk" film house with as little effort and 
money as possible. A large screen and 
dl'aperies were erected across 1he entire 
from of the the-acer covering the p lasLer 
work surrounding the original screen. The 
walls were sprayed with midnight bloe 
p:1int. The buHding fell imo d isrepair, 
ceil ing illuminations d isappea..-ed , and 
decorations were replaced \vith function, 
al designs suc h as benches bolted to the 
walls in 1he foyer. The magic was gone. 
DHTerem formats were tried over the 
follow ing years: Spanish, Arabic and inorc 
second artd third-run fi lms a1 discount 
admission. Fii,all)', the Music Box was 
closed foi: a ye:u until Robert Ch~mey and 
Christopher J . C:irlo go, the c razy idea of 
..-eopcning it :'ls a classics fi lm house i n 
1983. 'rhey alw:l)'S dreamed of running a 
fi lm house, and with the empty theater, 
they s~,w their hobby evolve into a bu.Si· 
ness . .. We thought i t ·t'lrou ld be a lark," 
Chaney said. "If we had known more 
about whm we ,;vel'e doing. we probably 
would have ne\'er gotten i nvolved . Stu · 
p idity ,vus on our side when we made 
what we thought was a ridiculous offer to 
che landlord." 
The building's Ja,,dlord d id not know 
,, to make hi$ ,r<:al cs at~ profit.ible in 
l1: d3hborho()(J thJ.l had no.Qe of the cof 
bouS<;s, re:5i:J1Jr~1ntS .tft<.l n,;::<:v11.J sl<,res 
·Jc :ine the t,rr("et5 (o<l.'l}' The p~Ill:~rs, 
o~ wha~ Chane,\· dcscribeJ ~:;;. · a <lol:=Ar 
caze·b~ hou~e' and rcsur«.·<:t1.;d the 
ea,l\,:t~ o,~ginal charm throtigh <"Xtl:"11 
\"C r~SlO!l.lL~on 
After yc-;1p;. of oegh~<.L t01.· building .fi 
;;y fouoc) re;;p~<:t t1m)ugh the panneES 
·-,c~. ·The tlf..-conar;on i:-. aftet we i~ 
ed H :1 y<.·.,i.r.s a~<), :JS d<A'i-e ro t!le <>rig-
1 as v,c could po~ihly lind .. t:ado s.,aid. 
:•rwnlg the larg~ ··n~kt..·d·· s<:rcc:n. as 
... ~Y <Jesctjbetl it \\.ith di~goK they 
l id th~ fore~sn rococo o~straincd de· 
,,:J ·rouoding, !he oni 1rial screen TIK 
:. een they i.nstaU<:d wa:; doakc;-d in a 
-..r <J red cu..rt.aio wJ-,t:n nol ,11 u~e .After 
'· ·ling furniture: fr<nn :he f<:iyl•r wall'>, 
" , h:'-rr1\""t"rcd ~hl• or:gin:al p:nnl on 
•l t hey based the n1..·w t.;c_);-1( Tiw c;e1' 
;;.1 .. t:,e-:.:ame illum.in.itnl i 1 thdr 
J "'-, ~nu .a d0ud proj-ccwr w;1:t ,-·x 
wJ. fwm ;1:11)tber thcat<.·r . . A. gtow; i: 
, ~m I \'ln~.a,L':e. a~her sidel.gro.p::- were 
n ·J \Vht~i.'(' r,,mvts/oos were llialtt.· but 
·r ..:omp!m(·d With •,:ttlous de~m~ 
·ugl··t in froro cth~r old. ,Oyit).8 th<.·ai.c(~. 
" ".1us k· Eox bc-c,tmt!' a li\'Ang. ,-.·otkm~ 
!¼:Um wirh il1Jthc·rPK' ,,image dec,:ot 
h~ to life by d;,issic 'ilrl'ls an<l an :i.u-
,;,,;_ tb,at (oved it (Ill 
Carl• o,w ~ ,, 
cd thca.tc as a r<( os: e,;,:ti,; 
i~ au classks. 
·'we m,ted out h< w· 
r:oly- th.l'" 1,.eaOtng µu ~ 
'·o~ "'"7'<~ -
b ·)s ili""' 
·thi:=- te..di~~ '-le.r o: >l , v. x... 
Da••is ·.,,sfr,n:il~. Nr•g 'V!f,iQ:. _ ·srva $ 
,_liffe-c.e, t ~hings l.ikc di~:n~ a~ ::eta 
an<.1 dou\8 frr..J fJ.hns a v:i:.·ck ("h~ngi ~ 
t"\\ic~ ~~ u.eek. b_e,, vie cnC ... 'Q 1;-, d::.,i 
~u.ll ti.lo s :~ ex. ):l· 'k1g cu" at¢,se e 
Ca;;~ c.·xt,Jair:~d \\,.~ 5 ~ m O >~pg .set:-
ou<l-w, 01H d; y r\.1t gs e,;:-,.-.mding o 
.i.;,.1<.lit·oc<..: i,,tc·, <(1 fi1;.~ld flicn ~ k,m 
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;trt films that Roger Eben gives goo<l re-
views to, and rh<.· ,lapan<:.sc jOio1:,t1on c.ir-
tooo set comes in ouc o( It$ C~l\'e: • 
Realizing their dive.rsc ,tudieoce. $al)(ly 
Chaney S<'hcdulcs a \vidc rar•gc: of films. 
.. Sandt does a wonderful job of pouing 
this jig~Jw pozzle together so the smne 
audience iST)'t :t$ked to come three times 
in a row. He spreads them ouL ov-er a 13· 
week per iod. He gi.vt·s thcn1 three movies 
~nU they come once a momht C~rlo s.tid. 
"That's wh3t our discount card {which al· 
lows fiYC ,1dmiSSioos for $25} is geared for. 
too. tf a couple oomes once a month, they 
deserve a discount, nor bccau:;c thcr ~•re 
s<miots or smdems, or Jive here or Uve 
chcn;." 
A quarlcrl}' caltndal' previews films. 
.. 'l'he calendar kind of creates an {"v<,;nl 
utgency," Sandy explained. "If& kind of 
l ik<.~ if yoo w:clnl to go see a concert, the 
person is on.Jy going to he perfQrmu1g for 
one night. You have to g:o 1h:'lt l')ig,h1. !l's 
kiod of training th(.> audience for what 
the)' 1)eed l9 know. Cf they want to see a 
da:;sic, tht:fl come:: Saturday :rnd Sun<la)' 
at 11:30 p.m. in the big the:uer. 1r they 
want to set:· something kind of ot'r-1he-
"tV:.dl, they come to 1hc midnight show on 
Friday al\d Smnrday.>' 
Thcsl! 61ms usuall}' have qualities chat 
formt1l}lic, ('li<.:h~d. comrc1ltion:11 nollv· 
wood movks lack. Most wc.:re procfocCd 
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,;<•Ith , tiny hudg,·1 by liule,known pro-
ducers, dirc:ct0r~ and ~ctors. While t..he 
fi.lms don't n.:ike io mi1Jion.s ar che box of. 
fice, they a1·e respt!t:ted ~nd rcmembeted 
as innovalive and authentic. Directors like 
Mike Leigh, Federico fcllini and Alex Cox 
hjV<: rcC<',ir'-·<l gr<. ... Jt audiences and gre~~ 
critical prai~e at the Lheater. 
The theater building itself is a worth)' 
au~ction bu1 C:ulo admits people (·ome 
for the films. ··1 think pt:oplc; wa1)1 10 sec 
g<,od 1)1ovies;· :;a.ndy Chancy said :tbout 
an 6Im'.s apparent new chic. "A bad mov-
ie isn'c going to be popular no manet 
~
1hat you do with it." 
While 1hajor rdea:,c;s ~re ;1vail::1bl<: 
e\'crywherc.:, independent films ha\•c very 
fow outlers1 and the Music Box is Chi 
cago's only commercially, <:onsistem ac-
tive vcmue. '.'lew York. ;.10<.1 J..os Angeles 
hti\'C ::.cveral independent film .hOust's, b1..1t 
in Chicago, the Music Box finds time for 
countless fine .films. 
" Th.el'e are al\\':l)''S films v.·e aren'r ahle 
to show;• Uob Chancy .said. 
"One of the problems with being on a 
c.alendar i s that. i ne,•ltably, when we pm 
the calendar to bed, I have somcrn)e call 
me wi1.hlo 48 hours \\1th tv..·<-> t>icturt:s 1h11 
they ,vould likt" lO h,:ive shown within till' 
time frame that c--.t lendar covecs," Sandr 
Chaney explained. "We can't sit -there and 
delay p mduc1in1l of Lhe calend~u 1'01· a 
week and hope tha1 something ,eally 
good will come -along. Jn a lot of casef., 
we 01~1y ;ice c,1urs-c.lvc:$ oul of a pic1ore be· 
<.1H1sc a distribucor needs to open a film 
within a cenain time period." On the 
other hand, some films are held over by 
~nidlence demand, which ctimps 1.-he 
playing Liine of othcl' films. 
How<.·ver. a M'cond 1 O'Z·scat theater thac 
\\<as fashioned out of the oJd store-front 
section of the building in 1991 allows for 
.more lilm.s. White Llny compared to it~ 
inn:t.,ive neip.hbot, the snelller 1lk~1ter h~,$ 
a ~irnilar p<.·rsonal if)• and charm. The de· 
cor is basically a miniature version of the 
main theater, comple1e with $Ide-ht col* 
umos, tropkal plaiw~ and c:eiling .surs. 
The iiuim.a1<; S(;!Uing 1,;eoer.ttes a <.:lose· 
ncss :-itnong du: audience, like friends ir, 
a I iving room, except that cve1yvnc paid 
$i to get in and no one has ;1 temote. 
John Hughes also contributed to the 
LhC~ter·s continuou'l evolution whcri he 
had :,in oJ(.l.f:.tshioned v.•ood candy count· 
er bti ilt for ~1 sccu<.· th:u w:;is later cut for 
"Only the Lonely .. Hughe~· "Curly St1c ," 
the pilot for the tck:,·h;ioo series ' 'The 
Untouchables" and che movie ''The Oabt'" 
had scenes shot there as well, though 
many were also cut. 
The Music Box w:·1S given lhe \Vatc.:r 
Tower AV.':.lrd rn 1984 by che Non11 Sjdf: 
Chicagt> Board of Rc.iltOC$ for the resto -
rntion :ind tht! the:ttcr's 5uccessful ptc.s 
e.nce in the ncighborhocx.1 that has ~ e n 
property valw.;:s r ise jOO p~rcenc in the 
la...')t 10 years. IJps<.::lle coffee houses, res· 
t{~ura1)1~ ~md all indt·pendcm record store 
surround the theater a11d celehrate the 
feeling: of community. 
(1ene Siske! c:1lled the Music Do.x ··a 
Chh.·ago instilulion·· .aod his favorite 
thcatet. "We nc.:ver w~HHed co be a Chi · 
cago i.O~titution;• Carlo said, hut the 
1.heater's success has ex<'eeded their 
dream!;. ''Pc:opJe appreciate wh:.u ·we're 
doing, so we're going to keep doing it. I 
don't know f."Xactly whac it is. The place 
has a personality, and we'te going m make 
ii look as good today :1s It did JO rt::1r$ 
agt~and it ac:1uatly looks l'H:Hc.c." Li.st· 
ings in Chkago guidebooks :md Ameri · 
can Airlines in·.tlight magazine as one of 
the city's liner auractions have al~o gen-
erated national notice. 
Still , rhe rnaoagemcnt regards th..; 
building in a less flattering light. They 
notke walls that need painting, repairs 
to be made and schedules to keep. ·rhe 
responsibility of m~~intaioing the huHd· 
i l)g, overexposure and conStant work h~ive 
made lhcm jadcdi they st0ppcd wr1trhing 
films chere si.x years ago. 
But, when they see new patmns g-.t 1.e 
at th~ high t;eilings with ama2cn1ent, 1.lwv 
remt;cnber lhe feelings they fJrsL ft·lt. "Ou·r 
<:.usromer$ bri ng: pc::ople here and want to 
just sborc di<:m the thcmcr. Tht")''rc run 
1)ing Lhrough town, they've got VlSitors, 
they do1\'t have time for a mo\•iei but they 
s;'lr, ·r h:1ve to .<.bow them the the:1ter; ·· 
Carlo s:lid. "We know when people arc 
new. They W'Jlk io Lhl! from door and they 
look up and go ';laal)hv.'\•t -and cha1•s 
only ,he lobb1•." 
Desisn By David Pelczarski 
Phot05raphy By Deborah Cottinston 
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Visitors to Salvage One's dimly lit ware-
house on Sangamon Succt arc greeted b>' 
Pi e c e a t a \ i me a furge, cast iron amp post, a car\'Cd an· 
tique oak mantle and a genuine red ton-
don phone booth . A couple of years ago. 
ic also displ:tyed che brgcst oak bar that 
ever gr3ccd the Salvage One invcmory. 
"Yes, the OOr was for &'llC too," said Anne 
McGahan, of Salvage One, ,vho :tctcd as 
1ny tour guide for the afternoon. "It came 
apart, and che removal took only five peo• 
pie. ll was an 1890 Bnmswick Del Moni · 
co, :lfld it came from a ba< in BaccinglOn," 
These arc not necessarily your cypic31 
cash :.rnd carry itcrns, although the build· 
ing was bustling with plenty of customers 
c~rting around archilecwral ar1 i f:tc1s, 
Lis a :>ong 
cver~•1hing from light fixtures, doorknobs, 
sco1,ccs- you name i1 . Almost cvcrythi11g 
is there for those who arc rehabbing an 
old house a11d ,,ccd au1hemic :1rchitec1ur· 
al details. 
Oil'Kt from 1he cutting room floor. 
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Begun In 1980, Salvage One initially 
jus1 sold used Chicago bricks. The owners 
soon started collecting a rchilectural sal-
vage; and in 1986, Leslie Hindman of Les-
l ie Hind man Aucti oneers bought the 
<·om(YJny and needing more room, mo\'ed 
i t ~cross the street to its present loc~tion. 
Since then, Salvage One has grown to be 
the largest salvage comp:'tOy in the n;ttion. 
boasting five ftoors of cvery1hing from gar· 
goyles to claw.foot tubs to glass doors. 
W'ilh barely enough room for two pco· 
pie LO pass each o,her, the place was be· 
gjoning 10 bear a striking resemblance co 
many neglected b:1semems. Sc.acked milk 
e-raccs were ovcrOowillg with door knobs 
of evel)1 size and vintagc. Brass door plaLes 
were arranged tO'>t' after row on wall hooks. 
Crowds o f explorers pillaged through 
boxes of brass hinges. 
" Y0<1 could spend hours back here dig· 
g i ng through things," said McGahan . 
.. Pe<>ple become obsessed with it, really. 
There's so much stuff hece that if we ever 
had to move. 1 think we would all qu il. 
\'<'e get all of this from homes. buildings, 
offices- all over. There were so inany 
buildings that wece being torn down in 
the 1980s. Now they're much more diffi -
cult to come by,'' she said . 
At what ptice should one salvage? Sal -
\1t1ge One sells thlr1gs at about 50 pe rcent 
of wh:tt ii would cost to buy il new today. 
"\Ve have people coine in and chink, God, 
ifs so cxpc.:nsive," s:1id McGahan. ··nut 
there's re:1lly no way that you could have 
people reproduce wr0\1gh1 iro,, Hke this 
today. They just don't do it." 
A full barbershop. complete wiLh bar-
ber chaics, mirrors :md counters had just 
arrived. It came from a shop in Little ltaJy 
on Tayloe Street. Il looked old, but the 
chairs still wocked and were in great 
condi tion . 
\ .. 
' 
' 
'\_ \ 
A domein of doors. 
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" \'G'e do a lot of rentals of i rems l i ke this 
for movies, produc.1 ioo comp;1oies and 
prop rencal people. ll'.s :t huge (YJn of our 
business," said McGah~111 . ··we rented that 
huge b~thtub co the makers of·cucly Sue.' 
!!very lilmthat's been here i n Chicago has 
come to Salvage One. We have gotten 
quite a national reputation." 
As crowded and unorganized as iL inay 
appear, thel'e reaHy is order and reason co 
the warehouse. The fitst floor is a collec-
1ion of evet')1hing. ll'S a sho,vroorn ,vhcrc 
people can ge1 a general view. Every other 
Ooor is catcgori~cd. The second floor is 
b.:ith th ings and wrought iron. The third 
noor jS m:mtlcs. Th<: fourth floor is doors, 
they're the most p-Opt1lar item (9,000 of 
them). The 6fth floor is miscellaneous: 
Chicago s treet signs, cabinets, wln-
dmvs . .. On the sixth floor, where the 
public doesn'c get co go, lie b its and 
pieces of broken artifaccs that never made 
it for d isplay. 
even Lhough Salvage 0 1'1t! sells to archi· 
tec1s. designers aod aotiquc dealers, the 
majority of people who w:1l k through here 
ai:e pe;,:oplc rch:1bbiog their homes. Said 
McGah:10, ' 'Our specialty is 18th and 19th 
cenu.1ry building artifacts. but we gel 
pieces from every period. You can find 
ever)•stylc io here- art deco, art nouveau, 
ans :md c(afcs:' 
" We have so many people call us a1,d 
say, 'This building's being torn do½rn' or 
'I've had this i fl ll\}' atLic, do you w;mt 10 
come look at it?' We've goue n in the habit 
of requesting photos first bec:mse we 've 
bee,, sent on so rmlll}' wild goose c hases 
that take up our time; ~md ,ve have a re~1l ly 
small s taff here," said McGahan. 
Satul.'days arc the busiest days at S:1lv:.1ge 
One. The warehouse becomes a museum. 
Anybody remolely interested comes to 
browse. So if you're just looking or are 
serious about pure-basing ru1 anifact, come 
on down. Salvage One is locmed at 1524 
S. Sangamon Slreet in Chicago (a (e"tv 
blocks south of the Unlversitr of llli1,ois 
at Chicago). For more information, call 
(3) 2) 733-0098. 
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If all your children deserved to go to college, 
but you could only send one, how would you choose? 
A bener qu<:s1.ion is w hy should you hJ!vc to 
choose? Why shouldn't every bright, hard-
working kid get a chance to fulfUI his or her 
dreams' 
Thats why )'Our donation to the United 
Negro Colk gc Fu nd is so important. A~ the 
most c.xpc:ricnced source in providing general 
o pemting support for historically black 
colleges, ,ve·ve enabled thousands of deserving 
studcms to get a q uality education. 
Out there arc Still thousand~ w ho urgem.ty 
need your suppon . How can we possibly say yes 
co one and no to another? Send your donation 
to: UNCF, 500 E. 62nd St., New York, NY 1002/. 
UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE FUND 
A Mind Is A Terrible Thing To Waste. 
oet, actor and artist: 
and 
By /11arllna Clarke 
o.uy 1-'iti prmick is a uip. I mean, ls Lherc anyt.hing 
this guy doeso'L do? A hlgh.pricecl artist with re· 
cent shows .i n New Y-Ot'k. Chicago. Dallas and Phil· 
adclphia, Fitzp:11rick is also a poet w ho has pub-
lished three vOl\1mes of ve::ry pe,·sonal, sometimes 
heartbreaking verse: 'the Neigh/Jorbood, Tbe Hard 
Angels and The Comiug of l.ocust:i. He is a jouc· 
naHst, ,vriting for publicmions -as d iverse as Play· 
boy, CbhY1go Magazine and Tbc Futurist. Ao :'ICWr, [tjf;zpau ick 
won a Jeff aw:1rd for his poncayal of ' ' the .McOomild's killer'' i n 
Prop Theater's production .ii-lass Murders, a role he both {l(:led 
and wrote , His movie creditS include The Fugirive, Hero, Clud· 
tator, .Mad Dog & Glory ~md Pbiladelpbia.. 
1::itzpatrick is ,vell•known, to Lhc r.1dio-listening aud ie nce of 
WI.UP AM & FM, for " Dr ive-In Reviews;· wHh Ouz.z Ki1hnao, 
which highlights 1he besc in "exploding h(¾1d" movie going. Tt 
v.11..S an dfori, Ficzpmdck says, that was started bec.ausc lhc;;y goL 
rc~lly tired of some of the more pretentious local movie re· 
viewers' emphasi s on controlling the medi\1m as a havc;;o for 
•·fa.mHy val\1Cs." 
Dming the pas1 year, he's tea,ned up with WLUP's Garry .Meier 
for the ,veekly fi:cc for ~111 , ' 'Art·o-Rama,'' in lvhich chey present 
a n i nformaLivc look at the Chicago :tr1 sce1,e, se,ved up with a 
sense of humor and ~imcd at piQ\ling the interest of those 
lisLeners who might othcnvise not thi nk of viSiling :10 art gaJ. 
lcry or museum. 
·this impressive list of accomplishments was achie,·ed, fifz. 
p:urick says, ·'hecause I neve,· had anyone telling met c0\1ldn't," 
h may al so h:ive a lot 10 do wilh Lhe fact that Fitzpatrick is a 
very complex man who expresses all facets of hls personal ity 
through ~• myriad of an forms. 
On a gr.1y T\lcsday mom.ing, I m:1de my way down \'<1abash 
Avenue past Roosevelt Road, looking for 'fony 1:itzpmdck and 
the Big Cat Presst which doubles :1s his stud io :ind gallery space. 
South Wabash Avenue has a gritty feel tO ii. Ukc sorn¢thing 
dangerous is abouL to happen, right there i n from of lhe Re· 
spec1 YourseffWholesale Apparel or. across the street, i nside :'.I 
dingy wi1,dow of the St. James Iforel. IL l'-ras 10:30. I \\<'aS buzze d 
iiuo a lobby wilh :1 freight elev:uor that had " somebody 6x this 
fucking thiflf;" faintly scratched jr)IO Lhe paint across both doors. 
Eyeing the steep sw ircasc ,o the third floor, I decided m climb 
on the clevatOr-feeling bold. 
A work table in the studio was cluttered wHh c1ching proofs, 
tanoo flash and several books, one of ,vhich '9;':.lS ~:i play by Sam. 
ucl Be<:kt:U. Another n,-as e ntitled: A Panorama of Every Oi· 
vision Heavyweigbl to Flyweight Including Every Clxu11pio11· 
ship Ff8hl from the Days of Bare Knuckles to the Present, ff. 
lustn1-1ed with Hundreds of Rare Pbotograpbs and Drawings, 
New Revised a>ul l.lpdated Efl!Ji on. HonesL, that was the title. 
On che paper mat beneaLh lt, a pe1,cilled sketch showed a rug· 
ged old pugilist, hands rai sed i n a fighth,g sw.oce. 
Fitzpa1tick himself looks like the kind of g\1y who wouldn't 
pay too inuch ancotion if someoot: was trying to get i r) his way, 
a1,d aoyone foolish enough co consider it might think twice. 
AJI rough and nimble. 6 feet 4 i1,ches of lhe man still carries 
the confident ai r of the prize lighter he once ,vas. His wocking 
uniform consists of faded bJue jea1,s, checkered couon shin , 
leather Jacket and yot1r traditional baseball cap-worn back· 
"-'ards, of coun.e. He chain smoked cigateuc.s and guzzled iced 
coffee whl1e reminiscing about whe,·e he's coming from and 
where he's headed with his life, with his art. lJ01,·t lei lhe gc\1ff 
exterior fool you, FHzpatrick i s dc6nicelr a thir'lki ng man . Trav· 
eling imo the past 10 define the prcscnt. 
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White Circus fltulio Man 1992 
Colored pencil on slate 
9'/:1 X 71/,1 
«when i n doubt, r ahvays go back to childhood . I Lhink by 
1he time we're five or Si:(, we\,e become whatever ,ve're goiog 
10 beco me. J ·was r:1ised very Catholic, and the fi rst art I w~1s 
e~posed w ,v.i,s hol)' cards. I 've seen some rcall)' gwesome 
ones. I remember St. Sebastian in particular. pierced through 
wi th all these ar rnws, bloody but no, defeated. There is some· 
thing about being Catholic. Thal moment when you walk Joto 
a church, t he first thing rou see is a man 1,ailed to a cross. 
' 'As a k id, I ,vamed to l.>e a comic book arLiSt. I liked Spi· 
del'm:m, anything ci:ecpyand eerie. "-'ly bigges1 inllllences ,vere 
horror movies, comics, L1t1ooi ng, boxi,,S, wreslling. 1 l ike::<l sports 
a lot :1s a kid,'' he S:'.lid. 
}'itzp~1t:rick ,vrote his lir.:H poem when he ,vas eight y~,rs old; 
it ,vas called ' 'When Ernie Hits His 500Lh," :ihout 8:1f)k's mo· 
ment of glory. In his most reccm collection of poetry. The Com· 
lug of locusts he contin\led singing the praises of sports world 
·warriors, like the ligluer Sonny Liston and the renowned p itch-
er, Satchel Paige and intoned 1hc Q\1ict despai r of the city ou1, 
llw. ··r grew up in a neighborhood full of guys 1hm were gre:1s· 
ers-the world's last gceasers. Every·whccc else people were 
gro,ving 1heir haitm'ld listening to the Beatle.s. These Sti}'S could 
only hang Otlt with each othef." 
He took a long drag off o f his cigart:ue. foot tapping ner· 
\'Ou SI)' :ind after a long look continued, " I grew up to become 
one of those guys. We hung O\lt at the howling alley because 
they had pool tables. \'fo liked the girls there- public school 
girls- 'cause you could get oo rh}1hm from the Catholic girJs 
at :lll. 1 ki nda grew up during thm od<.lball ttanshlon froin the 
19;os-froin kind of euphoria and the idea of the m:1cho guy 
10 thi s hippie thing. I resisced the hippie thii,g i n :'.I huge way. 
"All of the guys in m>' oeighborhood 1hooght of iL ::)s :1 cite 
of manhood LO go ~md get a wttoo. I remccnbci: Or)e 8l•Y, Steel 
Carry, had this big eagle on his chest. He v.ras a greaser. We 
would follow him around because he was cool. He wore a black 
le:i~her jacket and a Oago,T and had a Lud.1• perpetually hang· 
i ng from the corner of his mouth. He l:uer w:1s killed holdi ng, 
up a gas s1atio1) . 
··1 didn't know lt then; r wouldn't have been :•ble t0 pot iL 
i n these ,,·ords, bu1 l 've ~,J.,..,ays thought those tattoos were pan 
of the way we 1old O\ir Storie~. r lhink it goes to your history. 
The images of those ta11oos, lhe im;,ges represented by the 
guys I knew imply somcthi1)g ctern~I;' Fitzpatr ick said. 
The poem ' 'Cain'' (s<·e inset), in '/1Je Coming Q{Locus1scol · 
lcction. is an imense story of morder ~ind desoJatio,1. It reflects 
f itipatrick's own youth, when he was frequent)}' ur1der the i1l· 
fiucnc.:t! of alcohol and late adolescent rebellion more 1han in 
any Otht:r :}rtiSliC muse. He smpped drinking 10 yc:u s ~•go and 
says 1han~ whe1) everything e lse srnn ed for him. 1-k dO<:sn't like 
10 dwell on his rebellious youth, but his art ru1d po<.:11)' reOect 
the influences of those ejfly rears. "Caill" is a prolile of ines, 
capable desti ny toward a very bad cod. 
«1 tried to wrilc :1 novel io a poetn. I knc,v 1ho~<.: guys:, Tooter 
and Jim. they we re brothers. They were ~mall time thieves, 
s1ealing shit from construction sicc.~s. sticking up gas stations. 
The incident in thal poem happened when I was about 19. I 
got into a lot of trouble when I was younger. 'Xle found out 
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~yith my generation, which was the one that grew up in the 
70s, chat this culture didn't really leave us much. The 1960s 
had 1he civil rights and anti-war struggle. In the 1970s, there 
was this return to a tainted theme of "me.'· J\ lot of people got 
their MBAs and thei r n.MWs, and then there were a certain 
percentage of us who got imo 1.rouble because we we1·e bored. 
hl retrospecl , ii sou1)ds stopid but it is, unfortuo~1tely, so true. 
1'hal was the only good reas-00. f always h~,d a problem heh)g 
told wh:it to do and 1 suspect those guys did 100 . 
''People don't often get to sec the oth(·r side, ~md however 
we've (Onditioncd Oufselves to think wc'r(· :1 <.:ivi liz<.::d society, 
there's evidence that we're not. I think w('·R· all a paycheck 
3.,;,;, ay from being a criminal. One horrible disastec from becom, 
ing wh:lL we fear. r cry 1 01 lO prioritize dgh1 and wrong. 1 think 
people become what they are ve,y early. The bad js ahvays 
there. Tbe bad vine 1)ever d ies, it never goes away," Fltzpmrick 
explains. 
Fitzpatrick's draNi1)g ~,nd etching aren't 1)eatJ~, so soinbet. 
··The Cicada'' (Etching 8x10) gl"Jccd 1he cover of Stro,'18 Coffee 
i n ~ovember, 1993. It shows a giant, 6ery Cicad::i, surrOUlldCd 
by alternating p lanes of image, movement and texture. Even 
01) newsprint, all the Jinle figures jump om at you, m irli~Hurc 
crea1ures and objeccs lhat scatter your auemion and keep your 
eye:: ,mwing relentlessly ftom image 10 im:1ge: ems jump through 
hoop~. k ilt:S fl)', stick men run, a smiling church leers ftom the 
b:1c:kgr<>vnd, l ightening bo lls tJash . An e1Hite ilwemory from 
1his one c l ching woul d 6111hc page. fi1z(Y.11rick's <:t<:hings 1>ro -
vide ~m iconogr.1phy of his ~H.uobiogr:\phy ~ind the pop\lJjr 
A111cric:m cuhure that S\lrroonds us al I. lrs funny, ii':, inev-ei:ent 
and ii hits occasionaO)' vei:y d ose to th<.: bo ne. 
In both Tbc Coming Of l0Ctt$1S ~ind The Har,t Augcls, Fitz· 
p:nrick juxtaposes his poetry ~ind etchings. and is concerned 
1hn1 1hc two mediums maint.ain their i ndependence. 
"l don't e,·er \vant the poems 10 become captions or the 
drawings 10 become illustrations. \X1hat I usually do is mix it 
up. :1s long as there seems to be a thematic unity. The poem 
for Satfhell Paige in The Coming OJ locusts Is almost a1) ab. 
sc.ract drawing i n print. Making a drawing and Lhen wr itil1g a 
poem about the d rawi ng belittles both things. I Lr~, LO s1~t)' :;pir-
hually close. That's why i n The !Jard Angels, thete is a drawing 
of Mohammed Ali ncxl LO a poem for Roberto Clcmc1)tc; :;pir· 
iLUally, they're very dos<.::. The way 1 write books then, rmd I 
do1\'t recommend 1hi~ 10 ~myone, is a stringing tOgcthcr of a 
bunch of ideas. 
'Tvc a Jw;lyS 3dmfred people who could pm~across the bitter 
trUlh with levity, like Samuel Beckeu, James Joyce (no, l"ve 
never been able co get through Finnegan's Wake), Harry Crews, 
Dan Jenkins and Gr.tee P'.tley. l read Royko every da)', as mean 
and curmudgeony as he•s become- or always was. I can't tell 
which. 
" If I had to draw a picture of Chkago. r d probably draw 
Royko. lle's one of those rare guys who's a moralis1 wjthout 
being a moralizer. Tl's about fifty.fifty whether I agree whh him 
or not. Royko is one of those people who bdicves t hat the hard 
1n1th should be served up with a grain of humor. I tend 10 like 
people who record like that," Fitzpatrick said. 
Fitzpjt.rick's t:t(:hings at e composed of dark, r:uher eerie fig. 
ures, almost d 1·eam images. Yet there is a sense of Hgluheart-
edncss about them. His poems. on t he other hand, tend 10 sing 
th<: bll)CS, turning a spoLllght 01, the dark liule corners of the 
world. He doesn't see an~· con1r-.1diccion there. "A Joi of the 
little images are shorthand from dreams, nasLy thoughtS. They 
all speak 10 something unconscious, hut then:. On the other 
halld, if }'Ou're an :irtiSI ~md you get joy, you ought to be abk 
to mirtor that as ,veil r1s ~•JI the other s1uff. I think 'A Poem For 
My Wife As She Sleeps' is my best p(>em. The cl iffercn(e in my 
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art, .~i11ce my ",\fife Michelle ~nd my son Max have come into 
m>• I ife, is hope. I canno, s~md eternally pessimistic ate. I 61"1d 
i i diHicult tO look .it The Hard Angels now. I find it all so de-
sp~tiring. That's OK, because that's where I l'i.ias then. Marrying 
Michelle and having Ma."X has added amazing stuff to iny life 
and has made my work beuer. Right now I'm working a series 
offour,color e tchings, "Secret Birds," which is dedicated to my 
grandmo1her. She died about 6,vc years ago . She was a very 
thoughtful , inte llige,", strong woman who had a huge inftu, 
ence oo me. She was very, very cooL" 
The phone range for about the twentieth time during the 
ituervlew, and Fitzpatrick excused himself to take a <:~111 from 
New York, He returned to the sun-Ht studio speaking of process 
aod how his an develops. 
··1 think you're making ar1 when you can puc a""-ay judge· 
ments like, ' Is this good or bad?' What you're chinking as it's 
happening is. ' Is it becoming, is it revealing icself, is it going 
somewhere?' J'm always very edgy in the middle of something. 
Once it's done, i t's O\IC-r. The ching you're in love whh is the 
thing that is being done. There's still some action happening, 
it isn' t inert yet. II keeps on becoming. Il is at 1he i:nomen1 of 
becorni,,g. \X'hen I was WOl'king 0,1 large pieces. the most thrill· 
i ng thing was walking out of here everyday and not knowing 
wha1 w~s goiog to h3ppeo next. 
" f)rimmaking jS ~1 process-oriented an, and it's also taught 
me about 'an becoming.' I didn't go to art school so I'm learn-
ing this whole new thing about being patienc and waltlr1g: the 
idea char my arc will reveal it..self to me slowly. Before, I would 
just hammer av.-ay until I v..ras done. Now, there arc pauses, 
clJiptiC'al changes in how I ~'ork. Al some point, 1 ca1\'t Just 
crank an om. I have co conjure il, en1re:11 it to the surface ... 
A number of notable anislS have worked with f'it;r,patr ick at 
the Big Cat Pre.ss, indudh\g Steve Campbell, George Klauba, 
John Langford, Gladys Nilsson ~nd Ed Paschke. Fitzpatrick 
points 10 Steve Campbell as his grea1est influence. 
" Dy teaching me etching, Steve Campbell completely changed 
the way I work, the ·way I look at things. He has a saint-like 
patience. I do1l't. He's t:tt1ght me not to waste any time and to 
simultaoeou.sly conjure. Instead of Looking at the process ~s an 
obstacle, he showed me p~ibilities. I was thrlHed tha1 after 
the age of 30 I could pt1t aside my considerable ego a1)d learn. 
An used 10 be such a solitary process for me; now a number 
of people work in this srudio. If I have -a question, I'll ask Steve 
Campbell who is a master prlnlec-very classically trained- or 
Theresa Schommer, my assistant, who a year ago '9.'aS an act 
studem and is now becoming a master printer. These rwo peo-
ple, more than anybody else, have taugh1 me about 111y process. 
If my etchings look good, ii is as much a credit to them as it 
is to me,'· Fitzpalrick said . 
It seems to me that l' itipmrick is being too modest for a man 
so willing to open himself up to 1he world around him and let 
his arc reflect wha.l he sees. He views an not as a monolith that 
you·re expected to pay homage 10, but as a very human expres· 
sion, one chat should be accessible t0 e•,.erybody, not just 1he 
Friday nighl gal lt::ry crowd. H_e even offered an open lnvlta1ion 
to visl! The Big Cat Press and Gallery in Chicago, 1255 S. 
Wabash. You rnight ,-vam to phone ahead to make sure he's lo 
town, (312) 362·0608. 
Designed by Ke1ry Robertson 
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Photo Essay By Blias Zimianiris 
Why was Maxwell Street so important? 
What happened to that old time mar-
ket, filled with people bartering, selling, 
trading, looking for bargains, eating good 
food? And why should Chicago have 
saved this cornerstone of Chicago Life? 
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A final look 
at the 
long-standing 
marl(.etplace-
sh ad y, but colorful-
soon to disappear 
. arr~ 
" 
Expec1ing 10 go back in lime, 
phowgmpher Lou Zimianilis was 
thrust forward 10 lhe present, ;1 
time of decay-and despai(, in the 
mids, o{ last fall's inedi.-a frel'•zy 
about Mo.xs•ell Street. 
" I suddenly found myself in 
an environment that I had never 
bet:n in before. I never shopped 
in the marke1. I had come for 
S-Ome Polish fsausage)-late at 
n;ght- but that was on ly be-
c:tuse it was I he best Polish 
:1round.'' 
However, there were tirnes 
wh(:n peoph: didn't just come 
"for the best Polish around;· 
whc1l Chicagoans came as week-
end scavengers much in the same 
way suburbanhe$ sc~n garage 
sales- creating, ,n one lime. a 
very respec1ablc market p1acc. 
The market began in the 1870s 
by Jew;sh pushcart peddlers and 
o\'Cr the yca,s, it changed as lo 
cal ethnic groups have come and 
gone. TOday"s 850 vendors ace 
mOStly A.frican~A.merlc:an or Me-x-
ie'!ln-Amel'ica1,. For generations. 
the Ch;cogo ;azz and blues cul· 
ture thrived on Maxwell Sueefs 
,veekend crowds; among rhe per. 
formers- were Smoker Smothers 
and Liule Howlin' Wolf. 
Iii 
-·roday's m~rkct. howc1,,·(·r. is ~ 
glimmer of I he past; it h:1s be· 
come :t pl~Kc wh<;rc pc:opJc t1ln 
fence stoleJl good.$ or p\irchasc 
pornographic videotapes - on 
lhc west ~i<le corners of Maxi.veil 
a.nd Halsted one could find three 
or four booths of nothfog bUl 
f>Orn. And rJ1e jaii', and b1Ut;$ cu 1. 
tol'e? Gone . 
.. C.J," one c'>f the vendors, t.:X· 
pl~1ioed rhat ' '1hey (the mcdiaj 
kepl tclling_people we're dosiog 
down to s<.~rc t-hem a\\'aY, or the 
ci,y and UIC say how fihhy lite 
marker is.'' Now Chicago is .sud. 
denly uylng ro saohi ze the 01ar-
ke1 by 1noving iL a few blocks 
eas1- as if ChiC'.tgo is trying LO 
:tvoid responsihtl it r for the 
micll'kt:t's dc::c;:1:y. 
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'l'he m3rkct's current reputa· 
tio,, was such 1hat nobody wa,·u-
ed ,o inherit this degraded Chi· 
cago lanchnark. What ·M'IS once a 
grn1,d culu.ir.d cx<:h:.ulgc had now 
become a nu isance. UIC de-
clared that il was time for the 
market 10 move from its home. 
The businesses near the market's 
new residenc·e- alo11g Canal 
S1reet and south of Rooseveh 
Ro.1d to 15th 1>1ace- wanted i t to 
remain where it is. The cily now 
promises tougb s.1nitatiOn and 
policing services- tQ clean up 
the mark.el'$ image-and to ap, 
pc:.tsc a rcluccant commu1,ity. 
(\X'h)' this couldn'1 have been ac-
complished years ago. at the 
market's origina.l site, has baffled 
S()me vendors.) 
The new m:uket will only hold 
400 s l0ts- i1l whiC'h a louerywill 
d<:cide who tr:lnsfors an<l who 
le:i.vcs With the old market. /\ 
s maller m11rkc1 with better .sani· 
t:nion services 3nd ,ough polic· 
ing may m~ke for a better m:1r-
kct. With a 101 of etron on bo1h 
th<: pan of Chi<.-:igo and the Max-
well Stree t vendors, the marke1 
could become ooe or Chicago's 
s.ilv-Jgc.?d 1r<::1sures. Or perhaps. 
it will tum ou1 rhat the inarke1 
,viii survive bes, io the minds of 
those who remember other tif)~s. 
•• G«lt&iM PWo 
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After 35 hard years, 
Buddy Guy is finally 
honored as one of 
the preeminent 
blues guitarists 
By Boyd RavelJng 
~.~ 
To see Buddy Guy rela 
drink, and watching a bal 
class musician. When 
nightS hanging-out at hi 
. ' vest and Jeans, the sp 
his club. ' ·, 
Legends holps lo 
name, it attraets a 
some to listen. 
a couple with Bu 
recipe. 
"Are you goin' 
seeker named K 
.. No . .. I do 
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Lounge closed in 1986, but was later reopened) in August, 1989. 
Buddy professes to need a place where his friends can visit and 
jam with him when in town. In the five years Legends has been 
open, a wide array of musicians have been known to stop by 
when in Chicago: David 8owie, Adrian Belew, Rolling Stones 
musicians, Black Sabbath, and on and on. 
At first, much like always at The Checkerboard, the problems 
of running a club seemed daunting, The fact that Guy was spending 
an increasing amount of time on the road also proved difficult, 
even though Guy relished the increased touring. " The first three 
years or so, things weren't working right, but that's the business 
for you. I got some young men working for me now, though, that 
are dedicated to it- they love it-and that's what you need,' ' Guy 
confidently says. 
Guy's hard work and persistence were finally getting him the 
attention of the bigger record labels. In late 1990, he signed on 
with Sitvertone Records. 
"Damn Right I've Got The Blues," released in 1991, is his biggest 
commercial success to date. The album, and his subsequent work 
on the Silvertone label, is dotted with appearances by wetl--known 
rockers, such as Jeff Beck, Eric Clapton, and Mark Knopfler. 
Many dieMhard blues purists complain the album is filled with 
too many rockstars. They feel Guy should take advantage of his 
new-found popularity and concentrate on getting his own image 
conveyed. But Guy scoff;; at the critics: "I'd have to say 'Damn 
Right I've Got The Blues' is my favorite [work to date], because 
that's the one that brought me what I've been hoping to have. It 
brought more people to know me, and it brought the (first] Grammy 
and the Gold Record." 
One might think that Guy would slow down a little now that he 
is reaching heights once seemed unreachable. That is not the 
case. "There's a few more hurdles that need to be jumped," he 
says. The lack of exposure btues receives on the radio is 
troublesome to Guy. " I coo Id turn my radio on, go from station to 
station, and hear guitar players that are my best friends, and 
they'll tell you, 'I learned a lot from the blues and . . . Muddy 
Waters and Buddy Guy and all them,' but you don't hear it on the 
radio." Guy even says that blues is being "discriminated" against, 
but admits airplay has slowly been increasing. 
So where is the future of the blues? "All you got to do is hang 
around here tonight," Guy says of the Monday night act he has 
scheduled at Legends. "There's quite a few of these young men 
comin' in here. That's why I'm sitting here now." 
For a man that learned from some of the beS1, Guy still shows a 
healthy desire for the new. "I tell these young men- and they 
look at me and laugh sometimes, but I'm being honest-'1 don't 
know enough, now, and whoever you are, if you get to the point 
where you think you know it all, you better stop and think again. 
because that's not true.' " 
For those purists that think his last two works, "Oamn Right 
I've Got the Blues" and "Feels Like Rain," are too heavy on the 
special guests, get ready. Guy hit the studio a few months ago. 
This time he primafily used the road band he has been tearing-up 
stages across the globe w ith for the last several years (Greg Rzab, 
bass; Scott Holt, guitar; and Ray "Killer" Allison, drums). In Guy's 
ever-modest words, "I think I'm big enough now to stand on my 
own two feet." Quite an understatement from the "Man of the 
Century." 
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On October 17th, 1989, 
Allstate Insurance gave away 
free coverage to thousands. 
In light of emp loyee efforts to collect and 
d istribute clothing, canned food, and bottled water 
for San Francisco earthquake victims, perhaps 
"The Good Hands People" should be called 
"The Good Hearts People': 
Chairman Wayne E. Hedien has 
always been very p leased with 
his company's responsive-
ness to claims, but he's 
equally proud of their 
responsiveness 
to serious social 
problems, such 
as homeless-
ness. teen 
pregnancy, 
illiteracy, AIDS, and youth at 
risk. Helping Hands, the name of the Allstate 
employee volunteer program, works by match-
ing the talents of employee volunteers w ith the 
specific needs o f the community. 
It's this kind of corporate activism the Points 
of Light Foundation would like to promote. The 
Foundation is a non-profit, non-partisan o rganiza-
tion founded in 1990 to encourage community 
service . Like Allstate Insurance, we are committed 
to solving social problems on a local level - w ith 
innovative solutions. 
And although employees often g ive time to 
these social programs d uring business hours. 
companies have reported only positive effects on 
their businesses , such as enhanced employee 
self-esteem and morale, and improved leader-
Of course, without the support of peo-
le such as Allstate's chairman Wayne E. 
Hedien, programs like these would 
never be possible. 
It takes the kind of 
power only our nation's 
b usiness leaders 
can p rovide to 
solve serious 
community 
problems. 
For more 
in-depth 
information on corporate 
involvement in community 
service, contact the Points of 
Light Foundation at 1-800-888-7700. 
But please c all soon. Because the involvement 
of b usinesses like yours could b e the o nly insur-
ance we have for a better America. 

By Tom Shea 
four men sat on the stage with nervous 
looks in cheir eyes. Vacant chairs separat-
ed each of them. The chai l's were for theil' 
wives. 
In a few mome,,1s. talk show host Jenny 
Jones ,voi.,ld introduce the women. \\'llh a. 
list of things their husb:lnds don't ollow 
them 10 do: "wear dresses, Hpstick, high 
heels, bathing suits, get a job ... ·• 
Oeafenit,g "boos" would follow frotn 
the audience. The men knew this v.ras 1heir 
fate LO come. 
" I \\<a1u some male bonding, .. ordered 
Jones, before the t.aping began. " I don't 
,..rant boring questions. Oe passiona1e! 
Oo1l't hold anything back!" 
This tvas a scene from om: or I he four 
nationally syndicated talk shows <;Omi.og: 
Out of Chicago. In some tvays, Oprab,Jerry 
Springe,~ Jenny Jones and Bertice Be,-ry 
are very ditferem from ooe another and i n 
other W.t)'S they are virtually the same. 
Generally. the only thil)g that set.'> one 
talk show apatt from another is the host 
and his or het rel:.uionship wilh the audl-
eoce and gucstS. 
\X•"hy is Chicago such a " hm bed" for 
lau.nchiog Llllk shows? \t1hat f'nakes tht; 
show's hosts diJlCren1 from one :mother? 
Why do people go on I hese talk shows 
and reve~1l personal, cmb,1rrassing dcwils 
about thei r lives jn fmn, of millions of 
people? 
If you switch on the TV any weekday 
morning or evening, yo1.1 arc likely co have 
some kind of talk show co choose from. 
\'(/Ith nearly 20 nationally syndicated talk 
shows from a11 aJ'Ound the coumry, a per· 
s.on could ea.slly spend all day in from of 
a TV set w..uchlng 1alk sho,vs and still catch 
only about half of them. 
Chicago Tribu.ne Tempo editor Rick 
Kogttn says that I he ttutor:natic appe:-11 of 
tal k shows is tht;ir ability to t;:ike taboo 
subjects and p1.1l lh<.:O'I i nto neat 1x1ckages 
that arc shocki ng but seem harmless . 
"They are incredi bly ritil laling because 
you are seeing thii)g_s and hearing things 
LhaL fly in the face of coovemio1)al hehav. 
ior;' sa51S Kogan, ''TO hear a m~m gel up 
and sa~· that he thinks it's okay (O beat 
women if ,hey give him guff' is something 
you don·, hear in polite socicLy." 
Kogan says Lhere Is also :rn inseam rela-
tionship between Lhe studio ~-1udicnce and 
the vle""tP.•er at home. ''The TV viewers are 
ve1;r much like ihe studio audience who 
are appalled and are hooting and howling 
on camera. So, the v iewer has that shared 
bond \"\'1th the audjencc which makes it 
all seem okay." 
An avid viewer of tal k shO\VS, Kogan 
says he appreciates 1hem as "performance 
an." "Tulk shows use emotional freaks i n 
public for our amusemem. Ifs like some 
b izacre Roman ciccus." 
TI\e dta\'\'backs 10 these shows1 says Ko• 
ga1), is they make this type of behavior 
palatable. ''Talk shows have made dis-
functions ofvartous S01'tS alroost accepta-
ble or cert.1ioly comll)onplace where i n 
che past, these wc::rc rclcg:tted to psychia-
trisls· couches and priSOr) eells. Now t he 
most aberrant behavi or is being discussed 
at che most accessible hours of the day: · 
Kogan says that talk shows don·t do 
enough m properly deal ~·ith people \Vilh 
clysfuocdonal behavior who come on their 
shows. ·•1 don't think anybody conducting 
a talk sho~·. cen ainly not In Chic.ago, is 
qualified 10 he a psychologist 01· psy-
choanal}'Sl or a therapist. I Lhi nk all wo 
ofter) \\'hat one gets is a serious problem 
dealt '9.'ith in :i very superficial M t)'-' ' 
Chicago Sun-Times TeJevision/kadio 
columnist Rob ~·eder agrees: Pvuing peo-
ple who arc in r)CCd of psychological help 
on TV for the purpose or entertainment is 
exploitative. Feder accuses ralk show host 
Jenny Jones of regularly exploi1ing her 
guests. 
. . . and Chicago Television 
is Its Clinic. 
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The]ennJ1]ones Show, 
which first a ired in 1990, has h:td its ups 
and downs, It is curl.'en1Iy al its high point, 
caLings wise at least.. Jones first made a 
naine fol' herself :1s Comed)' Grand Pdze 
w i 11ner oo Star s,~an;b in t 986. Previously 
she was a singer in ::i rock'n'roll band and 
a h:,ck-up singer for \X1ayne Ne~\'ton. She 
later s hat'ed billing wit.h Vegas ac1s Sain. 
fl'.l)' l)(lvis, Jr., Ton)r Bcnnen, Dionne War· 
wick aod E11gelben Humperd inck. 
Jones Loured the country with a comedy 
rO\Ui n<: she c:ll led " G i rls N lghL Out." The 
show was controvetslal because only 
v.•omen were ~11lowcd in. Newtw1eek, Peo-
ple, a nd 20/20 highJighted the controver-
sy, and before long, ,Jones received sevcr~,I 
otters 10 stare her own talk show. 
When T/Jc Jem,y Jones Sbow first aired 
1hree years ago, il ~-as much differenc than 
it is today. The show was divjded inco 
several differenl topics, designed sp-eclfi. 
cally for women ::md avoiding " tr:tshy .. 
themes. 
Kogan says, ·•1 l hink she uied tO 1::ike a 
higher road, btn that genre is ooe th,,1t 
drags you down comi nually.'' 
Reponedl )', Jones '9.'as reluc1am to 
ch:ingethe format of the show, but rn1i ngs 
'ivere low. She w:uued t0 stay on 1he air, so 
she m:ide th(! adjustmeotS the producers 
\V:rn1ed. \'\7h :tt viewers ended u , with is 
wh:u both Feder an 
exploitative·· talks 
"I feel like I h 
after watching it,", 
unclea,, iL makes 1l 
TbeJen11yJ011es 
tervie,ved for 1his u 
product:rs secrned jntc rcs1ed :11 first, as 
soon as they heard Fcdcr :1nd Kogan \vere 
going 10 be imerviewed for the article as 
well , t h(!y bal ked . Her publicist said they 
didn·1 have tim.c t0 grant an inter\'ie\vand 
they were afm id of more bad public ity. 
Feder :rnd Jones have had an on-going 
feud for 1he pasc year abou.1 an episode of 
the show thm Feder feels "crossed a Ji1)e 
I've never seen cros.,;ed." A<.:<.:Ording to 
Fedel', <he show lied 10 two women to get 
chem 01) the show where their husbtmds 
told them for the first ti me th~H thev had 
cheated on the WOl'nen . T hev to"oked 
shocked :mcl humili:11ed as Jo~es ques, 
tioned, ''How do you ft:d?" 
Feder was disgusted :'.Ind wro1e about ii 
In hi~ daily .'i'un-Timescolumn.Joncs lacer 
appeared unannounced in his office to 
confmnt him aboiu 1he columo. Feeler says 
he doesn't dislike Jones as a person, but 
h<.: finds her shO\v :m1>alling. 
One problem Feder h~1s w ith the show 
is how Jones ' '\vhips up the audience and 
gets them hooling and howling." 
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Al 1he taping abO\ll domi nant hus-
bands, Jot'.les tri ed tO pit the male factions 
of I hc ~1udiencc agai nst one anoth er dor-
j og the pretaping, encouraging the meo 
j n the studio to stick up fo,· the men oo 
scage. simply because they ..:vere 111(!1), 
Likewi se. she encouraged the \vomen to 
verbally auack the men. 
I,, response co several audience mem · 
hers er1couraging lhe women to leave their 
husbands, one of the ·~vives sruck up for 
her husb~1nd: ''Th:11's (his 1re:11mem of hetl 
just abou1 che onl y thing h<:'s not good ~1L 
He's a good daddy. If l could change 1h:.u 
we'd have a perfect marriage: · 
The audience members continued to 
a ,·e him!'' One audknce 
d said, ''These men are 
. j s . . . For <.~very· 
p and walk out 
oon as the show 
,ber Sl<)Od up and 
called the women · ·st d'' forSWying wi1h 
thei r husbands. 0 of the wives re· 
sponded, ''If your cat hurl its paw would 
)'OU kill iL?°' 
·rhe aud ience member, 01isu.oders1:111.d· 
ing the ,...-om:10 shouted, " I don't care if 
the cal bi1 your 1oe,·· :1s 1he :;tudic:,,ce 
roored wich laugh1(!r. 
A mtrn also got up a 
bands, " Do your i nse 
your lack of performan 
Kogan says about 1al 
" ti 's like :1 pressure cc 
dios. It's a v .. c:ird mob 
body has goc somethi o ) v.-
t'\·er i1 ist whether they've chought abo\u 
the m pic or not." 
Auclienc<· members1 say-;s Kogtin, sta.rt u) 
think thac th ey have a right and dury IC 
give their opjnion about everything; talk 
sho"'-rs dangerous!)' create the illusion thm 
everyone's opinion is impo,·taot. 
Northwestern University Associate Pro· 
fessor of Radio/1V/Film Mimi B. While 
disagrees wi th Kogan. " If your opinion 
gets voiced over tek.vision and mil lions of 
people he:1.r it, it 111aycount." 
White argues that calk shows can be 
positive because they get across the im· 
ponam message that all opi nions are vaJ. 
id . She says people arc 100 q\1jck 10 m:1ke 
snt1p judgmems coodemning talk s hows. 
ihcy (talk showsJ should not be single d 
out. Talk shows are a " two \\.ra_y street," a 
tr:1cleo.ff i.n which pc:.-ople get an opportu · 
nily t0 ,111iclate themselves aod receive a 
"sense of self" for allowing thenlselves 10 
be exploited. The result is, what Whi le 
c.alls. " incense, imeractive tdevision:· 
A cornplete Oj)posite of 
Jones is Oprah lf/i1~(re1,~ 
accordil,g 10 talk show cricic.s and advo-
C:.ttes. 'rhey agree that because of her Sin· 
eerily :md honesty, Op,·ah Winfrey is the 
besL t:i lk show hos1 in Chicago. 
" With the Opmb Win/re)• Sbow, there 
is always an c lement or hope, self.help 
and redemptjOn,'' says h:dei:. "The show 
gives you a sense that there is something 
you can do abo\ll you r problecns co take 
concrol of your life." 
Kogan sars, " I think jn many ways, she 
is her own best guest. Oprah is a compos· 
er and Lhese othet guys are tryi ng 10 find 
which way 10 blov., i nto the trumpet. You 
<:~m see the wheels turning wi1h the other 
guys. Yot1 can·, with Oprah."' 
Unfortunately, s.1ys Kogan, because of 
Opmh's vinual overnight success and he;:r 
current income of $70 million a y<.-ar. she 
involul)(arily initiated the recent glut of 
,,ew talk shows by creating the illusion 
th:11 anyone call do it. 
"'There m:c C(!rtah, skills involved that 
make Phil Donahoe and Op..-ah bcaer than 
Ricki Lake and Jenny Jones. Part of Opr;dl'S 
success is sincere i mer(·st in the pwbJcms 
of people and their ability 10 share them 
with her. She can relate 10 her guests and 
p:}rade her mvn feel ings and problemsun· 
abashedly In from of the camera 100." 
Part of Oprah's success has ahvays been 
her ability 10 01:>en up LO her audience aod 
sh~r . wn persooal problems. Over 
ve prob::ibl}' overheard peO· 
• 001 Opr-J.h·s huest diet at· 
·.d 1rn1rriagc plans as if she 
oor neighbor. It's Oprah's 
o down-to.earth and conver· 
I 'n1ith her audieoce that seems to 
w et' respect and make it n:uutal for 
her guests 10 trust ill her, perlrnpt; more 
than other guest.s. 
Oprah has bee1l successful for nearly ~1 
decade, so peopl_e forget that s he: came 
out of nowhere. She made her first appear· 
ance on the :til ing morning show A.M, 
Chicago in Janua1y 1984. The show's r.lt · 
i ngs i mmediately shol up a,,d knocked 
vonabue oul of first p lace in just six 
weeks. Shonly after, Donahue moved to 
Ncv~r York. Suddenly, the cre•uor of talk 
shows lvas gone and the re-creator had 
1he ciry all co hersel f, for the time being. 
Si1)ce the initial success or her show, 
Oprnh has also focused h<·r enermr on act-
ing. Since 198S, she has appeared i n nu-
merous TV and feature fi lms i ncluding 
'"The Colo, Purple'" (1985) , " Na1ive Son" 
(1986) and " Throw Mama from 1he Train" 
(1987). 
She also buih Harpo Studios 0 1) the \'<'est 
Side to house hec talk show. Thete seems 
to be no end In sight to Oprah's success. 
Other tal k shows can only w ish for ;1 fr'JC· 
tfon of he,· good fortune. 
Sharo1) Di mino. a 45-ye:u·Old former 
IBM admi nistrator. goes to about four rnlk 
shows .l week: Op~1h once e,'Crysi x weeks 
( the limit), Jenny Jones once or cwlce a 
mooch, Bcni<:e 8-erry once a week, Jerry 
Springer twice a week. She k nows all the 
talk show hosts and they know her. 
- ' 
Dimino is 1he type of audience member 
who always has some1hing will}' to Sly, no 
m:11cer ~·hat the topic. But she only speaks 
when she has some1hing to say, unlike 
01her atidience members who ge1, as 
Dimi no c-.tlls it. " diarrhea of the mouth." 
After she quit her job at l HM ;_ind mo\·ed 
to O:,k Park. Dimi no fouod 1ha1 wilh her 
kids groom up ;1.nd living i o 01her st.11es, 
she had a Joe of thne on her h~mds. ·· 
O\ll kids, r found it hard tv meet 
So, flly husband suggc.s1<.:<..I going t 
shows:• 
Dimino Started attendi ng c:tl k sh 
M~rch ·93. She says ifs ::1 " porely 
thing'· and a •·fu1\ , cheap hobby," 
"A woman once asked me, ·oon·t yot1 
ha\'e anything better rn do?' " says Di mi · 
no in h<.:r distincti ve New Jersevaccem ... I 
said to het, 'Honesd v. no.' " · 
Dimino seems tO d ef}• expected calk 
show fanatic stercocypes. She is i meJli. 
gem and articulate ( she quotes Thoreau), 
and is nOL a " loser:· Out u1\like most of us. 
she's not afraid 10 ~•dmit her love of " trash." 
The Jerry Springer 
S hOW is Oimi no's favorite tal k show. 
Dimi no calls Springer an " old seventies 
liberal ' ' ~,nd a ''ki nd, gemle person•· who 
reallr rne:ms tvhat he says. She occasio1l· 
ally briogs Spri nger chopped liver aod 
baked goods. 
Dimino says lhat she considers Opmh 
Winfrey a role model for everybody "black, 
white or green." She says she also loves 
Bertie<: Berry but that her show has prob· 
lems. She mentions one Laping where it 
took two,and·a-half houts to tape a si ngle 
one-hour show. 
.. Bertke is a wo1 l rful ~rson, bul if 
1hey don', gei 1heil ,, ,i g~1he()\i1's no 
going w last.'' 
Jenny Jones, say i n~ a mal 
version of Geraldo St,c $1, ' the sh~w I 
very "'se, up" and •'l!lid· I , I, 
" Il's crash but it hl s-tts place'tvoJ nee 
a ce,·taln amounl of trash in )'Out life to 
keep things in perspecti\'e.'' 
Dimi no says the mai n lhi ng lh:tt secs the 
four Chicago talk shows apan from one 
another is their ··ct1fferen1 levels of dys· 
func1.lon ." She says she ca1l't pred ict \\1hen 
O! if she tvlll eventually get sick of going 
to them . for now, though, she. is having 
fun and meeting lots of imerestlng peo , 
pie. She assures, ·Tm not as addicted as il 
S(HIEl d S." 
Nancy, on the other haod . blatantly ad· 
1t1i1s being a talk show addict. She ,v.uch· 
-:=s at least one or rwo sho,vs a day. A free· 
l:mce court teponer who types deposi· 
tions, she works out of her home and often 
has the ·1v on in the background to keep 
h~r company. Like most addicts, N~mcy 
cloc:sn't think she has a problem) whkh 
makes you wonder why she'll only reveal 
her first name. 
··sometimes I pl an any dar :1round !talk 
showsJ," s..1.ys Nancy. " ff r hm'C ti free day I 
coll Id spend a whole day v.ia.Lching Lhem:· 
Kog:m says there is a cenain Stigm;1 at· 
1~1chcd to admiuii,g you w:uch and e1)jOy 
wl k sho,vs. •·1t implies }'OU have nothing 
beuer tO do w ith yo cime, and yoL1 like 
v icar ioos thrills · be titi llated ." 
S1Udio of ,he 
pr isi r\gly, <:as· 
ccvtive Prod· 
mes out to tell 
1 p ~· San Francis-
co cop who carries a pupp<.:t around wich 
him on his beat and the pol ice depart-
ment's attempt co scop him. 
T here are no comedians or cheedeart. 
ets 10 rev up t he audience before taping 
begi,,s like so,ne of the other sho,vs. 
" I don·1 say ·show passior\! Oon't hold 
anythi ng back !' because I hat's not wh:u 
we're about," says Murphy. " Wheo you 
tell people that, you are t:!iSentially telling 
them what to do:· 
Murphy introduces Springer, who ap· 
proaches the audience w ith confidence 
and bad Henny You ngman jokes ("Hook· 
er says: ' I 'll do an)<hing for $50.' I say, 
'Yeah? Paim iny house.' "). 
Spti 11ger evemually lnuoduces h is 
guests: a se11si1ive, Mr. Rogers-type S:1n 
Franci s.co cop Bob Geary a1)d h is Al fred 
E. Newm~ n look-ali ke, c ri ine-lig ht h~g 
puppet, Brendan O'Sm;uty. The San Fran· 
cisco Po lice Department ordered Gear)' 
to s.top carrying the puppet on his beat. 
When the puppet was put to a vote on the 
s.a,l J~rancisco ballot, chc pcopl<.: voted to 
leave the puppet on t he street. The police 
d arLlllem was Olllraged . A hostile po, 
lie iner,_at the show argues. for the re, 
"l°' I ,f the1,uppe1. 
[ 'f ~er~ CI o we dmw the line? Clown 
[u~ or.cpsl~pg goat,; :u his side?" says the 
~ra,~c~·'=' 
n L;::i \Jr, Spr inger brings ool two St1pposed 
'ehicago gaog mcmb<;:rs i o ridicul ous-
looking disguises who insu It and threateo 
the cop, celling h im if he ever cam e i mo 
their neighborhood with his puppet, he'd 
" ge1 rolled.'' 
Sprjnger answers qL1estions from the 
audience at random. Both The Jenny 
Jones Show and the Bert/cc Berry Sbow 
screen their audi cn(es' questions during 
the c om merci al breaks and pi ck and 
choose which ones co ask. 
" My personal feeli ng is that you Jose 
the spontanei ty of che audience and they 
lose €hej r fowm.; · s:tys Murphy. "And it 
wollld cvc down on Jerry's energy. Who 
is to judge what questions are vaHd and 
which ones aren't.? Noc screening ques-
l iOns is a fairer representation of the 
people.' ' 
At the end of the show, Springet Sits 
(ltop :1 stool at lhe right s.lde of the s-iage 
and gives a short speech as 1h1; words 
"Final Thought" appear on the ino1itors. 
Jn h is speech, Springer advoc:1tcs 1he use 
of 1he puppet. 
Murphy says 1ha1 Spr ioger writes t hat 
coinmemal')' himself as his take on the 
day's show. ' That si ngle pare, where he 
wraps il up in h is own words and his own 
feeliog:::, makes the shOl'.' differem from 
OLhers." Kogan, however, says che .. FinaJ 
Thought" segment of lhe show ls •<preten-
tious :md unnecessa,y" 
'J(.)(lay-·s show Is a success: a mixture of 
cornedy, drama, conA ict, good vs. evil, ii)· 
formation and c ,11c rtainrnen1. Concludh,g 
1 he shol'-', Sptioger sh.ikes the hand of 
C\'eryone on stag<;. Theo he goes through 
the audiellce ttnd firml y shakes e\'eryooc·s 
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hand li ke :rn eager pnlitican. Sprjogcr ap· 
pears to like people and "~i nt to be l ikc:d. 
OelOrc becoming a talk show host more 
than two years ago, Springer \vas an award· 
w inning newscasler in Cincinnati for JO 
yea.l's. Defore th.at, he was a two,term may· 
or of CinciJ)l)aLi. The .terry Springer Show 
lnitiallv starle:d Out in Cincinnati in Sep· 
tembe; 199 1, before moving to Chicago 
in September 1992. Spl'inger's caceec in 
nct,vs, :ind as a polilid.an, gives him lhe 
perspective other talk shmv hos1s lack, 
s:tys Murphy. 
firsthand w ith child molestation charges 
in the church, agrees that talk shows have 
helped people come out v.•ith these prob· 
Jerns. " I know of cases where people have 
said they never though, of doing it 1,alk-
iog abo\ll the problems) until they saw ll 
on :l tal k show," says Paprocki. 
About the fumre of ialk shows» Murphy 
says: .. I think there will always be t.alk 
sho~'S but riot as inaoy as there ace ,,ow. 
Th is Is a cecord year for talk. Already, some 
of those shows ::ire going by the \\'ayside ." 
Within the caverns 
of the Northwest Side 
WTTW Studios is 
the home of Fox '.s-
Bertice Berry Show 
sometimes Deny e11ds up shoo1iog a.od re-
shooti ng p~1ns of the show several times. 
Even i f Berry seems uncomfonabl c on 
camera, she is comfortable relating to her 
gue.o;LS and the topics i nvolved. After a re· 
ccn1 tapi11g about wel fare mothers, she 
spent a fe~v 1noments after the show talk· 
i ng with the :1vdience. She said, "~'hen 
you see someone in the gl'Ocety store us-
ing food scamps, don·1 make COl'nrnen1s 
because that could be rou." Duri ng ch:11 
same show, she hired a homeless wotn· 
an- who ~<as a guest on her show - tO 
,·vork for her. 
ff she settles iluo her new time s lot, and 
her show ma.kc-s i 1 through 1994, Lhe Ber· 
flee Berry Show should be successful. 
\'<'c arc living i n a strange time when 
men and women fli rt w)lh each 01 her 
through their computers inscead of in per · 
son. while others rry ro d e,·ise ways to 
have computerized " vinual sex .. ;di by 
The shO"(V, which began raping i n Sep- themselves. Yet, many of us do1fc even 
teml)er 1993, has gotten off to a rocky know who our nexc dooc neighbors are . 
.st ::irt. Regatd less of ils calemed and J)l'OIU· Feder says, i1l m..any ways, talk shows a1ld 
iSing host, the show didn't dta~· a ' '!!de television, in general, have repl:1ced our 
c no1.1gh audience in the beginn'ing-:'l~~t e imecactioo ,vilh people. 
Oeccmb<.·r 1993 issue of " Broadca_s1 anrn'"\;tlk~ hows satisfy a certain need we 
C:1ble .. magazine, the Bertice n~ sh'r'! h.we\ co look ifllO other peoplc·s livc-s,·· 
was rumored 10 be ··on Lh<;: cancclJat{~n s; ys F der. " Television has largely re· 
walch l istofmarly i nd ust:ry executh·Os~'J 1-f V:iced ,he back fence, corner grocery 
Fedec repot·ted in his COl\1mo m6n7~s-._ i st? re, ,-0r, barber shop as a place where 
back lhat Lhe Berti<:e B erryshowwas pa~ there i s~ ubl ic d iscourse. People have 
ing teinpor:1ry personnel $5 an hour to sit been gossiping forever. No~v, lnste.ad of 
in the ,11.1dicoce. The problem of fi lling jus1 a couple people, it's mill iofL..o;! ' 
"\'l1e do a ((){ of the same 1opics other se~tts at 1he shov.'S rests largely on it.Spoor With lhelt frequent self-heJp themes aod 
shows do, bUl we have l he ability, w ith Jocalion, says Feder. I f the show ~rece cons1anc advice from expertS, Koga1l says 
Jerry, to pick up and move and do a show taped in the NBC Tower, as a,e Jones· aod talk shows have hecoine a p,oor man·s form 
like the rece1u one on :l new juvenile of- Springer's shows, lhey would probably of therapr, plaring the role of the priest, 
fenders boot camp ii') southeast Florida," have no problem a11<acling audiences. psychologist jnd therapist i n ch,· lives of 
says Murphy. " Wha, makes Jerry d ifferent Regardless, Executi ve Producer Ken m i llions everyday. 
is his ability 10 h:rnd le more sociaJly-ori · Solomon of the Bertlce Berry Show says M:trnie Buckley, therapist and Execu, 
cmed and political 1opic.s: · that many talk shows need time and pati· ti vc .Oirccwrof Family Counsel Agency i n 
Like many wlk shows, Jerry Spl'luger ence before Lhey cml develop. Solomon nonh suburban Glencoe, sa)'S that the 
has received criticism for airing several told ' 'Broadcast ::ind Cable .. that his com- problem "(Vhh tal k shows as 1herapy is th:u 
zls and white su.p::iny i.S "absolutely commined» and ded· ' ' ll's a format in which the shows dOr)'t 
pcemadsts. So talk shows oricate d l O the show for the Jong 1er01. The help people afler the shov.<s are over:· 
doing thl.:!se si th { S wn sig,lS of Buckley says ial k shows are positive in 
criticize 1atk sh moved to a 1hat thcr provide people ,v i1h chc " need 
these groups an to belong, to reflect aod aflili:ne to other·s 
ing them . Cn ch .o . in soci - cxisten1ialism." 
.Panthec l'nembe u at 'a Stand ,up Ho,vever, father Michael). Adams, Pas· 
tacked a whitesupremadst, a other guest. come tan. 1th ~uch a i verse back- 1or of $1. Mary's S1t1r of the Sea Church on 
knocking out several of his teeth. ground, Betry i.s able tO handle bo1h sed - the southwest side says, .. I'm not so sure 
''The violence is not routine ... says Mur- ous and ligh1-wcight topics with compa.,;. it's the proper forum because a Jot of it 
phy. "We will continue 10 do 1hese topics. sioo and fervor. Like Oprah, ac times she becomes just what th is person says, a1ld 
\Ve hcl ieve lhac people need co kno~·. opens op and shares details aboUl herself chat person says, and thece·s 1 01 much 
People like this have to be ex.posed ." during shows. Duri ng a show ab-Out stalk· evaluation of whac real ly goes on. Tal k 
Murphy says she believes talk shows er.,, she said: "Dating is a da1lgecous activ- shov,· viewers have 10 wooder from. time 
have accompJishcd many positive things i ty. My friends make fun of me because I to time, ·,x,hy i n lhe heJI do people come 
over 1he years, parcicularly the breakir1g bring a group of friends ou1 with me to on here and say these th ings?'·· 
dc)'A'Il of barriers which kept people from mak<;: sure this gu)"s okay:· Kogan says that there is an "inhercJ:ll 
talki ng about i ncest, sexual abuse, and The m:1i n problem wit..h her show now exhibitionism" i nvolved w ith coming on 
homosexuality. is ch:u Berry still seems a\\rk\vard and un- tal k shows a11d tel1ing your problems i.O 
Acchdiocese of Chicago Chancellor comforrnble in from of lhe camcr:i. SiJ)CC from of millions of viewe rs. "The procHv· 
Father Thomas J. Papcocki, who de~ls she is also ,he co ,producer of 1he show, iq1ofpeoplc tobendandexaggera1eo1,cc 
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they gel in the spotlight is great. You can 
play it a bit too heavi ly. That"s dangerous," 
Murphy says she;: is still '"ballled" b)•why 
people tell all 011 1alk shows. She says 
exhibitionism is only a part of the reason. 
" There are people who corne because 
1hcy·,,e never flown 011 .1 plaoe and they 
,V3nt 10 corne 10 Chicago. There ;ire 100 
good :rnd ba:d reasons." 
Ouckle)' s.-iys she doesn't think exhibi · 
tionism is the rc~1son gucs1s come on 1alk 
shows, rc..·caling personal 1hings about 
1hcmsCl\'CS on 1 ational TV as much as it is 
C:ltharsis in the form of "geuing back at 
people and dealing with anger:· 
Kim Robinson. a 25·)'t.>-ar-old NBC page 
for Tbejcnny]one.~ Sbow1 says rhat man)' 
gt1es1s 011 rhe show arc from 3 lower in-
come bracket, and appearing on the show 
is like a V:tCatioo. " A free fligh1, hotel and 
limo ride is exciting for them." 
'"It ·s the biggest d:t)' or I heir I ivcs," s."y.s 
t-'edcr. "Th:u has a tendcncr 10 make those 
people \\::Int 10 please. So, they'll exag, 
ger.:nc.: o r. in some <.-ases. outdgh1 lie in 
order to &'ltisfy the producers. 11·s prcuy 
d isgusti ng." 
Northwcstern's \'<1h ite :1rg\1Cs th:u pCO· 
pie who appear as guesas on l:tlk shows 
know what they are getting into. "The 
people ,vho go on these shows are the 
people who ,·,.,a1ch the in. They don't go on 
and expect not to be :macked," 
Ouriog a coinmcrcial break at a Jenny 
Jones taping about revenge, an audience 
member confided, "Some or the 1hi11gs 
I've done arc a 101 more ou1r:-:igcous than 
the things 011 this show." Reggie Voughan. 
a 49-ycar ,old bl:1ck man from Chica.go who 
S3id he hates the American Civil l.ibenics 
Union and claims t0 be on 3 list 10 pull 
the switch of pri soners o n dc:uh row, then 
rccoumcd a talc of ::in orgy involving him, 
self and sc.·veral women. Although, Vougl)· 
an said. he ,vould never tell S\1ch 1hings 
In front of millions or JX.'"Ople. 
Ge.sides the r.1c1 thar Oonahuc and 
Oprah originated i 11 Chicago, the mai1l 
reason experts say so many talk shows 
sprhlg up here is because the Chicago 
audic1 cc is:, perfect crOS$,sec1ion of 1he 
country ::is ::i whole. 
The Jerry Springer SIX>w had the choice 
of moving from Cincinnatl 10 eilher Chi· 
cago or New York. Murphy says 1hat Chi · 
c::tgo is far more represema1i"e of the 
coumry than New York. 
"Chicago is :1 very sophisticated city, .. 
says ~1urphy. '·Yott get the perfect blend 
of people who arc living real live~ on a 
day,to,day basis, They're no1 isolated on 
an island unto themselves. h's a perfect 
place for a 1alk show." 
Kogan sa)'S, "When you have a weirdo. 
people i n Nebrask::t expect that weirdo t0 
be in N.Y. or L.A. When 1hat weirdo is i n 
Chic:ago. it 1l::ttion:tli%es lh:u w(;!i rdncss 
m\1ch more. l t'S right i n your backyard:· 
After the Jenny Jones 1aping of jealous 
husb:1nds, the women and their dominant 
husbands held their babies as they waited 
for limos ouLSide NBC Towers. Their 15 
minuws of fame were over :.1nd 1he studio 
audience members that 
fered their :.ld\'iCc were 
10 ger back 10 the real w 
of these women were g 
ad"ice of the :1udicnc · 
husb::inds w::is \1nlikcly. 
just a.s unresolved as wh 
"13lk shows are in e 
money;· S..'lys Feder. ··1 om t 
shows happen 10 do some good :1lons the 
,v.tr, it's purely by accidc111.'' 
Illustration and Design 
by Steve Vena 
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''The City 
of Lights'' 
attracts 
those 
longing 
to be 
wealthy 
to the 
Hollywood 
Casino 
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lights ... 
cameras ... 
action ... 
By P. S. Colbert 
Everywhere (too many to count, but there 
must be UMPTEEN THOUSAND!) flickering, 
flashing, running up walls, spiraling down 
staircases, and swirling around marquees. 
Mini-securicams, tastefully ensconced in 
gold-plated boxes and discreetly placed 
among the ornate ceiling fixtures. 
Spinning roulette wheels, tumbling dice, 
cheers of victory, curses of defeat, hot 
hands, cold feet, tight pants, loose 
change . .. 
It's moments before midnight on board Chy of Lights I. one of 
Hollywood C..sinos· Fox River fleet of gambling vessels (each 
foor stories and 145 feet long, w ith appro,omatety 10,000 square 
feet of enclosed interior space} and the new jewel in Aurora, 
Illinois' commercial crown. But, I'm getting ahead of myself. 
Better to start at the beginning. 
8 8 II 
Southbound on Route 53 . The first sign that I am headed in 
the right direction is a large billboard, sprouting like a weed from 
a Rolling Meadows office park. 
"SLOTS OF LUCKI .. promises the four-color advert. complete 
with a purple slot machine, gold coin coflection. and explicit 
directions: 1-290/1-355 South to 1-88 West Aurora. 
Like many folks. I've never been to this far Western suburb, 
nor have I ever expected to have a reason for traveling here. I 
mean. w ith all due respect, what is so special about this quaint 
lit1le township \population 99,582) that people should go out of 
their way to visit? Sure, it's got au the modern conveniences: 
b()Wling alleys. car dealerships-both new and used- real es-
t$tie agencies, department stores. enough fast food joints to 
squash a billion New Year's resolutions and keep Stridex in busi-
ness until the nuclear holocaust and from my limited experience, 
some very nice people. 
What's more, the area is not without its own historical signifi-
cance, Aurora became the first city in the world to employ 
electric street lamps, hence its subtitle as the " city of light.s," a 
security device that cannot be underestimated in this era of 
increased brut ality and high risk of danger after dark. But that 
was more than a century ago; people today are nothing if no t 
tempornl in their admiration of this place. You want society's 
undivided attention? You gotta put out. right Madonna? 
So, perhaps it's a sad commentary on all of us that the crowds 
didn't begin their migration until the summer of 1993 when "the 
city of lights" became· 'the city of artificial energy: · It is crowded 
on the chilly evening that I arrive. I have to park on such a high 
level of the garage. I fear my car might develop a nose-bleed . 
(Didn't the w ind chill factor or the fact that there were only three 
more shopping days until Christmas mean anything to these 
people. Or were they ALL on magazine article assignments?) 
The consumer has the option of taking a shut1le bus ride from 
the garage to the grounds, but I take the scenic Fox River walk 
instead. It is cold and lonely, w ith a clear view of the river. A thin 
s liver of jagged ice leads like a trail of bread crumbs to the 
once- and presumably future-floating vessels. 
The pavilion i,s a four•storied wonder of stone, glass, and glrtz, 
complete w ith a curved front drive that seems to attract BMWs. 
Porsches and antique British roadsters like a magnet. Just inside. 
a gallery of celebrity portraits, representing the headlining at· 
tractions at the nearby Paramount Arts Centre, line the foyer. 
First up is Frank. If you have to ask .. F,ank WHO?" you have 
no business entering any casino. Then, there's Tom Jones, who 
at 53, still sports the marble-hard, chiseled body of a Greek 
statue, but unfortunately, atso a face that now resembles a block 
of jack-hammered concrete. There's W illie Nelson. w ho has 
always managed to look like he's 100 and a member of .. Gener-
ation X" at the same time. And finally, the synthet.ic sensuality 
of MISS Ann-Margaret, w ith her bottle-red hair and come-hither 
s1are. Trivia question: Has this woman EVER had a hit record? 
Actually, yes, there was one in those dark pop days before The 
Beatles, but no current radio will accommodate it. 
I've been warned that my official tour does not inckide a stop 
at the famed theater, established in 1931, and elaborately refur-
bished in 1978, half a block away. Despite the symbolic connec-
tion implied by the glut of promotional material for the casino 
complex and the aforem entioned lobby gallery, the theater is 
considered a separate entity. "Sorry," they said . 
Not good enough. Not for my readership, anyway. So take 
this. Here's my version of a P.A.C. performance: 
TN T NIGHT PARAM OUNT 'ARTS 
T HEATRE-DREA M SEQUENCE 
A large, star-spangled curtain shrouds a massive stage, be-
fore w hich is seated an audience of thousands. The clientele rs" 
largely middle aged and bedecked with audio and visual aids, 
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prefabricated coiffures, gaudy jewelry and leisure and pants 
suits. 
Many of them clutch programs and sip caramel colored bev-
erages in plastic cups. The general mood of the crowd is both 
anticipatory and enthusiastic. 
AN NOUNCER (D.S.) 
Ladies and gentlemen. the Paramount Arts Theatre is proud 
to present the glorious reunion of the FIFTH DIMENSION, featur-
ing NO original members! 
The curt ain rises, acco mpanied by the unanimous applause, 
and on-stage are five wide grinning Caucasians (two male, three 
female) clad in matching red, white and blue aerobic gear, each 
of them high-stepping in synchronizat ion as an invisible orches-
tra vamps ' The Girl from lpanema." Out of the ranks step REGIS 
PHILBIN and KATHI LEE GIFFORD. The audience responds w ith 
a surprised gasp followed by tumultuous applause. 
REGIS 
Thank you ever so much! I'd just like to say, and I mean this 
most sincerely, that each and every one of you has got to be the 
most wonderful person rve ever had the SUPREME pleasure of 
meeting ! 
{Grinning wild ly, KATHI LEE joins the crowd in applauding her 
partner for his kind words.) 
REGIS \looking his panner up and down) 
Hoo-boy, Kathi Lee, you sure are looking lovely this evening. 
KATHI LEE {blushing) 
W hy, thank you, Reegl 
REGIS 
Yessiree, I gotta tell ya. that in thOse shorts, you got more 
legs than a bucket o' chicken! 
{KATHI LEE blushes again and swats playfully at her partner, 
who chuckles and soaks up t he roaring laughter of the crowd.) 
REGIS 
c ·mon Kath, you know rm just having some fun w ith ya. {He 
extends his right hand to her.) Now, put' er there, pal. 
(KATHI LEE complies, but is almost immediately jolted from 
the handshake to the ceiling by the joy buzzer in REGIS' palm. 
The crowd erupts w ith more spirited laughter as KATHI LEE 
composes herself.) 
KATHI LEE 
Two o' CLOCK, that was some shock! 
(REGIS shOws the crowd the ringing on the inside of his hand.) 
REGIS 
If s connected to my pacemaker! 
(More joyful response from the crowd. followed by a hearty 
round of applause.) 
REGIS 
But seriously, folks, we've got a great show planned, so won't 
you please join us as we salute the fine music of two show biz 
GIANTS, and close personal friends of everyone here, I'm sure. 
That's right, I mean STEVE and EOIEI 
(The paying customers show their unanimous approval with 
clapping hands and stomping feet.) 
KATHI LEE 
That's right, folks. Just take a sip of your saspirillas. set right 
back and let the big hits ROLL . . . 
(FADE OUT as applause builds.) 
Back to reality, I'm waiting at the front check-in desk for my 
tour guide to appear so my official tour of the grounds can begin 
(remember, there's much m ore to this complex tN9n gambling). 
The grand tour lasts approximately 20 minutes, during which 
,,. 
I am escorted from one ritzy eatery to another. None offered to 
seat or serve me. so what can I say? The eateries LOOK nice. 
The Young cardigan-wearing c,owd gathered at the bar of Har-
low 's-named for the famecf screen Queen of the 30s- seem 
to be getting their money's worth as they laugh, clap backs, 
hoist imported brews and generally carry on like actors in a 
towenbrau commercial. 
Rudolfo's Ristorante Italiano, honoring pioneer matinee idol, 
Rudolph Valentino, is not in operation when we pop in. but there 
is enough light for me to make out the ceiling, which resembles 
a cobalt blue sky with billowy cloud formations. 
On the other hand. Douglas Fairbanks Sr.'s Swashbuckling 
Steakhouse is packed. I never got past the entryway, where 
hangs the original costume, wom by the diner's namesake, in 
"The Mark of Zorro," which had 'em lining up around the block 
long before anyone considered talking pictures. Stuck for an 
entree idea? May I suggest the "Samson and Delilah?" Surf and 
turf for fifty-six bucks and some change. 
Last stop, "The Director's Lounge ... a more casual approach 
to repasting, where cozy alcoves are bathed in mauve paint and 
studded with movie star photos. On the walls, TV monitors 
contribute to supper talks with clips from classic films of the 
30s. 40s and sos. 
End of tour. On to the casinos. 
I think it's only fair to tell you that. in terms of casino assess-
ment, I'm a bit jaded. You see. I was a Las Vegas resident for 
several years. Needless to say, slot machines, show girls, lounge 
lizards and free drinks, were second nature to me by the time I 
left. 0.K., I admit I was n,nning. 
So, how does the Aurora complex compare? Well, there's 
every bit as much clanging of bells and bouncing of lights, shuf-
fling of decks, spilling of drinks, expelling of smoke and blowing 
of hard-earned wages. The outfits the waitresses are required 
to wear are every bit as tacky and demeaning as those of their 
Designed by Kerry Robertson 
Illustrations by Weston Maggio 
Nevadan neighbors. In this case. the " girls" model a strange, 
mini-skirted train conductor's ensemble, available in neon car-
nation, turquoise and periwinkle. 
What's more, those stern-faced, business-suited gaming of-
ficials who sneak up behind crap dealers are just as unsettling 
as ever. 
I try to get some statements on working conditions from the 
officials, but they remain uniformly tight-lipped. After trying to 
make contact with a dealer on break .. in the Take One snack 
shop, I am approachecf by a spindly security guard who sug-
gests that any interviews I want could be set up through the 
Public Relations department. 
0.K., so I'd let the public speak. The crowd is definitely a 
diverse mix, representing all colors. creeds and c&asses. They 
are equally dispersed over the four levels of playing parlor space. 
It'll be just like shooting fish in a barrel, right? 
Well, no. There seems to be something about a notebook· 
toting stranger who claims to represent a magazine they've 
never heard of and asks them repeatedly to spell their last names 
that puts off most local Joes and Joans. 
On the other hand, those who did wish to go on record had 
nothing much to report. Oh .• by the way, Carly, Josh says "hi ... 
An overty made up glam-rocker type {whose gender remains a 
mystery to me) wished to state for the record that he or she 
categorically agrees with Kurt Cobain of Nirvana, who said that 
au ··corporate magazines still suck.'' Finally, Mr. Elliot Redburn of 
Lake Zurich, Illinois, would like the worfd to know that ''this here 
Casino is ten times better than anything I've ever seen in Las 
Vegas or Atlantic City.' · 
Mrs. Eliot Redburn disagrees. Seconds after making her dec-
laration, Mr. Redburn informs me that he had changed his mind, 
and that I didn't have to quote him if I didn't want to. 
Well, I've had enough. My assignment is to tell things as I see 
them, and after some three hours on the premises, I've seen so 
much memorabilia, megalomania, and loud, floral carpeting that 
I can no longer see straight. 
So what's the final verdict? Simply put, it's a nice place to visit, 
but I don't live around here and I've got a long ride home. 
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seminary land. Thus began 
the demolition of the semi-
nary walls. Another tragedy 
struck: Zick declared bank-
ruptcy. The property was for 
sale once more and lay in 
semi-ruin until 1992. 
Abandoning the old 
plans, a new developer pur-
chased the land and struck 
the final blows to the sem-
inary walls. \X'here fox 
hunts and prayer services 
were once held is now the 
site of 39 s ingle fan1ily 
homes. 
Design by Steve Vena 
R rnembcr the first time you g'dVC someone ve? How ~eat it f~lt co score the tough shot, to wm the b1g game? And to share 
lhat excitement "itJ, an oumretched palm slapped 
in victory by your teammate, )'O\tr coach, your 
p..'U"ents or a friend. \Veil, now 
there's another way to give 
five. A way to Gt.pture 
that feeling of 
accomplishment 
far beyond the 
playgrounds, the 
ball field~ and the 
gyrn. A feeling of 
accomplishment tJ1at 
many childten in our 
community have searched 
hours could bring. Your tune will buy days, months, 
even )'CMS for someone else. They'll have a brighter 
forure because your help will have gotten them 
through a dark or lonely period in tJ,eir !i,-es. They'll 
be touched by your companionship. \'/hi.le 
your efforts, your hour~ spen I 
voluntee1i.ng. will bring you 
a lifetime of fulfiJhnenL 
Incr ease 
Yo ur 
Giving T o 
5% O f Yo ur 
Income . 
It's a cold, hatd 
real ii)' that cvcrytJung 
costs money. Compassion 
is no exception. If we don't 
Now is the perfect time 
to invest Ill futures. 
So, ·\\11atever 
children's cause or 
youth activity you're 
already i1wolved in 1 
make a commiunent. to 
increase your gi,ing to a level that will 
make a pcrrnanern and positive 
dilferCncc. Give Five. It will make you 
foci like a "inner every day of your life. 
Increase 'l'h e Time 
Yo u Vo lunteer 
To 5 Hours A Week. 
Does anyone have enough time co find tive hours a 
week for volunteer work? Many do. Sho1. periods of 
time can add up to hours.. J\.nd \\11en you consider 
how m uch hope you bring spendingjust a few 
minutes with someone who needs you, imagine 
what increasing your 
voJunteeiing to five 
meet our obligations lO help now, there will be a 
higher price lO pay laLer. Too mal'1y children will 
sutfor and childre::n withoui hope become adult$ 
without hope. \.Vhich is why intrea,;;ing your annual 
gjving to 5% of your inc,,me. whetherg;ven 
· in incrc::1nt;;nts or all ,u once, cao have such a 
significanc impact. It wiU buy much more l),an 
seniice. It wilJ buy self re~pecl and under-
sta0din.g for Lhooc who receive it. And <..·-vcn 
for those who ge1,erously gave it. Jk-causc when 
)'<>LI put it io perspective. the 
most valuable things u1 life are 
not our bank accounts. h's 
che c,,rrency of emotions, of 
sharing, of helping that are 
wotth the most 
Give five and feel like a winner everv day. 
To leammore<:all • ~ 
I-800.55-GIVE-5. ~ 
.. . ,,. 
• 
by Michelle Clarkin 
·, 
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It's Monday morning in Chicago, and 
the air smells of fresh roasted coffee. 
The aroma wraps itself around street signs and takes root under the noses of 
bustling tollege students. It creeps through car windows and leaps aboard buses 
packed with workers heading off to nine•to•five jobs. It lingers until midday, 
catching the attention of construction workers on their lunch break. ft permeates 
the evening hours, spreading itself into a fine mist that lures poets and musicians 
from their slumber. Sy the smell of it, you could say the coffee house culture has 
taken hold of Chicago. And truly. it is a society apart from all others. 
•tn a coffee house, you have the opportunity to interact, but not the necessity; 
says coffee house patron Erin Walsh . "To be alone in a crowd, that's part of it.· 
New coffee houses continue to spring up daily, joining such veterans as No 
Exit, Scenes and Coffee Chicago. When the purveyors of these enticing aromas 
open their doors for business, the entranced patrons pour in, reciting the ·caffeine 
codes· firmly fixed on their tongues -Espresso. Cafe Latte, Cafe au lait, 
Cappuccino, Mocha. Coffee of the Day, and French Roast . 
In today·s coffee climate, there is a coffee house to accommodate just about 
everyone. Chicago's Earwax Cafe allows you to broaden your musical horizons 
while buzzing on an espresso. Barnes & Noble book store jumps into the ring. 
offering Cafe Latte while you browse. Mozart Cafe brings you closer to the master 
composer. Urbus Orbis talks the eclectic, easy-chair types into having a hummus 
plate, while dawdling over a game of chess. And specialty chains Starbucks and 
Gloria Jean's, capitalizing on an increasing demand for gourmet coffee, are 
enjoying phenomenal success, while igniting the flame of competition. 
According to Strong Coffee. a Chicago,based publication dedicated to exploring 
coffee house culture, the city has gained 40 coffee houses since 1990, bringing the 
total to more than 100. By including chains such as Gloria Jean·s, which has 
opened 11 stores in the Chicago area alone. the figure stands closer to 150. Coffee 
Chicago owner Candace Kuczmarski says we haven't reached the peak. "It's still in 
its infancy,· said Kuczmarski. · 1 used to chart them (coffee house openings) on a 
Chicago map. When it reached the point where I had 150 chart pins on my map. I 
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knew I either needed to enlarge the 
map or get smaller head pins." 
The idea of the coffee house d idn't 
spring up overnight . People have 
always desired meeting p laces where 
they could relax outside the confines of 
work, school and home. The coffee 
house serves as such a place. It enjoys 
a rich history which some of its modern 
disciples have just begun to uneanh. 
In his book, "The Great Good Place" 
(1989), author Ray Oldenburg traced 
both "the brewing of the coffee bean" 
and coffee's "availability in public 
establishments" to Arab origins, dating 
back some 500 years. According to 
Oldenburg, the coffee house enjoyed 
w ide popularity in cities such as 
Constantinople and Mecca, where 
merchants and travelers would 
often gather. 
In its European form, the coffee 
house took hold in the mid-17th 
Century, making a large impact in the 
cultural centers of Vienna and London. 
While the Viennese coffee house 
became the center for Vienna's artistic 
community, the London coffee house 
turned into a stage for the male 
population of England's social scene. 
The enchanting fact about the coffee 
house was that it drew people from all 
walks of l ife. There were no 
distinct ions made by social class, 
though in London, distinctions were 
made by gender. 
Oldenburg recounted t he famous 
"Women's Petition Against Coffee," i n 
which the w ives of British coffee house 
patrons proposed, among other things, 
that coffee •caused impotence in the 
mate: ·was turn ing males into gossips 
and tattletales: and that "pennies spent 
for coffee took b read out of the mouths 
of children." W hen British coffee house 
owners finally real ized the error of their 
ways- after years of protest by 
indignant females- women were 
admitted and gender barriers removed, 
leading the way to the inclusive 
modern day coffee house. 
Of the Viennese coffee house, writer 
Joseph Wechsberg, in "The Viennese 
Kaffehaus: Refuge from Angst and 
Reality" (1968), found a completely 
different element at play. Wechsberg 
credited the Viennese coffee h ouse for 
providing refuge for generations of 
writers, poets and artists. In its modern 
day form, Wechsberg found the 
sanctuary intact. •somehow it has 
remained an island of free thought and 
free speech,· wrote Wechsberg, •an 
oasis of solitu de or companionship, of 
meditation or conversation, the haven 
of the individualist and the refuge of 
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"E ·f ven I you never 
speak to someone at 
the next table, there 
seems to be a 
camaraderie and a 
community 
understanding of why 
you're there " 
the nonconformist, the last catacomb 
where man can go underground with 
his secret t houghts and inner 
aspirations." 
As the coffee house continued to 
spread across Europe, so did its 
egalitarian foundations. It had truly 
become a place where all men and 
women could feel welcome. 
"The secret of coffee houses," said 
Tom Asch, publisher of Strong Coffee, 
"is that they are places where the 
customers provide their own 
entertainments. There are not a lot of 
places where you can do that. Even if 
you never speak to someone at the next 
table, there seems to be a camaraderie 
and a community understanding of why 
you're there.· 
The arrival of coffee houses in the 
United States enticed bohemians from 
the very beginning . New York City 
provided some of these first 
establ ishments where artists, writers 
and eccentrics found a refuge that 
was un l ike taverns, l iving rooms or 
libraries. The combination of 
caffeine, l ively conversation, 
entertaining personalities, l ight to 
read by and comfortable seating 
seemed to be just the habitat 
bohemians had been seeking. 
In Emily Hahn's essay "America's 
First Bohemians• (1967), she 
encapsulated the camaraderie of coffee 
house-goers through the words of Ada 
Clare, the famous 1960s coffee house 
patron of New York City's Pfaff's: "the 
bohemian is not, l ike t he creature of 
society, a victim of rules and customs; 
he steps over them all with an easy, 
graceful, joyous unconsciousness, 
guided by the principles of good taste 
and feeling. Above all others, 
essentially, the bohemian must not be 
narrow-minded; if he be, he i s 
degraded back to the position of 
mere worldling." 
The early American coffee house-
goer, like his European counterpart, 
reveled in the coffee house's lack of 
social barriers. The coffee house drew 
those who were curious and rebellious 
by nature-individuals who merely 
wanted to be left alone, s imply to 
be themsel ves. 
Therefore, it was appropriate that 
the second wave of coffee houses in 
America began to emerge with the 
advent of the late 1950s Beatnik 
movement. Scores of young poets, 
musicians and students sought out 
underground sanctuaries to gather with 
other like-minded individuals and 
exchange ideas. The environment of 
the coffee house provided just the 
haven they needed. 
As the Beatnik scene caught on in 
Chicago. entrepreneurial individuals 
responded w ith space to house free 
thought. Sue Koiin, owner of No Exit, 
one of Chicago's oldest coffee houses, 
remembers taking long walks around 
Old Town in the early 1960s in the 
hopes of discovering a new coffee 
h ouse. "There was No Exit, Cafe 
Bellini 's on Rush, and little Pleasures 
on Wells.· Kozin said t he main draw of 
the coffee houses from that period was 
the allure of "folk music" and the 
atmosphere of an "intell igent hangout." 
Having caught the coffee h ouse bug, 
Kozin started waitressing at No Exit in 
the early 1960s and s tayed until she 
and husband Brian became the owners 
in 1977. 
Besides No Exit and Catie Pergolesi 
on Nonh Halsted, the 1970s coffee 
culture remained relatively sparse. 
Coffee houses served as favorite haunts 
of university students armed with text 
books. "I know more people who have 
gotten thei r masters and Ph.Os in the 
coffee house at a panicular table, 
studying," said Kozin. "It's quiet." 
Many Northwestern students of the 
1970s found No Exit and Evanston's 
Amazing Grace to be places where they 
could "get away from it all." Columbia 
College's M icheal Niederman, then a 
Northwestern student, often ret reated 
to coffee houses to socialize ar)d study. 
·People wanted someplace to go 
besides frat parties and student 
unions,• he said. "It was a place to 
meet, greet and organize, outside o f the 
traditional university structure.• 
It wasn't until the mid-1980s that the 
coffee house culture started to expand. 
As displaced urbanities began to seek 
out a sense of community, coffee 
houses increased in popu larity. 
Longtime No Exit regular Joe Kenny 
was hardly surpri sed with the upsurge 
in coffee houses. · 1n our plastic ized 
urban wasteland, finding a sense of 
community is necessary for survival,• 
said Kenny. "No Exit is a perfect 
anecdote to Futu re Shock." 
"Ten years ago I said coffee houses 
w ill replace neighborhood bars," said 
James · 1ke" Eichli ng, owner of 
Chicago's t rendy Gold Coast coffee 
house, The Third Coast. To maintain 
an acting career and pay for the 
expense of a new home, Eichling took a 
job at Evanston's Cafe Express in 1983. 
As one of Cafe Express' fi rst 
employees, he w it nessed the coffee 
t rend in the making. "It !Cafe Express) 
started out as a body oil boutique w it h 
an espresso machine," recount ed 
Eichling, "but they ended up selling 
more espresso." 
By studying the diverse make.up of 
Cafe Express' clientele, Eichllng 
foresaw that cappuccino would clearly 
reach beyond the bounds of "elitest 
America: In 1985, Eich ling and another 
former Cafe Express employee, Gary 
Hi llman, b rought cappuccino to 
Chicago 's Gold Coast . "This place has 
two or three different personalities,· 
Eichl ing said of The Thi rd Coasr. "It can 
be suits and t he New York Times at 8:30 
in t he morning, mothers, ch ild ren and 
people from the neighborhood in t he 
afternoon and club people and students 
in t he middle of the night." 
Tom and Jaime Asch t urned to 
Eichling when they conceived their idea 
for Scenes, Chicago's first dramatist 
book store/coffee house. Ei.chling was 
quick to lend financial support to the 
Asch brothers, and with t he help of 
Paul Mu lcahy, Scenes opened in 
February 1987. "There weren't a lot of 
coffee houses when I was growing up," 
recalled Scenes owner Jaime Asch. 
·we were one o f the first in the new 
wave of coffee houses that started 
about ten years ago." 
Just as Eichling had w itnessed with 
The Thi rd Coast , Scenes enjoyed an 
overwhelming response from 
neighborhood residents. "It was great 
to have some place to hang out,• said 
former New Town resident Robin 
Romine. "Before that. there were 
just bars: 
The favorable response, by t he new 
generation of patrons, provided 
indications of the coffee house's 
marketability. The owners of Scenes 
became the aesthetic forerunners of a 
new ooffee climate. Eventually, when 
Eichl ing sold his remaining share of 
Scenes to Jaime and Tom Asch, he was 
busy conceptualizing the idea of a 
coffee house magazine. His i dea made 
it to paper in 1990 as Strong Coffee. 
Tom Asch and editor Martin Northway 
hoped Strong Coffee would serve as a 
link for a new coffee house cu lture. 
"What we were shooting for: explained 
Tom Asch, "was sort of a coffee house 
on paper - things you find in a coffee 
house:. th e arts, the discussions, 
literature, poetry, photography. The 
kind of stuff we used to pass around 
the table to show each other." 
Candace Kuczmarski discovered t he 
same favorable response from Chicago 
residents when she opened her flagship 
Coffee Chicago store on Wabash in 
1986. The original concept of the store 
was to sell whole bean coffee, a 
commodity she found sorely l acking in 
the Chicago marketplace. W hat staned 
out as a coffee store slowly evolved 
into a coffee house when Kuczmarski 
realized the bulk of her sales were not 
in whole bean coffee, but in coffee-to-
go. "I'd buy a couple o f tables and 
chairs at a time, whenever I could 
afford It." By the end of the 1980s, 
Kuczmarski had launched four stores in 
Chicago. The laid back, living room feel 
of Coffee Chicago suited yet another 
faction of t he coffee house culture. 
Coffee house owners o f the late 
1990s began to see a definite demand 
for their establishments. Jaime Asch 
recalled the explosiveness of the 
movement in the early years at Scenes: 
"We really didn't need any advertising. 
We would be near capacity for most o f 
the day." 
It was as if scores of Ch icagoans 
had just rolled out of bed and 
discovered t heir first cup of coffee. 
Owners continued to have a h igher 
profit and larger clientele than their 
1960s and 1970s predecessors. Yet, the 
success of the 1980s coffee house 
wasn't in the coffee house c.oncept 
itself, which had not changed much 
from the original; the success of the 
1980s coffee house lay in the changing 
world around it. A new health 
consciousness and the shifting 
structure of t he family were two such 
trends w hich helped develop an 
interest in coffee houses. 
"People seemed to be demanding a 
healthier lifestyle." said Caffe Classico 
manager Joey Malapitan, speaking of 
the 1980s. Malapitan says coffee 
houses filled a definite societal need for 
· alternative meeting plac,es· to bars. 
Caffe Classico is one of several coffee 
houses frequently visited by AA 
support groups. As Strong Coffee's 
Tom Asch puts it, "The reduced drinking 
and social d isapprobation o f mind-
altering drugs leaves coffee as the only 
legal stimulant they have yet to find 
anything wrong with," 
The second trend that increased 
coffee house business was t he 
breakdown of the tradit ional family 
structure. John Naisbitt, in his book 
"Megatrends" 11982), which charted 
socioeconomic currents of the 1980s, 
wrote that ·the basic building block of 
the society was shifting from the family 
to the individual.· 
As the divorce rate cl imbed and the 
isolat ion of u rban living took hold, 
people were forced to find a new 
sense o f comfon and community. By 
the late 1980s, the coffee house had 
become a welcomed establishment 
for male and female, you ng and old, 
student and teenager, black and 
w hit e, gay and st raight, d ivorced or 
sing le-the urban individual . 
"One of my favorite times is when 
you look arou nd the place and see all 
different k inds of people," Jaime Asch 
said of Scenes. 
"It 's as strong a bond as any really 
close knit family,• Kozin remarked on 
the sense of community she finds 
present at No Exit. "There are family 
fights. People go away. And people 
come back." 
If the 1980s coffee house created a 
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"The reduced drinking 
and social 
disapprobation of 
mind-altering drugs 
leaves coffee as the 
only legal stimulant 
they have yet to find 
anything wrong with " 
sense of commu nity, the 1990s coffee 
house owner learned to make that idea 
profitable. The idea of a coffee house 
with a theme seemed to suit the 
burgeoning coffee house clien1ele. 
Bookstores. art galleries, music stores 
and retail chains all jumped into the 
market, giving the hungry coffee 
consumer more than enough flavored 
coffee and blueberry scones to 
go around. 
In "Megatrends," Naisbitt wrote that 
in the 1950s and 1960s, "personal 
choices remained narrow-Ford or 
Chevy. Chocolate or Vanilla.· In the 
1980s, he said, the trend toward 
individual need opened up more choice 
for the consumer. The explosion of the 
gourmet and specialty coffee industries 
are two direct outcomes. 
"When we fi rst opened," said Jaime 
Asch, ·people would ask. 'What's a 
cappuccino?' They didn't know. Now 
it's very rare that they don't know wh at 
a cappuccino is. They use what I call 
'Starbucks Speak,' which is a 
'Mochaccino.' Little cute names that 
I hate." 
If the upsurge of gourmet coffee 
stores has done one thing, it has 
created a giant boom in the specialty 
coffee business, which, in tu rn, has 
educated the consumer about the 
merits of good coffee and espresso. 
Membersh ips in such specialty 
organizations as the Specialty Coffee 
Association has sky-rocketed. 
Kuczmarski remembers the cozy feeling 
going to her first meeting in 1988, when 
the o rganization consisted of around 90 
members. ·1 real ly got to know a lot of 
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people and really learned about coffee." 
She was sh ocked to fi nd more than 
2,000 people at last year's convention 
in Boston. "At least a thousand were 
turned away at the door because the 
convention center was not large 
enough. It was amazing." 
Buffalo Grove-based Gloria Jean's 
now stocks more than 200 varieties of 
gourmet coffees, in addition to teas, 
coffee grinders and coffee and espresso 
mach ines. According to Gloria Jean's 
Fra nchise Information Brochure: "At 
the end of August 1993, there were 
more than 177 Gloria Jean's units open 
in 36 states, with 153 of those 
franchised. 24 corporate owned, and 44 
more sold to be opened." 
The Coffee and Tea Exchange, a 
Chicago area wholesale beanery, has 
seen a marketable jump in sales. The 
18-year-old company now services 
some 200 cafes, restaurants and offices 
in the Chicago area. 
Jaime Asch finds the dramatic 
increase in coffee houses remarkable: 
"Th e competition i s so widespread, 
you can't go a hundred feet in this 
neighborhood without tripping over a 
cappuccino machine.· A s a resu lt, he 
has increased Scenes' 1994 · 
advertising budget. 
Eichl ing has also taken notice of t he 
increased competiti on. To t he 
satisfaction of t he late n ight coffee 
junkie, The Third Coast is now open 
seven days a week. 24 hours a day, 
adding pancakes to its menu, among 
other daring delicacies. 
Book stores also wanted a slice of 
t he pie. Barnes & NoblC leads the pack 
in the book store-plus-coffee house 
arena. The eventual goal of the chain is 
to place a cafe in every "super store." 
In the stores that now have cafes, they 
serve as the center of literary events 
and seminar presentations. Customers 
are encouraged to sit in the cafe and 
browse through books or listen 
to lectures. 
Tracy Lundquist, comm unity 
relations director of Ba rnes & Noble's 
East Lakeview store, explained the 
success of the bookstore/cafe: "You 
can j ust sit down w ith a book and 
have a chance to read t en pages 
before you decide whether or not 
you 're going 10 buy it. 11 helps people 
feel more re laxed." 
On the pages of Strong Coffee, Asch 
tries to keep up with coffee house 
openings and cl osings in · Cafe 
Resume." Strong Coffee is now 
distributed at more than 220 locations, 
including coffee houses, campuses, 
book stores, music stores and galleries. 
• Anywhere the coffee house-goer or 
latent coffee house-goer might be/ 
Asch said. Strong Coffee has become 
quite a hot commodity among coffee 
house readers. So much so, says Asch, 
that he could "easi ly print an additional 
5,000 copies." 
With vast consumer education and a 
rapidly expanding coffee house culture, 
coffee h ouse-goers now have the 
opportunity to pick and choose at 
which house they will dwell. While 
some may ch oose to stand in the 
window of Gloria Jean's w ith a Grand 
Americano, others may opt to sit at 
Coffee Chicago sipping a bottomless 
cup. · it's comforting to frequent a 
place enough t hat it becomes your own 
private landmark,• said Greg Baum, a 
regular at Catte Classico. "You begin to 
feel a part of t he city and the city 
becomes a part of you.· 
•one thi ng I 've noticed about a 
coffee house is that when people walk 
in, they either get it or they don't get it." 
said Asch . "I think one of the benefits 
places l ike Starbucks and Gloria Jean's 
have created is that they've lu red 
people to coffee houses because of the 
coffee. It doesn't matter what reason a 
' latent' coffee house person walks into 
a coffee house. Once they're in, they'll 
be going to coffee houses for the rest of 
their lives." 
The Coffee House 
of 
Coffee Houses 
"There's someth ing that happens here," said Sue Kozin, her hands 
w rapped tightly around a steaming cup of fresh coffee. "I don't 
want to sound too spooky or anything, but if there's someone we 
haven't seen in a long time and we th ink about them, they will show 
up. It's happened many times. Sometimes it takes a couple of 
weeks, sometimes it takes a couple of days. That's what happens 
around here." 
Sue and Brian Kozin's coffee house, No Exit. sits comfortably at 
6970 North Glenwood Avenue, just west of the Morse el stop. It's a 
familiar sight in the Rogers Park neighborhood-a place where 
neighbors have become accustomed to just "dropping in." 
Part art gallery, No Exit is a lively room filled with mementos 
from regulars old and new. The paintings of local high school 
students line the walls, as do the knick-knacks of treasure hunters: a 
beer bottle from Russia, a hat from West Germany, a stuffed pheas-
ant from a resale shop and a shiny pair of antlers. The burlap walls 
and soothing voices lend to the feeling one gets when sitting in a 
best friend's living room - an overwhelming sense of comfort. 
Long-time customer, Joe Kenny can often be found sitting at No 
Exit's "regular's bench," a large, inviting wooden table set toward 
the front of the coffee house. "I think the beauty about a place like 
th is," Kenny reflected, "is that you can come in and sit for hours and 
a stream of people will say hello to you. It's just a place where 
community happens." 
Kozin said she gains the most satisfaction from seeing the coffee 
house full of people who are enjoying themselves. Whether she is 
behind the counter pouring coffee or parked on the "regular's 
bench" engaged in conversation, her warm presense seems to be 
felt by all through the sincerity of her greeting. 
. "My father-in-law, when he was still alive, used to get almost 
hysterical when the regu lars would just leave money on the counter 
for their coffee. He would say 'How do you know they're not short-
ing you?' "Because they don't," said Kozin. "They don't." 
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Lill Street. M:u)y people in Ghicago each crcared with -a· p:t;;ku)a t:mc in hundred fift)'," he said . 
don't C\'Cll know where it is. It doCsn:c mi nd. Th'e tea and coffe~ \ho ~x~tits Lill Stceet is also rhe artists, their dif. 
rll>..,.d~c.o~-esr Michigad Ave- teat.and coffee pots w ith thdrac sones. ferem personalities and philosophies. It 
n u1.:. hut some of r~i!' s ights ~fl this~hort In i:~c :annual holiday s~!W, .. ~ studio is a p lace .where 3S'tists :as difcre1u a$ Les 
$trt."t:t rival those of lie Magnjficct'\tlMilc. ope1ls up to become a liu I Orenstein and Erle Jensen can CO·Ct'<{$t • 
'J he Lill Street St 1~lios. a (ormi:r horse Lill .Str~et is an exrenston of and prosper... !. ~ 
_. V f' J d \ .and a rriagc barn i~J..incoln;Park, locat· personality. 11\c'cOZ)~rnlOSpherc n th<: Orenslei1l views l)OHCty :ts :1rtistic 3S 
c<I 3l 1021 West Li L Street (:r77·618S)'.7 ,' open door policy p~veo,s th~ studios well as func1lonal. .. Can poucry be art? 
~gan 3s an :.1,rtist"s ~perative.r in 1-976 frq.p becoming ptctcmious and udndy. I'm sure a pitcher ca1\ spc:1k just like att. 
Wi1h 3 clay-makin~ • facili ty, a <e,.rnm_jc Robbins is.a soci~l>le person, whose m:1in Just because' h Is a pilcher. It doesn't .. 
classroom and 12 studios. Bruce Robbins interest is his family. At Lill Str~e,. h,e~as mean that il can't go beyond just merely 
was focmerly the da~ rn.anufacmrer fol' I.ill cre:ue<I a family of anists, ·""'l'h<: bh;c idea pouring liquid. ft can be visuallv slimu. 
Street and is now t\~dircct0r. , ,v.t.S to set up 3 cet':lmic co~O~cy' hem~/ lating. rt c:rn be sculptural:' · 
Lill Street is now ~e i\-1idwcsfs la.rgest 1:xpl3ins .Robbins. ) ,-.. ... Orenstein, like ~my high school gr:ads, 
C'Cramic cemer wi1h• 1wo ga_lleries, -sbc ~ • That's not to say that l.ill Streel is OOt dtdn"t kn?w ~vh:u ~~ w~1:1ed todo for the 
classrooms, a group1}tudio and 1zriv;_1\e ,l,\'l)PJessive. tis1ening to Robbt~ talk rest of his l i fe. o,ens1e1n enrolled in a 
studios. Th1: private ~t,udios are reotc'"kt by • about th(: sttr<lfos fs ..simlta\. J(t'\:fatll:c·c pOf.pourri of classC~t a junior college 
arti:;c.s and are 1oca1~(1 on the firs1 :llld J ranllng off his child's a<;eo,nnl~mt.'(n.,. which included filtQ.. p~n1ing and ce· 
second tloors. The gr~i> studio is '01\ the ··we have fony ar1istS working at Lill, fi\'(: ramies. " I thought cernmics was interest· 
third noor. There is i\1,so a main gallery \ hu26 red s~udents, six ()lassroom:s."'Wf: Ing right away," he s:iid, ~renstein de-
on the first floor th:u\"\'.hibits the studio have a gallery down here 1h'1 shows wo&. cidcd to take his tcaining,..one step funher 
members' work and~C work ci{ artiS)S 'MOSII)' c lay ,vork by al)out one'"hundrcll ·and Study under Harris>Oe llar 31 Sou1h· 
throughout 1hc count , l . 6fty3rtists-throtrgh?ut tti'! ~-~ ';~e crn Illinois University. ,~hi~ iS where he 
There are eight g · &try sho":.s a year. show °'" Jottr amsJs, the.Q ap<>mci'OJ\e"41fea.rned 10 do everything fro,n making his 
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Bottom: Sn,lptQr Corinnr 
Pru-mm S iwrk has tontribuud 
to Lill Str((ti rrputation, 
Righi: Four·ytar-old Sonja 
Barnabas aumdJ Fnm Ayrn' 
Mixrd Mrdia tlass for (hildrm, 
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ow n clay base to buildi11g a kilrt. 
AJthough he doesn·1 make his own clay 
or build his o,vn kilns anymore, Oren-
stein cor1sidetS what he learned at $1 U 10 
be impQrrn.m. "Ifs put of being a pouer. 
Yoo should know how to build a k i ln . So 
if I had to move from here. or I had t0 
rebuild my kiln. I could do it myself ... 
After Orenstein earned his 13.A. from 
Southern, he returned home t0 Chicago. 
Today, he works out of a priv:ue studio 
at I.ill Street He's g,r~ucful to be a f\111· 
time poucr. 
It is the ,,·hole.sale ,vork thrn allows him 
to practice his Ct'3ft full-1ime. He rc-al izcs 
that knowing the cr:,ft is 1'101 enough. TO· 
day"s anis1 mt1s1 know 1he business as 
well. Orenstein takes ordecs for his d i n· 
nerwmc which ensures a m:-irket for his 
pottery before i1 is even crc:.ucd. In 1his 
way, he sur\lives withmn teachi1lg. 
To Eric Jensen, the most import:lnt :tS· 
pec1 of an is the human aspect. It is the 
unique qualities an anist an gi\'e to his 
pottery. " There is an aesthetic sensibility 
at work there. You can see h:md ,m:uk:; 
on it. Therc·s fingerprints on this stuff'. It's 
made by a person;· Jensen said. 
Jensen's philosophy extends to pricing 
his items as wel l. He doesn·t believe that 
fine d innenvare should only be enjoyed 
by the elite. "It is important that ifll not 
be so e.-.:pensh·e a regular human couldn't 
consider buying the stuff and using it," 
he said. 
Like Orenstein. Je11sen d is<.:o,·cred CC· 
ramies while p\lrsuing other imercsts. He 
was requi red to take an elective i n ce-
ramics while pursuing his su.1dy of paint· 
i 11,g. Jensen found that he had a n:m.irat 
talent for cc~unics. 
While working :,is :,o instructor at the 
Evanston An Ccmer, Jensen met Bruce 
Robbins. They bec:tmc friends and kept 
in couch. In 1975, Jensen was one of the 
first arcists to work at Lill Street. nc has 
taught ceramics at Lill Street and works 
ovt of a pri\'ate studio. 
The warmth that emanates from Lill 
Street is1l't from the bright light bounc· 
Ing off 1he st:1rk white w::1lls but is emit· 
ted from pouery crc:.ucd with love. It is 
a place filled wi1h people who love pot· 
tcry, whether it is 1hc stodio artiSl dis, 
covering ar1 in a pi1chcr or 1he consumer 
3diniri 11g the indi\liduality of 3 cup. 
Designed by Kerry Robenson 
Photographs by Amhooy E. Ch iapeua 
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I grew up near The Admiral ·rhearer. My mother and I would 
pass it as we trudged clown Lawrence A,·enue coward lhc Pu · 
la.ski bus s1op. The scal y facade of the movie house protruded 
from che row of family-owned Korean btisinesses and a Fanny 
May cand)' shop. I would pause for a moment LO look at the 
g irlie posters that hung in glass cases in front of the buildir1g. 
I stared, fascinated by the <kpiCtions of women with n aby·re d 
lips and yellow, lion -mane hair advert is ing films entitled. 
" S,vedish Erotica,'' ''Double Emry," .. Slip1>cry When Wet" and 
" Bouncin' and Behavin'.'' 
Scruffy -looking me11 skul ked out, eyeing 1hc ir feet as they 
wt1l kcd. I ,v.1:-. intrigued by these men, ·•sick men," my mother 
ofter1 c~ill<;:d 1hem. Why were they sick? What d id they do in 
there? Qtiestions to mom never produced answers, She simply 
whispered that if 1 wal ked fasl er she'd buy rne a chocolate bar 
at Fannie May's. This taclic always worked. 
That ~"JS 10 years ago. The Admiral Theater isn't w hat it used 
to be. 'J'he former •·porno•· the:ue,· has taken on 1.he new face 
of a "'gentlernen·s club." h is .i pl:!ce where men come to view 
women. and, as the advertisements helt, ' 'TOTALLY N UDE 
DANCING!'' According t0 Illinois sm1e l:'1w, t01ally nude danC· 
i ng is consid<.·red an art form, as long as :ilcohol is not served. 
Men if1 business suits can have their cars valet parked as they 
stroll iln o the theater. E\•en t he scruffy one-5 ,v~1Jk in with their 
hcads held high. 
In this <::r..t of safe sex, 1"he Adinlrnl Theater has found a 
niche, meeting an age-old demand in a ce,vamped environ· 
mem . Am id the i ndulgent plush of The Admiral Theater, men 
can experience the pleasure of erotic pcrforn,ances with none 
of the guih . 
Jt'S 9:30 p.m. on a Thursday at The Admiral. amateur night. 
Out of habit, I look for a sleazy poster on the freshly tuck-
pointed bricks. They're gone, of course. (nstead. neon Jig.his 
shi ne pasccl Rrt fl'.'Offi behind deco1·a1 ive glass, I push through 
a revolving door th:H'S J)'Jinw d i n a pink and b lack an,dcco 
mml f. Chds, my boyfri end, is close behind. After we pay $44, 
which includes the price of :1dmission :ind two non-alcoholic 
c..lrink.o;, we ace pointed down a !<mg, brightl y-lit corr idor . At the 
end of il, we are greeted by a m xedo·clad man who looks like 
he might be a pm:wrestler on the side. Afcer conferr ing with 
someone on his ·wal kie-tal kie, he finds rwo prime sems for us 
i n the: middle of the upper le\•el of a room that must have been 
made spcci~1l -order in t.as Vegas. 
Hot·pink neon and spotlights cut th .rough the da,·k -mood 
lighting. Loud alternative roc.k booms from hiddeo speakers. 
The Admi ral dancers ace everywhere: on the btilconr above the 
crowd, on the stage and amid the tables. Thcy·rc surroutlded 
bye.ager me,, . If customers a1·e Slill not satisfied, a ,va11 with 
tit. least 16 video moni1ors on the side of the stage continually 
d isplays some of The Admiral 's li11es1 dancing. 
Sophisticated ladies con6dcm ly strut around i11 cocktail 
dresses. Others flounce their scxu:ility from behind the con· 
fi,,es of tight, fire.engine red mini·drC$$<!:;. A few play " little 
gi rls," giggling and tossing thei r hair as they Oirt with the cl ie1l· 
tel<::. One S\1Ch " little g irl" with deeply wnned skin and long, 
blond hair is tal k ing to a man seaced directly 10 the left of us . 
Suddenly. she beg)ns 10 dance, slowly sliding out of her eight, 
white dress. Before 1 knO-A' it, a nude woman is dancing right 
next ro me. 1 avert my eyes to see Chris's expression. By his 
downcast eyes, I kn.ow that he .is not comfortable. 
Although Chris had been looking fof\vacd tO t.hc '·b ig oig hc 
at 1"he Admi ral ,' ' he doesn't appc.ar to be enjoying hi,nsdf. I 
implore him to tell me what's 't'.'rong . He replies that he is 
"'obscK1iog a11d does not feel l ike talking." This is odd bectiuse 
Chr is is a talk3tive person who alwars has a comment on aoy 
st1bject. Yet he is :1 rock . lie sits inotio1less, star i ng straight 
:':1he.ad. I continue to press hi m. Fi nally, he admits that he prob-
::1bly would have had a bener time had he come with a group 
of his male fciends. 
While w.1iting for the show to bt:gin. I look at the pJastic sign 
on our wble which says, ' 'Table dancing $10, Couch daocing 
$20." I ass1..1mc the naked woman next to me is t:1hlc d::inci ng. 
Out I still can't figure om what couch dancing is. I picture it 
as a dancer somehow writhing on the couch-but no one seems 
to be doing that. I see that most women follow a fai rly straight· 
forw:ud p_rocedure. When approaching customers, they ask for 
a cigarette. After t1 few beguiling smiles and hair tosses, they 
pose the questiorl , "Wam a table dance?'' If the customers agree, 
the dancers lei::,urcly remove thei r clothes while touching 
themselves i ntim;uely. Then they turl'i around and show the 
customer their backsides. For the lioalc, thev hold the cu.s1omers' 
shoulders as they wag their breastS i n chc customers' face. 
While all the 0€her male customers are (.Xmstantly being asked 
if 1hey want a cable dance, 1 notice that nol one dancet ap . 
proaches Chris. J do not know if it's because he refuses t<-> m-ake 
eye contact with any of them or because he's wi th a woman. 
The only perwn who pa)'S an)' :mention to us is our cocktail 
\\"aitress, w ho presents us ,vith a compllmemary bottle of spar· 
k ling grnpe juice in a silver ice bucket. She sa}rs that The Ad · 
miral is trying to aucact couples. Looking around, I do note we 
ar c . i n fact, tJle onl)' couple there. 
feell og antsy .. I ask 1he wait.res..;, when che amateur comest 
wiH begi n. " l e should start ill a few minutes; • she says. " In fact, 
1 j us1 saw che gi rls geuing i:eady ir'I the back.' ' 
'·oo they look like amatcms?' ' I ask. 
"Let's put it this way," che wai tress said, with a look of d is· 
dain. "rf r ou were 10 e1uer the contest, )'0~1'd have a good 
chance of winning." 
Noc sure whether I should be tlane red, I 1hank her for the 
iuice as che show is about 10 begin. 
An invisible OJ with a w~1r in, dripping voice i ntroduces the 
first comes1an1. " Yeeeees, and tonjght we have w ith tis . .. 
slmight from Lhe • Virgin rslands ,' .Monique . . . Give her a big 
lrnnd, boys!" " Little, Red Con •cnc" by Pri nce emanate~ from 
the speakers ::is 1he first amateur slips from behind Lhe red v<:J · 
vet curtains. 
Monique's four·inch heels addles her dance :1 clumsy Stf\lt. 
She scares out over the crowd blankly as she goes through the 
motions of a would·be exoLiC dancer. Her chalky brown hair 
hangs ln no particular sty le. just like her Jong, baggy skin~ At 
1he e1ld, she builds up co rcmo,·i ng her blouse. Her doughy. 
pas1y flt:sh reflect'> Lhe spotligh1. emphasizing breasts that hang 
sadly, like two helium baJloons long after t he p:1r1y ·was over. 
Silence. 
"He)' guys!" the DJ breaks in. "Let's hear it for the lovely 
Monique, who c::nnc here all the v.-ay from the VirSin Islands 
to dance just for you.·· A J)Olite smattering of applause. 
.. Now, che next contestant is Thuba, and she's from 1he Ber · 
muda Tria1'lgte;· t he DJ drawls. "\\7e can sec why so many men 
disappear i n the Bermuda Triangle, can't we:?" 
Titub;i can c.fance, bUL she is lik e the others: Lhe cype ofwom · 
ao that men wouldn't 1lo1ice, fully<lothed or not. 
1 am reHc:ved w hen Sabri na 1 · 'Admi ral Show Girl or the Year," 
bounds on scage to do a remarkably accuF,tte i mpression of 
\'<'onder Woman. With her mane of black curls, authentic outfi t 
anct gold lasso. she is a dead r inger of my childhood bei:oi ne. 
The OJ even p lays the original TV theme song to "Wonder 
Woman" while th robbing red, '9.•hite -aod blue lights keep .time 
With the beaL She is obviously a professional as her sed uctive 
SLruts whip the once-bored men into :.i frenzy. She las:..,;oes Lhe 
customers and the')' shove dollars i nto her garter. ·'Sabrina" 
doesn'L d isappoint them as she strips down to nothing but her 
cal l, red boots. Chris thi nks 1his Is the highligh1 of the evening. 
l have 10 agree. 
It's Priday evening at 10:00 p.m. My second trip to The Ad· 
m iral Theate r. I buy tickets foe mysel f and a mate friend , who 
I think will de61'litely enjoy the show. Wrong, again. Kip, nor• 
malty a laid·l:Y.1ck gu}', is ob .. 1iousl y ill-~n·ease. I can' t understand 
it. I've known Kip for several ye.ars and .I happen 10 kn0'9i.' tha1 
he likes women. He has the opportunity to sec 20 or 30 .naked 
womcr'I for free. Yet, he quietly chai n-smokes and checks his 
watch throughout most of the show. 
Ac least, this time, dancets are :.ipproaching us. Finally1 Now. 
I can find out what couch dancing is-straight from the source. 
One dancer, who introduces herself as "()alias," explai ns that 
her sryle of couch dancing is dltfercm . She descri bes it as sit-
ting on both Kip and me while dancing. J thank her for the 
explanation . 
Still unclear on the cou<.'h dah.Cin.g concept, I ask ~· young 
dancer who approaches Kip and me for a c..able dance. The 
dancer is wear ing a Lycra mini -dress, cut conservatively, just 
above the knee. She in1roduces hersel f as " Raquel." 
''What is couch dancing?" J ask. 
.. w ell, we s ll on a cusrornei: on the couch," she ~ys. ".Every-
one here does It a little di1fet¢r) l l)'. You don't have to worry 
though, the secut il}' here is very good. Are you look i ng for a 
job here, or somethil'lg?" 
.. Uh . . yeah, I :un; ' J say, thinki ng fast. " Th:u 's w hy I'm here 
wi th my boyfriend to ki nd of check 1.be pl:.ict: our." 
.l(jp gives me a s icle"\vays glance and cheo plays along. 
··oo you have a boyfriend?" , he asks. 
··Yes, I do," she says . 
.. Oo<.:S he care about ~·hat you do?" he asks i n his besl jealous 
boyfriend t0oe. 
.;He hates it!" «Raquel" declares. ' 'But he has ncvei: come 
i nside here, so he doesn't know what it's like. If he did . I think 
he'd be more open-mi nded about it:· 
"So, how do I go about geuing hired here?"' I break in. 
··wen, you would ha'i'e to compete in 1he amateur comest; ' 
she s:.1ys. " I f yoo \Vin you get hired. Even if you don't, one of 
the managers may notice you and offer you a Job.'' 
.. , checked out amateur !'1ight last week. 'fhe competition 
doesn't seem too tOtigh," I s:i}', hoping iL isn' t u ndiplomatic. 
··Those women are beasts:!" she screams. •·vou should have 
no problem gcttir)g hired. Oo1'1't \'\'Orty.'' 
.. Are you s1..1re?" I ask. ' 'I mean, I 'm 1'10t quite as well ¢1\· 
dowed as most of the girls here. 
..Puh·lecze!" she excl.1ims as she pic;ks up her blouse ::md 
displays her own small breas1s. "Look .:ll 1hese! Some guys r eally 
like small tits! T hey say, 'O h, they're so beautifu l, oi: they'te so 
pe ,fectr I don't think it mauers. There a ce some girls here who 
are as flat as boards+" she says w hile making a sliding motion 
over her ow1) c hest with her hand. "We're tal king noth i ng!'' 
She may have been trying to be nice bec~1usc I look arou nd 
a1td see nothing that comes close co resembling a board at The 
Admiral. 
"So )'OU do preuy well_. t hen?" I ask . 
"Yeah;' she says. •·but someti mes it can get slow:· 
Kip asks her if she gees an hourly wage. 
"Ple:1se!" she exclaims again . .. We have to pay the house $40 
each night if we want LO dance! Out you can make that up 
easi ly.·· 
''So you doo·t get bothe(ed by the clientele?" I ask. " Do they 
ever try to m uch you?" 
"\'<'ell, yesterday, there v.~ts chis guy that kept slappi ng me. 
o il my ass," Raquel explains. " He got one v.rarning from the 
bouncer, b1.11 he kept doing it, so he got kicked out. Out usually 
the guys don't d o anything. Of course, you al~'3ys ge1 the dude 
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that keeps his hand l ike this (she demonsumes an ot1cs1ret<:h<:d 
hand) while it's on his leg, hoping Lha, you'll brush up against 
it when you're 1ablc dancing. Uke we don'1 1lo1ice! And guys 
can't propo~il ion you! They're really strict r1bou1 thal here." 
"There aren't a11y gi rls here that go home wi th the guys?'' I 
ask, thinking chat it must happen some of the time. 
But " Raquel" insists thm it never happened because Tiw 
Admiral hires men to go undercover as cuscomers to proposl· 
tio,, che ~·omen. If they accepL, Lhcfre fired. Immediately, f 
think of all the fantasies the r<.>al cusLOmers muse have. Sure.ly, 
ill the backs of their minds they dream that maybc- ··s~brina·· 
or "Raquel .. could be ,he irs. 
After "Raquel" excuses herself, r notice a young man sitting 
by himself next to us. All of the dancers coo his name-. which 
is Greg, and blow him k isses :is they walk by. He must be a 
regular, I thl11k. Feel ing brave now, I lean over and say, ··Excuse 
me, lhis is our 6,·sl time here (gesturing co KJp and myself) . 
l l ave you been here before?" 
Greg: ponde,·s Lhis for a morn<:ru and responds. 
" Ive been LO The Admiral abou1 seven times," he S3yS. 
"Wht•t i$ it :'lbout the Admiral th:u makes you keep coming 
back?" 1 ask. 
" I don't kllow," Greg responds. "Every now and then I j u.51 
feel like I need to see a naked woman, }"know? It's just like 
looking at art or a !lice car. But after a while, the place gets 
pretty boring. l could be in and out of here in about 6ve min· 
1..1tcs. Maybe I'd st.ay longer if I cou ld drink." 
Kip agreed on th:i1 point. Incredibly, he displayed even less 
enth\1Si~1srn th:m Chris. He 1hinks he is doing ine a favor, act ing 
like he can't w:tit t() leave. 
"I just can't get into th is," he S:lys. "E\'eryihing is right i n 
front of you. It isn't ex<:i1ing 10 me. I 'm into mort! subtle things, 
I guess." 
Poor Kip, I think. Subtlety is nowhere 10 be found at ·rhe 
Admiral Theater. The advertisements promise cot~t11y nude 
dancing, and they deliver. In fact, there arc so m:my nude \vOtn· 
en "-'andering around that i t's like v.racching coal ors go b)• on 
a freight train. When one of the featured performers is on stage, 
doing a long, drawn-out strip rease, many naked women arc 
also dancing i n the audience. At The Admiral, more Is more. 
But, unfol'tul\ately, I.his much mote Is bodng. 
As Kip a1,d I are leaving:, I can't tesist asking Greg one lase 
quesliOI). 
" Ooes!l'l il get frustrating for :l guy 10 have naked women so 
close atld not be ~ble to touch thc:m?" I inquire with genuine 
cu riosity. 
" Well," he says, thinking -abou1 this ror a moment. " You can 
alw.t)'S blo,v on ·cm!" 
Whether his answer is a joke or not . .. I 'll never know. 
Illustration by: Tracy Ferguson 
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In a cluttered sto refront on Lincoln Avenue, Or. Loretta 
Kurban proudly displays artifacts of the metaphysical wo~d in 
Illinois' only New Age Psychic Center and Spiritual Museum. 
The museum boasts the · 'haunted goddess, a picture of a third 
eye on a photograph, pyramids, a healing stick, voodoo dolls, 
psychic photography, and more." 
To most, these "artifacts·· might appear to be retouched 
photographs and dime store junk, but to Loretta and her hus-
band, the Rev. M ichael Kurban, they are positive proof of a spirit 
world, a world w here non.physical entities roam freely about, 
breaching the gap between the living and the dead. 
On my journey in and around psychic Chicago, I found a large 
number of people w ho "believe· · as M ichael and Loretta do. 
Their system o f beliefs is commonly known as occultism or 
metaphysics. Occult means hidden, and occultism is the search 
for the ''hidden·· or unknown spiritual world. This search often 
invofves the practice or use of psychic abilities, astrology, Tarot 
cards, palmistry and the reading of Rune st ones or tea leaves. 
Metaphysics, according to Webster's Dictionary, is " the 
branch of philosophy that seeks to explain the nature of being 
and reality." Unfortunately, metaphysics and occult practition-
ers carry a negative stigma and are often associated w ith the 
satanic or considered phony. But for a growing population, 
metaphysics has become a way of lrfe. 
Rev. Kurban believes the negative stigma associated with 
psychics and other occuhists stems from "gypsies," con men, 
he believes, who have little or no psychic ability but are intent 
only on scamming their patrons into believing false readings. He 
also believes actresses posing as psychics on 900 lines have 
tainted the industry, a subject ' '60 Minutes·· explored in the 
late 1980s. 
W hy is this vocation littered w ith frauds? "They' re not all 
frauds," said Doug Arendt, a suburban Oak Park psychic. 
"Technically, anyone can advertise as a psychic. Legally, the 
psychic trade is strictly for entertainment purposes." Arendt 
recommended asking around w hen looking for a psychic con-
sultation. " Talk to your friends. Ask your mom. See w hat your 
hairdresser has to say. Find someone you feel comfortable 
with; trust your instincts. There are thousands of psychics. 
astrologers and Tarot readers in Chicago to choose from." 
On my psychic safari across Chicago, I found an entire sub .. 
culture of people and organizations dedicated to practicing oc-
cultism. also known as New Age philosophy, or Aquarian phi· 
losophy. Literally hundreds of shops selling Tarot cards. books, 
crystals, jewelry, incense and candles span Chicagoland. A vari-
ety of services, including consultations. classes. and therapy 
sessions, are available to all that are interested . 
On this journey, I found many unique and enlightening places. 
One of my favorites. and one of the more unusual. is Moon 
MystiQue, 6 14 West Belmont in Chicago. The bookstore got its 
start in Ames, Iowa, off-campus from Iowa State University, 
and just recently opened a second store in Chicago. If s located 
in a tiny shop below st reet level. To get in, you must step down 
onto a fire escape-type landing and follow a short flight of 
winding stairs. The walls are lined w ith books, hard·to-find 
magazines and explicit t-shirts. A jewelry case straddles the 
center of the room. and another case is crammed into a corner, 
serving as a cashier station. 
Although dark and Somewhat damp, the store is quite peace-
ful and very crowded. The patrons smile and nod as they pass 
each oth6r, recognizing one of their own. " I like coming here 
because nobody looks at me funny when I ask w here the books 
on astral projection are. I can come in, browse, maybe meet a 
fellow vampire junkie." said Kelly Finucane. a nursing student 
from Lombard . Moon Mystique o'ffers an eclectic mix of books 
on astral projection, Celtic Mythology, vampirism, Tarot card 
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reading and astrology. A variety of merchalldise, including Tarot 
cards. candles. incense and oils, is also offered. 
The New Age Psychic Center is another favorite place. Be-
sides having its own basement museum. the Center provides 
weekJy psychic fairs, daily tea, pafm and psychic readings and 
excellent Chinese Astrology Charts. The astrology charts are 
individualized, detailing your fife from birth to death. They offer 
insight into your personality, propose possible career choices, 
outline character flaws, and give advice on choosing a comi>3ti-
ble love interest . Candles, jewelry and classes are also avail-
able. The classes are taught by Rev. Michael and Dr. Loretta 
Kurban at St. Michaers College of Metaphysics, next to the 
museum in the Psychic Center's basement. 
The Long Grove Tavern. in nor th suburban long Grove, offers 
a unique service. One of the hostesses is a psychic, one of the 
best I have encountered. The hostess, w ho prefers to remain 
anonymous, does not adven ise and reties on word o f mouth for 
"customers." For a $30 fee. she will alk>w you to tape your 
session and ask six questions. Her talent is remarkable. I heard 
about her from a friend named Jeannette. The psychic had told 
her someone with a name similar to hers would complain about 
a gum infection. That same evening I asked Jen for some aspi-
rin-to hetp ease the pain of my gum infection. "Oh, my God," 
she moaned, telling me all about "The Long Grove Psychic." 
I walked into the Long Grove Tavei n, half expecting to see an 
overweight gypsy in brightly colored skirts and gaudy jewelry. I 
was surprised to find a tall, almost stately, woman dressed in a 
black silk pantsuit. She led me up a long flight of stairs to a loft 
above the bar. Taking my favorite locket in hand, she offered me 
this d~claimer, "Please. honey, if I tell you to go see a doctor, 
please go see a doctor. Take me seriously." No questions about 
me w ere asked- not my name, my age, occupation. Nothing. 
For more than 30 m inutes, she went on to make definitive 
statements about my lrfe and even used specific names: I would 
soon have surgery for an old injury to my knee; Nicole (a ciose 
friend would marry within 6 months (she has); Jim's (my father) 
hip would heal faster than expected (he had just had orthopedic 
surgery). On and on she went. She was well worth the journey 
to the far-reaching northern suburbs and worth the money. 
Recently, I had the opporrunity to rneet a charming gentleman 
w ho calls himself Odin. Odin spends his days wandering the 
Lincoln Park area and especially likes the Ape House at the zoo. 
Odin casts fortunes w ith the use of Rune stones "for a bit of 
change." Rune stones are flat, polished rocks painted with an-
c ient glyphs or symbols representing the Greek alphabet . the 
planets, stars, and life cycles (bin h, death, reincarnation, etc.). 
Odin carried his stones in a leather pouch lined with velvet. 
While he cast my fortune he recited "The Rune of Old! Has a 
story to be told. So cast them down and you will see a story 
unfold . So be bold and let your story be told by Odin·s Stones 
of Old ... 
Charmed, I listened while he interpreted the storles. The 
stones were arranged in an oblong circle of 10 wit h an 11th in 
the middle, called the Eleven Stone Perso,-.ality Spread. The first 
stone represents the type of person you are; the second, how 
you feel about yourself; then the type of person you think you 
are; the people around yoo; relationships; changes that are tak-
ing/will take place; luck; work; play; outcome (this is the stone 
of fate); finally. the querant. Odin's predictions were sometimes 
accurate, sometimes no t, but I was charmed by his twinkling 
eyes and pep. If you're lucky, you might run into Odin on his 
travels across Chicago. 
Chicago is considered by many to be North America's most 
psychic city, a vin ual center of the spirit: world. Brad Steiger, 
psychic researcher and writer, believes Chicago was chosen as 
the ' 'psychic center'' because of its unique geographical loca-
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tion. h seems that Chicago is one of the only places on earth to 
be visited by all four of the seasons and all four winds. The 
North Magnetic Pole cuts across Chicago. The pole also cuts 
across Cairo, Egypt, famous for its netherworld connections 
and ··unusual'' religious praetices. 
Whatever the reasons for Chicago's magnetic personality, it 
has become one of the fastest growing centers for psychic and 
spiritual research, the origin of New Age radio and cable televi· 
sion shOws, various New Age magazines and newsletters, a 
huge number of professional psychics. astrologers. and thera-
pists and the location of various psychic fairs. Chicago is home 
of the Midwest Psychic Fair, a huge convention of psychics 
from across the Midwest, held at McCormick Place in April. 
"The Earth Network.," a New Age television program, airs 
monthly on cable channel 66. ··earth Netwo•1<" airs "socially, 
poltticaUy, spiritually, and environmentally thought•provoking" 
programs. One episode shared ideas on spiritual and emotional 
bonding of parents and infants through the use of crystals. 
Should you miss this monthly program, Evanston Community 
Television airs .. vintage" episodes on cable Channel 48 Mon• 
days at 6:30 p.m. an<l Thutsdays at 5 p.m. 
The Monthly Aspecrarian, Chicago's New Age magazine, ca-
ters to the metaphysical consumer. The magazine provides a 
calendar of upcoming events in Chicago and the surrounding 
suburbs. The calendar includes a list of psychic fairs, discus-
sions. meditation service·s and more. The magazine, published 
and edited by Guy Spiro, also offets a list of classes (yoga, 
beginning Tarot, palmistry, etc.) and practitioners of aroma 
therapy, crystal ball readers. and psychics. Ads for bookshops, 
schools, art galleries, and incense shops can be found in the 
mag~zine. The Monthly Aspectarian is an excellent directory to 
mystical Chicago, and a ,eliable way to find a psychic. 
Psychic 
Another regular event unique to Chicago is "Many Man-
sions," Chicago's only New Age radio show. It aits on WVVX. 
103.1 FM, Saturdays between 7 and 8 p.m. The show claims to 
have "the best in New Age music, interviews. call· ins. special 
subjects and more." The program is hosted by Guy Spiro, who 
keep listeners updated on coming events, new discoveries. un· 
usual occurrences and talented locals in the psychic fiekf. 
In the search for a psychic or psychic related things. a good 
guide is t he Chicago Yellow Pages. More than three pages are 
dedicated to metaphysical matters under the heading of "As~ 
trology." Your local lib<a,y is also a good place to start. The 
Harokf Washington Library carries back issues of The New Age 
Journal, a national publication aimed at the Aquarian commu· 
nity. For research purposes, the first edition of The New Age 
Encyclopedia can prove helpful. The encyclopedia defines and 
explains New Age philosophies, concepts and common words 
and phrases in layman's tenns. 
Why do all these resources exist in Chica.go? ''It's hard to 
say," said Jeff Clark of Chicago. Formerty a resident of South· 
ern Indiana, Jeff is an aspiring writer who reads Tarot cards and 
casts astrology charts. '"Chicago has a definite pulse, a heart· 
beat all its own. All I know is, I was drawn here. and rm at 
home here." 
Jar'gon 
Astrolo~y: using the sun, moon, stars and planets to predict 
events on Earth. 
Mysticism: the direct experience of religious truth. 
Palmist r y: interpreting the loops, lines and whirls on the 
hands and fingertips for the purpose of te lling fortunes or 
predict ing the future. 
Psychic : people who have the power to contact higher levels of reality 
or powerful supernatural entities. 
Tar ot: a deck of cards portraying mythical or historical figures used to 
tell fortunes. 
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By Bonita Scarlett 
African A1nerican 
co1nedians find 
support in Chicago 
"/When I was younger/ I got a spanking so bad 011e night, I hfllluci · 
uated my ass came off my behind and had a co,u,er$14li01i uiith me. He 
said, 'You cause all the trouble around here t111d I'm the one wbo sets 
all the? credit for Ir. Keep it up and I'm out of bere!' " 
- Daniel Gardner 
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The lighting is dim in the club, with an atmosphere not unlike 
those old-time Chicago speakeasies or blues joints. Women and 
men in dark corners huddle close together, whispering in antici-
pation of the show that should have started 20 minutes ago. 
At the larger tables, women are bold, dressed to be seen. 
They huddle close to the stage, which is more generous with its 
light. It's girls' night out. They know somewhere in the room's 
shadowy sea, the whispering women and men see their shiny, 
crimp&d hair falling over their chocolate and caramel skins, and 
watch their peach lips sucking cool glass edges of icy mixed 
drinks. 
The music is as vain as the women. It seems as if the music is 
dressed in 1970s clothes. It doesn·1 have to be played loudly 
though; Rick James or the Temptations can take them all back 
to the " good ole days," making them dreamy. Some of them 
were probably fresh out of diapers, others probably o ld enough 
to slow-jam in basements as darlc as the club they now sit in. 
Then the music changes suddenly to Snoop Doggy Dogg or 
some other slick rap lyricist, bringing them back to All Jokes 
Aside comedy club in Chicago, in 1994. 
Finally, the emcee is announced and the crowd gives a half-
hearted applause. but the stage women know what to do. They 
stick their hands in the air and do that President-with- the-first-
lady wave-the trademark of their favorite emcee. He jumps out 
of the shadows onto the lit stage. He wears a black Shaft hat 
and brightly colored pants, which he quickly assures a heckling 
woman are not pink, but fuchsia. After a round of signifying and 
call-and·response, he realizes he must work harder to get this 
crowd hyped and ready for the comedians. 
'Tm going to try this again," he says, motionJng the OJ to cut 
the music. He jumps off the stage, The emcee has to make his 
entrance three times, but the crowd is whooping and yelling 
when the opening act comes out. Two hours later, the headliner 
from Cal~ornia ends his act by saying, ··vall know, ya'II got the 
best emcee in the country, don't ya·nr· 
Ifs been said that Chicago has the best African·American 
comedians in the country. If they haven't emerged as the best 
during the black comedy renaissance that swept the country 
more than five years ago, Chicago and its comics cenainly bring 
a dedication and respect to the art of stand-up comedy. Their 
environment and diverse backgrounds are big factors, contrib-
uting to a strong work ethic, professional courtesy and an un-
ending pursuit of originality among t he comics. But these quali-
ties make Chicago and its black comics special and among the 
leaders in continuing the rich tradition of black comedy. 
··11·s special," says Raymond Lambert, one of the owners of 
All Jokes Aside. "It's almost like blues and Chicago. This is 
where the blues started, not that comedy started here, but 
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people just take it a little more to heart than they would in New 
York. That has to do with the fact that it's still ne)'II. It's the best 
of both worlds. It's a major city with !"'•rything to offer, with 
down-home kinds of people. The same things that make Chica-
go unique in the country are the same things that make All Jokes 
and Chicago comedians unique: · 
But Chicago is a tough town to be in if you are a black comic. 
Before clubs like All Jokes Aside opened their doors to it, black 
comedy was sporadic. 
··easically, there wasn't any black comedy," says Allan John-
son, a feature writer at The Chicago Tribvne who started writing 
about black comedy in 1988, at the onset of the "black comedy 
renaissance" in Chicago. "There were some places on the 
Southside, but most black comics worked at mainstream d ubs 
like Zanies and the lmprov:· Rarely, says Johnson, would one 
see a black comic in a featured or headliner's role. George Wa\4 
lace was one black comedian who was a headliner at some of 
these places, but a black comic was usually an opening act o r 
emcee. 
Following a general comedy boom around the country in the 
early to mid·80s, people gained a renewed interest in b!ack 
comedy. It took Chicago jaz, club and nightclub owners a while 
to jump on the wave. When they did, around 1990, they s tarted 
a major movement, says Johnson. The clubs started having 
comedy nights, which got so popular that more people came to 
see the comedy than the jazz. 
All Jokes Aside, at 1000 S. Wabash, opened in August 1991, 
as the first black comedy club in Chicago, giving local talent a 
chance to work and headline. Raymond Lamben said there were 
a couple of reasons for this business venture. 
For one, he and his partners were looking for a bvsiness 
opportunity and realized that they had g reat relationships with 
local and national comediclns who didn't have a regular place to 
play in Chicago. Opening a club was a smart idea. Having also 
lived in other cities and having seen good black comics in those 
cities. Lambert realized he couldn't see them in Chicago on a 
regular basis. 
"It was only natural to me that since there were 14 clubs in 
Chicago at the time serving this market, there had to be room 
for one that featured black and minority comedians, primarily 
black," said Lambert. He says that All Jokes Aside has been 
successful for the comedians, and for the customers. who now 
have a regular place to see comedians they enjoy. Ifs been a 
success for Chicago because the club is considered one of the 
best comedy clubs in the country and not just the best black 
comedy club. 
The black comedy boom has slowed down recentty. Many 
small clubs that popped up around the city have now shut down. 
Also, many jazz clubs have stopped open mike nights, making it 
tough for black comics to get started and work new material in 
Chicago. Nightclubs like The Clique and The Cotton Club cur-
rentJy showcase black comics regularly, but All Jokes Aside 
remains the only comedy club dedicated solely to black comedy. 
The Chicago comedy circuit has nurtured people like Bernie 
Mack and Adele Givins, who have gone on to natio"31 recognt-
tion, and it still puts out widely dive, se and hard hitting stand·uP 
comics. 
Daniel Gardner, an actor and writer as well as comedian, is 
one of those comedians who started working the mike at the 
time when black comedy was booming in this town. At 22, he's 
not considered a " young" comedian anymore. He's played ar 
places like All Jokes Aside and The Cotton Club, among others 
across the country. Gardner has also been featured and co-
starred in two movies, "'House Party 3·· (1994) and "How U 
Like Me Now·· 11991). But he got his beginning and training in 
Chicago. 
"Chicago is a hard place to live rf you are a comic . Chicago's 
still a Midwestern, • got my mind on work; practical place. There's 
no star gazing here. You got to come with product . Chicago 's a 
commodity and mercantile exchange (place). It's the w hole psy-
chology of the city. 
" If you raise potatoos in Idaho, you got to bring them to 
Chicago to sell. tf You grow corn in lndl8na, you got to bring it to 
Chicago to sell. We don't care how cute you are, how slick you 
look, how loud you may get, how hip you a.re. You got to be 
funny, every joke has got to be funny," says Gardner. 
He says Chicago is a training ground if you're an artist. If you 
can make it as an artist in this city, you can make it anywhere. 
A nd if you aren't funny, the audience will certainly let you know. 
"You know you ain't funny w hen you look at the ladies in the 
room. If more than two start getting up going to the bathroom. 
you ain't funny. Guys w ill go when they got to , but a lady will 
hold it, so she don't miss nothing." 
As a clean comic, Gardner know s how hard this business can 
be anywhere. He believes " black comedy" is a brand name for 
people who " dont give a damn" about the art of comedy. They 
use it to make money. He feels that movie producers put "black 
comedy" and black faces into a movie, w ith an otherw ise dry 
script, to get the dollars of one o f the largest consumer g roups 
in the country-black consumers. To Gardner, black comedy 
has come to mean onty one type o f com edy-the brand of 
co medy that can be seen on HBO's Def Comedy Jam - the 
brand that Gardner refuses t o do. 
Gardner appeared on Heo·s Russell Simmons· Del Comedy 
Jam in August 1993 . " I did Def Jam and w as squeaky clean and 
got edited k ind of unflatteringty because they w ere looking for 
the dirty material and there wasn't any. The harshest word I said 
was ' 'damn." They were looking for the sexual stuff, and the 
harshest thing I talked about was going to the store buying Maxi-
pads for my w rfe. I went up there and did my own thing. 
" f \flhen I was J'Ot1ngc1j I got a :.71tmking so bad one n igbt, I 
Jx1ltuchmf<~d my ass cam<· off my behind tmd bad a ,om1crsa· 
urm u.:ilb m e. tie said, ·>vu ccut.~e all tbl· /rouble aromul hen! 
,md I'm the on e who gets all the <:red ii f<>r ii. Keep It up and I'm 
<11" U/lx:re."" -Daniel Gardner 
"I have a thinking humor. You got to be w ith me 'cause I don't 
do any tricks w ith my body. I don't roll around on the s1age. I 
don't use a lot of curse worC"c;, so you got to be listening. You 
got to hear me." 
Many Chicago comics believe Def Comedy Jam was the ' 'best 
and worst thing to happen to black comedy:· Developing Def 
Jarn out of the boom that swept the country, Russell Simmons 
brought a greater exposure to black comedy. but at the same 
time, only highlighted one type of black comic . according to 
these comedians. 
"Black comedians walk around saying, ·1 got to do Def Jam: 
That's the first question that comes out of everybody's mouth-
.Did you d o Def Jam?' We as black people w anted comedy and 
w e got it, and Def Jam brought it in its rawes1 form-blue. blue 
fo rm." 
" We appreciated it 'cause we never had it. Now black people 
have heard every (dirty] joke in the book. They want quality and 
originality," says Deon Cole, another Chicago comedian. 
And when it comes to a comic 's career, locking onesetf into 
one mode o f doing comedy isn't good . ''You'll get stuck doing 
Def Jam only. You'll stop writing and going to open mikes trying 
Out new stuff. You'll w alk around w ith this heavy attitude. You 
really won't be gaining nothing, just losing and all because of Def 
Jam," says Cole w ho has a friend in L.A. w ho did Def Jam and 
got a s tanding ovation. When the show aired, Bill Cosby called 
Def Jam . 
"What she was talking about was so foul," said Cole. " Bill 
Cosby called and was like, 'What the hell is going on down 
there? W hat are you doing send ing these people on national 
television talking about nigger this and bitch this? Why are you 
doing this? It will hun your career.' " 
Cole and other comics say that when o n television, the key is 
to not look at the live audience that's provid ing the laughter for 
your show as the only audience you should please. An experi-
enced comic would know that his at-home viewers are the ones 
he should really be doing his act for. They believe the raw, 
raunchy style that is often featured on Def Jam is wearing thin 
w ith audiences. Chicago comics agree that originality and imag-
ination are critical to success. Being in the Midwest, says Lam-
bert, seems to necessitate o riginality. 
" I think it's a matter of environment. They're in the Midwest. 
and they are affected by differentthings, untainted by Hollywood 
and television. I tend to see that comedians from the East Coast 
or the West Coast w ill do things that they think will get them on 
a TV show or in a movie," says Lambert. 
" It's like we are know n for hustling because we got to work 
so hard to get something. We're in the M idwest., [we haveJ no 
connections like in New York and L.A ., so we have to work even 
harder. Everybody in L.A. is doing the same joke. Everybody in 
New York is doing jokes about bean pies and Muslims. In L.A. 
they're talking about earthquakes and Rodney King. We got to 
w rite our stuff and be original," says Cole. 
Though many Chicago comics see Def Comedy Jam comics 
as lacking originality, they still aspire 10 iL " There's nothing else 
out there," says Lambert, · 'because they have these clubs and 
promoters who can curb their risks by asking, 'Were you on Def 
Jam?' If I am giving a concert, I could say. 'Live from Def Jam, 
it's so and so.' If I w as a comic, I w ould want to do it too. The 
comic is based on insecurity. 
" That's entertainment period. Everybody's insecure. If I see 
you do it, it's just one of those things I have to have. Blacks are 
used to so little, so instead of looking for opportunities. w e 
concentrat e o n one thing," he says. 
Stand ing on the stage, Cole looks around the audience w ith 
half~opened eyes and delivers his jokes in slow, affected speech. 
In the middle of a joke his mind w anders off and takes the 
audience to places that don't exist except in his mind. He apolo-
gizes and blames his momentary trip on the "chronic" he had 
smoked before coming . He apologizes again, reaches into his 
shin pocket, pulls out a square of paper and begins "checking 
his notes" for jokes ·cause " he don't be remembering shit.'' The 
crowd howls w ith laughter and disbelief . 
Cole did this act w hen he appeared on Def Jam. " I went up 
there talking about drugs and playing that role like rm high:' 
A fcer the show, a woman came up to him asking w as he really 
high. ··1 said no. I really wanted to shOw black people and other 
people how they look. how s illy they act and think w hile on 
drugs. I go up there and ac t like I can't remember and tell them 
stories about how I lost my friends from getting high. It's funny 
but it's true. And I w ill get to the population that does get high. 
They'll come up to me saying, 'Man, you get blowed for reat7' 
and ru be like, 'No. I don·t do t hat shit : It'll fuck them up:· 
Cole, 23, has played at some of the major clubs in Chicago 
and the country that feature black comedians. His first love is 
acting; he's using comedy as a route to the screen and theater. 
He also tours with a Chicago com edy team called Laugh Fest. 
The group brings their brand of comedy to colleges all over the 
Midwest. Cole calls himself a blue comic-the type that is often 
featured on Def Jam-but he feels there's a difference between 
his comedy and "Def Jam" comedy. 
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" I bat;e ro alwa)'S took/or rldes/rom my homeys 'cause my 
car broke dow,1. The onty tt)(IJ I can ger " ride is to lie to them 
abou t how they can ben efit f rom it. I 'll call them audsaJ', 'W'bat 
)'014 tloiug.' ' 
'iVOtbing. Wl)(,lt you tloing." 
' l'Vel/, my " ,,. broke down, a.nd J got tbese eight glrls- tl,ey ·re 
freakle 100- mcetlng me m this currency excbt1ngo so I cfJn 
casb this $1, 000 check. Then I 'm goi ng to gt!t Ibis balfpo1md 
bag of weed for $500. rll have S:SOO left 10 kick 11 wilb, bUI I 
don 'r bave n o r ide. \Vbat you doing?' 
'I 'm on my way 10 your crib/' " -Deon Cole 
' 'I am a blue comic, but in a sense that you have to use your 
imagination to know w hat I am talkir\g about. My w hole act is 
acting. It's the image that I try to por tray on stage to make 
everyone in the audience use his head and think ... My style is 
underground. cursing-not like a clean comic. (I do things) that 
other guys won't touch on. Clean comics like Sinbad and Mark 
Curry touch on the home and family. I touch on stuff like riding 
around in your ride, bumping t he sounds, getting a little bubble 
on. That ain't the whole act, but things that are within come 
out." 
The fi,st joke that James Hannah tells at a club is a simple test 
for the audience. "Before I start, I got to find out w hat type of 
audience is he,e tonight," says Hannah. He tells the crowd that 
by answering yes or no to the following list of criteria, they and 
he will be able to recognize how many "ghetto" or "bourgie" 
blacks are in the audience. He says if your parents bought you 
sneakers that didn't come in a pair tied together. if you never ate 
a mayonnaise sandwich, if you never had to dig deep in the 
pantry to get that nasty Alaga syrup w hen the good syrup ran 
out, then you are "bourgie." H you are a man w ho owns a fur 
coat. or a couple dressed exactly the same. then you are 
.. ghetto:· 
Hannah, 25, w ho started his stand-up career five years ago at 
the Funny Firm and who has played in clubs across the country, 
calls himself an A-rated comedian. 
··1 curse but I don·t talk about a lot of dirty 1opics. I talk about 
whars messed up i.n the black community-black on black 
crime is a big theme in my act now. (I talk about) the extremes 
of the black community- the "ghetto" community vs. the 
' 'bourgie" black community and how fucked up it is growing up 
in America. I don't get militant up there. I try to give a message 
w ithout beating people over the head and without preacNng. I 
have come to the realization that my jokes ain't for everybody. I 
try to make them for everybody, but realistically they ain't for 
everybody. 
.. There·s more to black life. The average black comedian talks 
about 'I was handling my business w ith this girl, I was in the bed 
with this girl, I got so many roaches in my house, we was so po' 
growing up: I try to go beyond that. I want people to know that, 
hey, I'm a black comedian but there's more to being black." 
Hannah says when he started out he wasn't funny at all. He 
had a hard time communicating with the audience. "Things 
w ould go over their heads. I mean, I hate to say t hat about black 
people. You can't talk about certain issues w ith black people. 
Generally. all they want to hear about is . . . aid checks and ·1 got 
so many roaches in my house,· and I wasn't talking about that, 
so I had to convey what I had to say in a certain way ... and that 
took time." 
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·:,is soon as Loren a Bobbit wa.s f ound innocent, everybody 
wlrb a {pents/ sb()uld have u:en1 out and ,·fated. Fuck Rodn ey 
King. Men of all colors should bm:e went ow and /)to·n ed scme 
s111jf up. Bu rued down a \lictorlaS Scc1'ct. Caughr a guy dr iuinS 
tz Tampon tr11ck and bea t the hell out ofbfm." 
--James Hannah 
Many Chicago comedians agree that in front of a Chicago 
audience is w here you really test your skills and see how funny 
you are. This is because Chicago has one of the most diverse 
black populations in the country. 
The audience fs pretty diverse. from 21 to 54 years old. 55 
percent are probably women. 45 percent are men. "(There is] 
everybody from the postal worker to the college professor, and 
that's the beauty of this. (A comedy club) is a place where we all 
can come and let all our stuff go and be ourselves," says Lam-
bert . Looking at the diversity of a typical Chicago audience is an 
indication of the diversity of Chicago comics. 
Hannah's understandir\g of audiences spurs him to continue 
trying new material and striving for originality in his act. He says 
he works to make alternatives to the " Def Jam" type of comedy 
more acceptable to black audiences. But. he says, ifs going to 
take an effort on the part of pa•rons to make varied forms of 
black comedy more the norm. 
.. I hate going in a club and the women all got their hair plas-
tered to the side with freeze curfs, brothers got their cellular 
phones on in the c lub. Some people do come to laugh, but when 
it's the majority of ·ghetto' black people in the crowd, you have 
to break your shit down. I can·t go up there and tal k about 
Malcolm X or Martin Luther King. I damn sure can't talk about 
discr imination and racism [in front of t hemJ." According to Han-
nah, the "ghetto" crowd is the lower income, less culturally 
exposed, inner-city crowd; they are the worst to perform for, as 
opposed to the · 'bourgie" crowd. 
··rhe ironic part about it is the ' 'ghetto' ' black crowd probably 
experiences it more than the "bourgie" black crowd but you just 
can't talk about it w ith them, and it's not that they are sensitive, 
they are just not aware of it," says Hannah. 
" (In front of] white audiences you can do damn near anything 
and they will laugh. The average black audience is not educated 
to comedy. It's not our fault; we're just recently getting exposed 
to this, .. he adds. He also says audiences have to be educated 
to black comedy and respect the an form by realizing it's realty 
not that easy to get up on stage and make a group of strangers 
laugh at something you think is funny. 
"Ho,v d id the po/fee find that fpenisj? T/Jey ca n't find mfsM11g 
k ids. but they ca 1t fi1ul mi.~ ing lJJcnises/. 
-.James Hannah 
··what I hate about being a comedian is that black people are 
all naturally funny, so they think they can be comedians. If I had 
a d ime for every time I heard, 'You a comedian? I'm kind of a 
comedian mysetf. You should let me go up on stage w ith you.' 
Don't nobody go up to Jordan and say some shit like that." 
Other comics agree that there are certain skills for technique, 
delive,y and presence that are not easily learned. Many of them 
say their first time on stage was a disaster because they didn't 
realize w hat it took to really be a comedian and be serious about 
the craft. 
.. Most people think they (comics) just get up there and start 
telling jokes. They make it look so easy (but] . . . that's written 
stuff, so they have to be good writers, good actors. It's the 
toughest thing to do in ente,tainment. I am atways amazed at 
how irltelligent comedians are. There's this stigma that they are 
just some silly, goofy guys or women, and some of them could 
be, but they're not going to be tremendously successful. Like 
most people don't know that Robin Harris didn't think he was 
funny. It took people to encourage him," says Lambert. 
Hannah also wants an alternative for people who don't want 
to go the route of Def Comedy Jam comics-the type of com-
edy that, he says, it seems most black audiences want. 
"I would like to make a TV show to provide an alternative. but 
it would be hard because everybody would be comparing it to 
Def Jam ... 
Right now. Hannah is trying out a forum for comedy at Or. 
Jam's nightclub at 63rd and Stony Island Avenue that he hopes 
w ill catch on. He says he would want his TV show to be like 
what he is trying to do at Or. Jam·s . 
.. (I want it) sophisticated. One of t he things I wouldn't allow 
on my show would be a lot of filth. It's not that type of crowd. It 
may sound like censorship, but we ain't here for that. [At Dr. 
Jam's) I want it where brothers can go and be smooth with their 
comedy. That's what you don't have with Def Jam. I want to do 
smooth and sophisticated comedy. Def Jam is the rap form of 
comedy. I want to do a jan form - what jazz is to music or a 
jazz equivalent to comedy. 
' 'The show is different because the band changes the mood. 
The lights are dim which puts people in a mellow mood. The 
band plays about three songs before I come on. The way it's set 
up, you can"t do anything but pay attention to the show . . . 
when people are relaxed you can do clean comedy. I'll be training 
the audience to (a Point) where they are not conditioned to hear 
all that, ·1 was doing this girl from behind ... : 
.. Before Def Jam. comedy was fun. Brothers went on stage 
and weren't worried about getting paid . (They were] worried 
about being funny. That's all they cared about. Now everybody 
just wants to make money," says Hannah. 
Hannah says that black comics who onl·y care about making 
money are simply " niggers doing comedy," ' T m a purist when 
it comes to this business. I love the art of comedy. If you are not 
a real comedian, I have no respect for you. No mauer how funny 
you are. I can't respect niggers who use comedy as a venue to 
do something else. 'Oh, rm gonna do comedy for a couple of 
years. then rm going to get me a sitcom.' 
" I don't even want to do a sitcom. I don't want to do anything 
that's going to fuck w ith my stage act. The stage is where your 
real tans are; the people w ho really love you as a performer are 
the people w ho come to see you at AU Jokes Aside. Those are 
the people I do my jokes for and who I'll never stop doing my 
jokes for ... says Hannah. 
But Gardner says don·t let comics in Chicago make it sound 
like it's the water that they drink that makes them any better. He 
says that it's true Chicago comics stand out because of " diver· 
sity in the scope of their talents," but.. he adds. it's also their 
environment. They have to work harder since they are !lOt close 
to Hollywood and New York. But wouldn't a comic from Seattle 
or Houston or Detroit tell you the same thing? 
" We are different because of our surroundings," says Gard· 
ner. "Because on the Southside won't nobody take me seriously 
if I don' t use broken English, and on the Nonhside, won't nobody 
take me seriously if I do. In Chicago. you got to wear many 
faces. You got to be many different people. 
"Inherently, you work harder for things cause you got that 
snow out there to deal with. You got that 50·below weather to 
deal w ith. It's that work ethic that says you got to bust your ass 
or you going to freeze this w inter. 
"In L.A .• people were lazier than I have ever seen in my entire 
life. and that's just because it's always nice. They got the beach 
to sleep on. If you get hungry, you can pull an orange off some-
body's tree. but in Chicago. if you ain't found out where you 
going to be living by the end of September, you going to freeze 
to death. Ir's not because God shines on Chicago comedians 
more," says Gardner. 
Lambert agrees, and says black comedians overall are su-
premely talented since comedy is based on experience and black 
comics have rich experiences from which to draw material. And 
when it comes to Chicago comedians. he says, ··1 think they're 
very competitive. For our purposes. we couldn't have picked a 
better market, for a lot of different reasons. but definitely, be-
cause you have a strong group of comedians here in Chicago." 
One thing that Chicago comics take pride in is sticking togeth-
er. This may be because there are so few venues in Chicago for 
comics to work; t he 30·40 working comics in Chicago are al· 
ways thrown together. Gardner says they give each o ther rides 
home and have coffee t~ther after performances. 
There are rivalries among them as there are among comics 
anywhere else. "I haven't met a comic, including myself, that's a 
saint," says Gardner. He says comics in Chicago and everywhere 
are known for trying to outdo each other in some way. · 'A 
comedian may be this way because we don't have a union to 
monitor how we get paid and to give us benefits. We don't have 
a writers guild or ethics board. (There's] nothing that protects 
us. We get treated bad. so we translate that mistreatment onto 
each other." 
But. says Gardner, there are some things that a Chicago comic 
just will not do to another. 
"L.A. comics and New York comics are real back-stabbing, .. 
Cole agrees. " You can go on stage and they'll be sitting in the 
back of the ch.lb writing down every joke you tell. Here in Chica-
go. we have a lot of stress on us ·cause we can't do that. 
"Chicago comics push to be different. and Chicago comics 
who steal don't remain Chicago comics for too long;· says 
Gardner. He says a Chicago comic can do just about anything to 
another-ruin another comic's reputation at a club. steal anoth~ 
er's gig. misinform another about an audition. even sleep with 
another's wife-but a Chicago comic will never steal another 
Chicago comic 's joke. 
" It's taboo. A joke is like an infant. It's born in your mind. you 
raise it by editing it and saying it over and over to youself, you 
watch it grow, then you take it to the stage and let it go. You say, 
'Bye baby,' and it comes back and visits whenever you got a 
gig." 
'·My wife likes to call me a pare,ual p ushover; sbu fllways 
com pin ins al)()ur bow I tliscipline rbe /::ills.. 
·You are terrible wltb the kltls. I /(!OVfJ the housu m u/ they 
spend (II/ day will, you. 1t/lxm I ger home, they t'l l'C wo,-se rban 
tlX!J' were IJcjore, · she Sll)'S. 
\"(!})a, does tbl$ womtm wa n I f r-Om me:' I'm 0 11/y 22. I'm just a 
kid my.~clf. Most of rbc 1/Jfngs I lxwe to ptmls/J //>em for still look 
liJurfim to m e." -Daniel Gardner 
Gardner says many of the .. young" comics- the comics who 
are just starting s tand-up now- have no respect for these 
.. rules:· but among the older comics these are rules to live by. 
"Chicago comics respect each other. We don't heckle each 
other. we don't have table co nversat ions w hen another comic 
is on the stage. We never leave another hanging. H a Chicago 
comic is on stage, you have to be a pretty vindictive asshole 
to not help him out. There are co mics I don't like that I'll 
throw a shot out to if he gets stuck. ' T U say, "Hey, do the one 
about . . . : " says Gardner. 
"A Chicago co mic never wants to see another Chicago comic 
bomb. It's never funny. I have been to L.A. and New York and 
watched comics bomb on stage and the other comics laughed 
and booed him. Even the worst Chicago comic will have sympa· 
thy for you. 
"A Chicago comic understands professional courtesy. and if 
you are a comic from somewhere else w ho comes here. we'll 
make sure you learn the rules:· 
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' Can an 
• • 
asP.iring . 
artist coexist 
with other 
artists? 
By Vince Kunkemueller 
• 
I wasn't looking for a place to live, but the bold print caught 
my eye as I scanned the paper: "Actors! Painters. Writers. Or 
anyone active in t he fine or applied arts. What are you looking 
for in an apanment?" It was an honest question. So, I sat back 
and thought about it. Cheap! Thafs what I wanted, cheap and 
comfortable. 
I took a good look around. There I was sitting on my couch, 
the cushions conforming to my shape. My feet propped on the 
coffee table, its legs sunk deep into the tan, shag carpet that 
coveted my one-bedroom apartment from wall to wall. I sipped 
my coffee and nodded to myself . This is comfort, I thought, 
1,000-square-feet of comfort perched on the 10th floor of a 
building overlooking the heart of Chicago's Printer's Row. 
It wasn't a cheap place, but w ith a roommate I could squeeze 
by. But , there was still that call at the beginning of the ad: 
"Actors! Painters. W riters." They couldn't have gouen my at-
tention any easier had they printed my name. I can·t read or hear 
the word ··writer'' without craning my neck or sticking my nose 
in. W hat writer can? We often define ourselves by our art. When 
that art is mentioned, it's like our other half calls us home, a 
strong scent pulls the hungry to the kitchen. And Artist-In-
Residence is a place that only rents to artists. 
The idea of a community of artists intrigued me. A place 
where people of like mind live in a congenial, creative atmo-
sphere w ith the intent to learn from each other. That's what 
really hit home, being surrounded by people who unde(Stand 
art, people who could help me to learn and discover mysetf. I 
decided to check it out. 
Artist-in-Residence is located at 6161-6165 North W inthrop in 
the Edgewater Beach neighborhood on the North Side. I dialed 
1-800-LIVE-ART, which seemed kind of cheesy 10 mo. Making 
words out of telephone numbers seems to be a ve,y close 
cousin to vanity license plates, which. like most advertising, sits 
bitterly in my stomach. But. I got through and made an appoint-
ment w ith Arthur Blumberg, the manager of the building. 
h was a simple trip. I boarded the "el'' train and 23 tattling 
minutes later, I pushed through the doors and trotted down the 
stairs at the Granville s tation. I'd never been to Granville before 
and now I know why. W hen I walked a halfblock east to W in-
throp. I passed no less than three liquor stores, 10-to-20 pounds 
of blowing garbage and several teenagers who I thought were 
deaf. As it turned out, they were merely flashing their gang 
loyalties to each other in a flurry of intricate hand and finger 
gestutes. I glanced at my watch to estimate when a doctor 
would be signing my death certificate. 
I was a hatf-hour early for my appointment. The way I looked 
at it, maybe I could have my tour, get back on the train before it 
got dark, and decrease my chances of becoming a crime statistic 
by a significant margin. I turned the corner and gazed at the 
eight·Story brick Artist-in-Residence building, constructed in the 
1920s. The squares o f yard in front of the building were framed 
by a knea...high. powdet-blue painted iron fence that seemed to 
direct my eves to the street lamps that rose from the yard. 
Dragons clutched the bulbs that hung over the walkway. Blum-
berg buzzed me into the building and met me in the haltway next 
to the mailboxes and bulletin board. 
He was a friendly man in worn jeans and a dingy shirt, the kind 
of clothes you wouldn't mind getting paint all over. He greeted 
me in a low, clear, pcwerful voice and I wondered if he had ever 
worked in radio. He said he hadn·t, but he had studied acting at 
the Goodman School of Drama. After several years, he decided 
acting wasn't what he was best suited for. He decided to manage 
a restaurant for a living. Blumberg came to Artist -in-Residence 
si.x and a half years ago. He thought it would be a temporary 
office job. But, he found himself tooted and was made building 
manager. 
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I was led through a freshly-painted hallway. Three painters 
swarmed around the area constantly checking w ith Blumberg to 
make sure they were moving in the right direction and matching 
colors correctly in the general renovation and upkeep. Blumberg 
answered clearty from under his bushy mustache and heavy 
eyelids. I asked about the renovating . He tokt me about the 
building as we stepped into the elevator. 
" It's a 65-year-old building that was originally a very posh full-
service hotel,'' said Blumberg. ·• Jack O'Callahan bought the 
building in 1979 as an investment. O'Callahan is a film producer, 
writer and photographer, an art ist in his own right. Those a(e his 
color photos in the office. All of his kids are involved in the arts. 
··Anyway, some of the first renters were students from the 
Art Institute of Chicago, and he liked these people. They were 
good kids, and he got the idea to only rent to artists and give 
them a place to live. The thing just sort of evolved over the 
years. We eventually got large enough that when the building 
next door opened up we bought it and established Artist~in-
Residence II." 
Blumberg said the neighborhood had spent approximately$ 10 
millkm in repairs and restoration. He also said that Anjst~in -
Residence II won the 1993 Chicago Association of Realtor's 
Cultural Outreach Award. 
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I nodded as we stepped out of the elevator, not only at the 
history and philosophy behind the building, but in acknowledg-
ment that such an old building needs upkeep and plenty of it. He 
unlocked an orange door. All the doors on the floor were painted 
a different color and this kind of stuck in my craw. At first, I 
thought they were just trying to be " ar tsy·• w ith the bright. non-
conformist doors. But, on closer inspection, it seemed they 
were just trying to cover the wear. Everything looked worn-out 
and a coat of bright orange paint didn't hide that. 
We stepped into a studio that mirrored what I saw in every-
thing else. It was clean, but nothing special. A modest studK> 
apartment with a kitchen and bathroom started at $330 a month. 
The building reminded me o f a very old woman who wears too 
much make-up . She may have been beautiful once. but as time 
wore at her good looks, she tried to delay it with make-up, layer 
after layer, until it quit accenting the remaining beauty and cov-
ered it instead. 
Blumberg showed me the .,artistic facilities: · The 50 by 27 
foot rehearsal hall had a wooden dance floor, ballet barre, wan ... 
sized mirrors and a piarlo. I expected something more magnifi"' 
cent, but this room, like everything else, had a kind of worn 
energy to it and it whispered to me to let it die. The computer 
room. the 24-seat cafe, the darkroom, the gallery exhibit space. 
the painting workshop, the sculpture workshop and the 40-seat 
outdoor theater were all trying to be something they weren't 
meant to be. Somehow the pl.ace stayed together through the 
hard work of Blumberg and his staff. 
"Are the faCilities used often?'' I asked. 
He pointed ro the sign-tJp sheet on 1he wall outside of the 
computer lab. It was near1y full. w ith only a few hour slots left 
open. I wondered what kind of person could work artistically in 
such a dying atmosphere, in a building on life-suppor t. 
''How would you characterize the tenants?·' I asked Blumberg 
as we headed to his office. "Oh, they're a diverse group. but 
they all have that artistic element in common. That gives a 
certain energy to the place, a comradely energy. They all have a 
goal to do the best.in t heir prospective fields and that gives the 
place a great atmosphere." 
I thanked Blumberg for his time. It hit me that the Artist-in-
Residence building was a teeming ball of life compared to the 
rest of the neighborhood. Sometimes you have to go with 1he 
natural order of things: Just let it die so that new life can develop. 
Even if every tenant had only the greatest thing to say about 
the building, it wouldn't change what I felt in my gut about the 
dying, gray hopelessness that hung in the air and seeped from 
the walls. There had to be some redeeming quality to t his place. 
I was fortunate enough to meet Nancy. a former tenant o f 
Anist-in•Residence. who told me her experience liv ing there, 
while we slugged a couple of cold Guiness beers. 
" It wasn't Paris in the Twenties, but in a weird American way, 
it made sense," she said. "It's a community that believes art is 
the most important thing." 
I asked her if the people there were supportive and if i1: was a 
creative atmosphere. 
· 'The place was a good breeding ground for initial products. 
The whole place is rough, I mean, there I was living in a s trange 
city in a studio that's d irty, stuffy and dark. yet it allowed me to 
be free. You see, the pretentious artist types who moved in 
quickty saw that it was not glamorous or trendy and they fell to 
the wayside. That allowed those of us that were serious to really 
cut loose and create." 
I wondered what the residents were like. I asked her about the 
art scene. 
''Oh, there were two different types. really," she said. ' ' There 
were the folks who made it their permanent home and they may 
Designed by Deborah Cottington 
not have been real serious about art. but their poverty was real 
and they played w ith the arts so they could stay in the place. 
A1ld there was the tra,,sient type, like myself. I always fancied 
mysett a combinatio,, of a 20's flapper and Elizabeth Siddal. a 
Pre-Raphaelite painter, ~ thetic. The place subsisted on the de-
lusions o f people who could not accept their posit ions as clerks, 
retail salespeople or unemployed temporaries. Anist-in·Resi-
dence gives them something they can believe in, which they can 
use to transcend ordinary life and live for art. 
' 'It was depressing. but much more real than the trendy gallery 
scene. It was real. A nice, functional dump." 
She moved out. but I can hard ly blame her. I rode the " el" 
south to my apartment, g rateful to be going home. 
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Carl Jung claimed that each person's 
··collective unconscious·· contained a col-
lage of ancestral memories and images. 
And since I needed to write an anicle 
about storytelling. I thought, hey, maybe 
there are stories caught between layers of 
my brain tissve-stories I could use in 
this ar ticle. 
Something had to be in there. I intended 
to find out what. 
I tried to concentrate but no ancesttal 
images. memo,ies or sto,ies bubbled 
forth. I was too tense. 
I needed to relax. Deep breath in. Deep 
breath out. Nothing. I even went to a 'new 
age' relaxation place, plunked down my 
cash, took off my clothes and sat cross-
legged in a room with blinking lights and 
ocean sounds. 
Still nothing. And I left w ith a headache. 
I walked out feeling kind of blue (chin to 
my chest and all) until I thought, ·Hey. how 
could I expect to ,cmember ancient stuff 
if I couldn't oven ,emember my locker 
combination without looking at the inside 
of my sneaker where I had written it down? 
For some reason t his comforted me and I 
decided to eat. Ducking into a place that 
served breakfast aH day, I sat at the count-
er and wrapped my hands around a mug 
of coffee. Then a strange thing happened. 
A guy sa1 down next to me, leaned over, 
and in a gravely voice whispered, "So, I 
hear you're looking for stories." 
I turned, to get a better look, and saw 
this guy-with a shock of white hair and 
deep blue eyes-sitting next to me. He 
was drinking tea. What the hell. I thought, 
"Yeah. yeah . I'm looking for stories, but 
how did you know?" 
"Never m ind. that's not important," he 
suaightened his spine and stuck out his 
hand. "John Starrs:· Later. I found out 
that John was a storyteller, poet. actor, 
director and had been teaching for 22 
years-at places like OePaul University's 
School for New Learning and Northeast· 
em Illinois University's Writing F<om the 
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Sottrce Program. He had also published a 
book of poems, called The Suburban 
Poems, in 1991. But, like I said, I didn·t 
find that out until later. 
I shook tis hand, " Tell me a s tory then: · 
I said with skepticism. I sipped my luke-
w arm coffee and s wung my legs around 
the stem of the stool. 
··once upon a time there was this fish-
erman and his wife w ho lived in a shack 
that was broken down-realty a mess. 
A nd the w ife would get mad at the fisher~ 
man for not fixing the shack. So he would 
tiptoe out of the shack- to get away from 
her and go fishing. And, one day, he w as 
fishing rather seriously • . :· 
A nd w ith that, John threw his am, back, 
and as if he w as hold ing a fishing pole, 
cast his line over the waitress· head and 
into the kitchen. He cast for the next min~ 
ute or two. 
The cook.. moving his toothpick from 
one side of his mouth to the other, 
smirked. 
The waitress sauntered to the other side 
of the counter and, throwing her thumb 
back, announced. "Would you look at 
that:· 
And, after a w hile. everyone d id look: 
the cook grabbed his glasses from his 
breast pocket, the waitress sat down, an 
old man with yellow skin s topped cough-
ing up a lung and moved a couple of seats 
closer. They all watched while John pan-
tomimed the story of the Fisherman and 
his Wife. 
When he had finished the story {which 
is too long to retell here} he looked at me 
and said, " Did you notice how the silence 
finally ' took ' and the rest of the story 
brought them in? The silence finally got 
them because I'm pamomiming. It's fas-
c inating- the combination of silence and 
mime. You can see the line. You can see 
w here the hook lands. And you can see 
the fish on the end o f the line. If s all very 
v isual. It's imagery." 
I nodded my head, ··sure. It's imagery, 
but, you know. commercials are foll of 
imagery, too-,except that that imagery 
is supposed to convince yo u to buy 
something. And it works . So why can't 
you keep your s tories shorter? Like 
commerc ials?'· 
He sighed. " I keep the stories nice and 
long. I like to unw ind long, shaggy dog 
stories . • . I like to set the audience up for 
a long listen." 
··aut what if your audience gets antsy? 
W hat do you do? You know Americans 
like the wham -barn-thank -you-ma' am 
movement. Do you adjust for that?" 
" That depends on where I am in the 
story. If I have to push ahead, I will. If I can 
adjust a little bit to bring the audience 
back, I will. Or I might just choo se a differ-
ent type of story the next time." 
··oo yoo try to tell stones with morals?°° 
" No," he replied. "But I think stories 
relay morals anyway. A~hough, w ith older 
kids, I will do a story about Helen Keller-
that puts across the impac t of busting out 
of your awareness into awareness.·· 
I nodded my head but I had -no idea 
w hat he was talking about . 
"For instance, I start out by having them 
close thei, ears for a w hile-so they can 
experience what ifs like not to hear. Then 
I tell t l,em that they should .. . 
His voice disappeared but his lips kept 
moving . 
" . . . so they feel what it's like to not 
hear. Then I have them close their eyes 
and I give them a gift. Actually, w hat I do 
is spell a letter in their palm- an A . B or 
C-and w hen they open their eyes, I ask. 
'What did I give you?' Remem ber that. 
throughout this demonstration, I've been 
telling them that Helen Keller was deaf, 
blind and mute. I try to wol'k over those1 
concepts as well as I can. As experiential-
ly as I can. Then we put all these experi-
ences together and talk about how Helen 
Keller learned. for example, how she 
learned the word ·water.' One day. after 
coutless failures to associate words w ith 
things. Helen and her t eacher, A nnie Sulli• 
van, were sin ing next to the water pump. 
Annie spelled ' W ~A -T ~E~R· in Helen's 
hand. And. finally, something clicked. Hel-
en associated the w ord 'water' to the stuff 
coming out of the pump," he said . 
" I encourage the students to talk about 
how this was a huge breakthrough for 
Helen Keller. And I tell them about how, 
before she had had this breakthrough, she 
had smashed her doll on the floor and 
threw it aside. But after the breakthrough, 
w hen she had put a name on things, she 
+( felt badly about busting the doll:· · ·And I stop there:· said John. ··1 just 
leave that up in the air. I've tried to make 
~
intellectual connections but it doesn't really 
work. But there is a connection between 
the flowering forth of knowledge and the 
flowering forth of nothing . They go to-
gether somehow ." 
··veah," I answered, but I w as still a few 
BJ concepts back . I tried to figure out how Helen Keller could actually associate a word-a w ord she had never heard-to something she could feel. Welt I w as 
+<
trying to figure that out w hen the phrase, 
· 'the flowering forth of knowledge and the 
flowering farthing of nothing·· reminded 
me of some research I had done about the 
origin of storytelling. I learned that sto ry~ 
telling is the art of " o rally telling fables." 
The English word .. fable;· d erived from 
the Latin " fabula," or "a telling," a short 
tale in w hich animals or inanimate objects 
~peak and behave like humans. usually to 
advance a moral point. 
Ancient cultures, before written Ian .. 
guage was developed, · ·told .. to explain 
the world aro und them. This oral com .. 
munication is in no way less sophisticated 
than w ritten language. Jus1 the opposite. 
Their language was highly advanced. Es-
kimos, for example, had more than 17 
words to desctibe different kinds of 
snowflakes. Some say that earty literary 
-c:>=
classics like the sacred stories of the Old 
Testament and the epic poetry of Homer 
began as " ear literature' ' and was later 
transformed into "eye literature." 
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Altli<wgh or~ r'1tion co~ tes with 
the p~Oiertur iQ'flue~6.s of r-riht.f_,ievision 
and computers, oral theater c a...._n...still be 
found on front porches, aroundl cam~-
fires. in kitchens. at the foot of children's _ 
beds. in schools, at bars, and on stree 
corners. Every cuhure has its oral uadi .. 
tion. Thousands of stories from different 
cultures can move us toward a deeper 
understanding of the subcultures within 
our sodety. 
Tribal cultures have always had strong 
oral traditions. Zitkala-Sa listened to the 
stories of her people, the Nakata tribe of 
the Sioux Nation, and in 1902, believing 
that she must preserve and share her cul· 
ture. published Old Indian Legends, a col· 
lection of Nakata stories. 
According to Zitkala-Sa. ohunkenkans 
{or stories). were told in the evening as 
the family went to bed. He(e is Zitkala· 
Sa's beginning of a story abou1 the mos, 
famous Sioux spirit. lktomi: 
"lktomi ;s a spider fairy. He wears 
brown deerskin leggings with long soh 
fringes on ei ther side, and tiny beaded 
moccasins on his feet. His long black 
hair is parted in the middle ond wrapped 
with red. red bands. Each round braid 
hangs over a small brown ear and lalfs 
forward over his shoulders. 
"He even paims his fun,,y face with 
red end yellow. end draws big black 
rings around his eyes. He wears a deer· 
skin jacket. with bright colored beads 
sewed tightly on it. llaomi dresses llke 
a real Dakota brave. In troth, his paint 
and deerskins are the best part of 
him-if ever dres.s is part of man or 
fairy . ., 
Thirty years later. anthropologist. his· 
torian and writer Zora Neale Hu(Ston left 
New York w ith a diploma and a Chevrolet 
and returned to Eatonville, Florida to, in 
her words go and collect Negro folk-lore. 
In 1935. this collection of folklore was 
published in Mules and Men, In her intro· 
duction to Mules and Men, Hurston re· 
called her hometown's rich oral tradition: 
"I hurried beck to Eatonville because 
I knew th.al rhe rown was full of mare· 
rial and that I could get it withOut hurt; 
harm or danger. As early as I could 
remember it was the habit of the men 
folks particularly to gather on the store 
porch of evenings and swap storie.s. 
~ Even the women folks would stop and break a breath with them a1 times. As a child when I was sent down ro Joo Clarke's store, I'd drag out my leaving 
as long as possible to hear more." 
Later. in the 1g5os and 1960s, even the 
low·to·change educational community 
,bri~to the act. Cliques fo(med w ithin a 
fQ l:nglish depar tments to study folklore 
aiicl' oral traditions. Other English types 
poked fun at them behind their backs, call-
'rljl~ il.field of study " voodoo bric-a-
15<ac,:.:..but' they didn't give up. Some of 
thd'fir@ldepartments to offer folklore pro· 
grams were Indiana University, the Uni• 
versity ol"Pe~nsylvania and U.C.L.A. 
John co~'.~~ed, n"o}loubt sensing my 
confusion. ~ Yol~arn through story, 
whe~ ry ,ou,Y1an ' to or not. See, story is 
hyP,_nosis. You're entranced. That's why I 
don'tworrY abou1 a restless audience. It's 
just a matt~bf How long it takes to in-
duce the i ranc, -~~eJhey're there, you'd 
have to tuJPI< it youdilf. I induce them 
right away. It comes with the territory. 
Jus)~Ylin , ·once upon a time .. : is 
eno~~r 
j e!n I asked what I thought was a pret· 
ty~4'9'iiuestion: "Didn't storytellers 
serve..:an1mponant pu(pose in pre· literate 
cultu(es?' ' 
y,e·s:eratched his head and stared at me. 
a...· §,~~ur concept of pre-literate is like 
~ring~ pre·linear,' " he said . "We pu1 
MMogs down that ordinarily oral tradition eopfe would remember. So a storyteller the oral tradition car(ies around several ndred stories- poems, the entire legal 
system. the entire medical system. the 
entire arcanum. the entire everything -
fO( the g(oup. Very non•linear. They carry 
he consciousness of many different 
1
reas-like a Shaman. So when we look 
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at literacy as ,f it's superior, w e·re being 
kind of comical. It's not ·pre· anything." • 
I didn't know quite what to say. 
Thankfully, he changed the subject. "In 
the beginning was the Word, and the 
Word was with God, and the Word w as 
" St. John's gospel," I added . God." tr 
er 
that leaves us with the W ord." 
I looked up to see if John agreed. But 
he was gone. Another man had taken his 
place. His thin rrame fidgeted on the little 
stool. Long silver hair framed his long, 
lined face. His square chin supported high 
cheekbones and deep-set black eyes. 
"Think about the power of that kind.:.of 
thinking .. . 'In the beginning w a~ he 
Word.' What does that mean?~ yJ(}':-' t.... • 
of all the things you could pick, w~ri'elt 
"The Word?" he asked. He had heard. 
"Ahhh, yeah," I responded, wondering 
if I was capable of participating in another 
conversation. 
"Oh, sure, the Word is important," he 
said, · 'but don't forget about sounds." Word? And it has something to e.9-f;.pet, 
haps, with Helen Keller's naming of things. 
Until you can name, you are in ,be world 
of nameless things. So the wo(~~-~ a-
tion. In writing, you speak of o~ ·s p ice. 
All this has to do with storytellini · s6me 
way. because the major myth ih eyel; an-
cient tradition i.s the creation myth.W hat 
was the Word of t~e~inni~ c-i:.r,e Adam 
and Eve story is a,c.rucial,mvth ir1western 
storytelling. It's the n1Ylh th,rwe muddle 
over and over and over i" ,(M.l\min~ What 
does it mean? Certain t~eok)g~s haye 
tried to explain the creatjon .J"Ylh'out t he 
Church put a moratorium on t~ir 'danger-
ous' interpretation,~ US\ thtY say it 
overwhelms other k:lessrother bel1~ s that, 
perhaps, are more important. So, if the 
Church wants to silence this story,t '£0~ 
can see how intense a story can b~ hOw· 
important the story is-particuiartv~ tJkt 
traditions that carry those stories; · said 
John. 
"And then if you're not in the tradit\6r ' 
that carries thoso s to ries, where are you.? 
Where are we, for instance, as people 
who have a certain amount of education 
and think of themselves as having no reli-
gion and bear this as some sort of pride, 't> 
the same pride associated with lirrear 
thinking? It's a pride that's really very 
strange. We're outs ide our own tradi-
tions. outside our own myths." 
I stared into my coffee mug-as if ex-
pecting an intelligent response inside-
and muttered, " So. if we're outsid e of our 
own myths. where, exactly does that leave 
us? What does that leave us? I suppose 
Sounds ... other than the human voice. 
This could be interesting. 
"I suppose you're a storyteller, too." 
" Robert Wapahi." he said, extending 
his hand. Later, someone told me that 
Robert was a s toryteller, an artist and a 
musician who s tudied piano for 20 years. 
He also wotked as a gtaphic artist at St. 
Augustine Indian Center on North Sheri-
dan Road in Chicago. 
"Sounds am important in my stories, 
our family stoties. the Sioux Indian sto-
ries." His calloused fingers began tapping 
a W',,:U chant on the edge of the counter. · ·1 
use different bells, crinkled paper, twigs, 
drums, hollowed walnut halves glued to· 
gether with seeds inside, rocks. clickers, 
gourd shells, canisters. Those sounds help 
the imagination become " in tune .. with 
the story. You would be surprised. Kids 
aren't used to hearing certain sounds. 
Cen ain sounds have almost been com • 
pletely forgotten, like water hitting a pail 
or the crackling of a fire." 
I agreed . Some sound s of noture. like 
stories, have been completely forgotten. 
He ran hi.s hand through his hair and began 
telling m e about his childhood 0 1, a reser· 
vation in Cent. Nebraska. One.day he said 
that he sat at the kitchen table eating 
_reakfast . his grandfather sudd enly 
'°'1,info,l'ed his ear, pulled him outside and 
~~ him to~ ok around at the ean h, sky, 
r-0clc:s4 trees.,_gr~:'. and leaves. And~ a , 
suddenlr as:,P; t,;,d-ptJlll!'cb,;m_~ tside. 
pulled hi~·r tck infift he li~bli'en " " 
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tok:t him to look around at the ric'tangular 
table. molding of the pre-fabbK~ouse, 
refrigerator and cabinets. As ~ys he 
thought his grandson had seen enough, 
he yanked him outside again and, with a 
sweep of his t hick arm, told him that out 
there was the real world because there 
are no straight lines. everything is crook· 
ed. He told Robert that being inside limits 
you and that tribal P,RPle- for 50,000 
years or more-onty~  crooked lines. 
He said that tribal~ eopl~ ave the mental-
ity of crooked 1rnes7 w~efeas, the white 
people have the mec1\ 11w"of straight lines. 
Never can there be doinhiete meeting of 
those two minds when such a huge gap 
exists, he said, 
I suspected that thls mindset affected 
his storytelling. Robert explained that 
Sioux stories tell why things are- why 
the sky is blue. why squirrels have bushy 
tails. why skunks have their fragrance. 
They explain the role something plays in 
the cycle of life. The stories are told 
through the spirit character, lktomi . lktomi 
is a modern-day super-hero. He wanders 
thtough the world with no set plan in li~.t...f 
.°exc8Pf to be inquisitive. He d~ o\18,~ • 
things and teaches. But he teaches by ex-· 
ample. For example, for him to learn that 
the fire is hot. he burns his foot. But, he 
can grow it bac,k because he has that 
pcwer. He also has the power to change 
himself into anything- a rock. a t ree or 
water, 
' 'How do you engage your audience?'' I 
asked him. 
" One gimmick is to turn down the lights. 
That way, there's less d istraction. Anoth· 
er thing I do. t o capture their attention, is 
make a simulated campfire." 
And, w ith that, he stood, pushed four 
or five tables to the wan. grabbed a bunch 
of wire hangers and newspapers from the 
coat rack, and piled them in the middle or 
the floor. Then he placed a small flashlight 
± 
under the pile and asked tv itress to 
"-) 1lirn down the tights. 1""\. Before I knew it, a few .e,~te were 
sttting around the campfire listening to 
Robert's story and watching his quick, 
graceful movements around the circle. 
"Some kids go to camp to play. At this 
time. there is only night-no stars or 
moon. just fire for hgl].~o they~ ake fire. 
prepare their bed-rolls,~t·stnp~ f meat 
and hang them on a bla'f}1~ ext to the 
fire. They go 10 sleep).'f~ti~t_up, at the 
black sky. The nex~ rn"'!l\ when they 
wake up. the meat is gone.'~~obert brings 
his open palms to his chesf. steps back 
and yells, ··Gone!" He kneels to build a 
fire out of coat hangers and newspapers. 
rolls out an invisible bedroll, and cuts in-
visible meat. 
The next evening, they make fire, pre· 
pare their bed•rolls, cut strips of meat, 
hang them on a branch next to the fire and 
go to steep looking up at the black sky;·· 
he said . "But when they wake up the nex1 
morning, the meat is gone. The children' 
become distrustful of each other. But , 
then, oM guy notices a footprint. So u?t 
nigti(,uf,~ake a fire, cut strips of ~r. 
hang4 hem on a branch next t o the fire, 
but, io'ftead of crawling beneath their 
bedrolls, they fill them w ith pine needles 
and branches and hide in the bushes. And 
they watch. lktomi steps quietly over the 
bedrolls. to the fire, and begins to eat 
quietly. The children sneak up behind lkto-
mi and yell, "Arrrgghhl " lktomi is so star· 
tied that he falls into the fire and his tail 
bursts into flames. He jumps into t he sky 
and the embers that fall from his tail be-
come stars: · 
Everyone stared at the campfire. 
Spreading his arms as far as they could 
reach on either side of his body, palms up, 
Wapahi began again. 
· 'There were no Flower e~~~I~ original-~ ly. Mother Eanh was somt\e)\Her earth 
s;..;;, colors, her mantle is br~c...:onty dust 
and rocks. The Flower PeO'ple- under-
ground- try to push up through the dust 
and rocks to bring color to the world but 
wind pushes them down and kills them. 
After a few generations. one brave flower 
pushes up, through the dust and rocks, 
and breaks the earth. But W ind comes 
down from the heavens-furiously-and 
breaks Flower 's stem and blows its ~tals 
off. And Flower dies. After a few more 
~ encrations. another Flow~ es along, 
a rose or something, and sure enough, it 
pushes its head through the dust and rocks 
and into the sunlight. A nd Wind come.s 
down again- ready to blow it away. But, 
instead, Wind smells the aroma. Wind 
stops- for the first time-and notices the 
color of Flower and how nice it smells. 
And W ind falls in love with Flower. That's 
when W ind changes from being violent 
and gusty, to blowing soft breezes that 
could carry the fragrance or Flowers." 
We were still sining there. staring at the 
campfire. when he s oi,d.-turned and left 
the diner. 
I looked out the w~ g to find 
him. But a heavy rain had begun to fall, its 
heavy drops tearing down the plate glass 
window and t ransforming the passersby 
into inky blobs. I wanted t o ask one more 
question. But it would have to go unan· 
swered or I would have to figure out the 
answer myself. The story had ended. you 
see. t paid my bill, put on my coat and 
walked into the rain. 
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In the multimedia world. CD-ROM deliv-
ers. Humor. history, culture and adventure 
affive in the home comp01ers thanks to a 
simple click of the mouse. 
Although the term CD-ROM (Compact 
Disc Read Only Memory) seems highly 
technological, children. teachers. artists 
and musicians find the system easy to use 
just by selecting a word or picture they 
want to look at. 
Developers of new CD-ROM titles are 
boosting interest in the consumer market 
by raising the level of intellect and imagi-
nation throughout interactive computer 
sofnvare. "It's almost better than a book 
for getting a new experience," said Bar-
bara Iverson. of Columbia College's Aca· 
dernic Computing department. 
"You don't just sit and watch the com· 
puter turn the pages of a talking book or 
music video; You can simply scan the book 
or music video by clicking on the topics 
you're particularly interested in," Iverson 
said. 
Still don't know what it does. what it 
looks tike. how it works, or how to shop 
for it? Then here·s an explanation for the 
computer neophyte. CO-ROM is now to 
personal computers w hat card cat a· 
logues were to librarians before on-line 
networking: a highly methodical aid used 
to locate a wealth o f information, graph· 
ies, photos. film and sound recordings us· 
ing your fingert ips . 
CO-ROM media has changed the way 
educators, artists, publishers and tech-
nologists view the future. In the 1970s, 
multimedia consisted of film and audio 
cassette technology. 
Today, multimedia consists of digital 
audio and video equipment that brings re-
search, learning skill drills. science and 
social studies. stories. tales and legends 
to life. Many businesses are being pro-
foundly affected bec,iuse CO-ROM tech-
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nology affords an immediate and relative-
ly inexpensive resource for every subject. 
The graphic design industry. for example. 
now has quick acce·ss to thousands of 
photos on CD-ROM software. 
Some software companies are provid· 
ing software demos on compact disc be-
cause they can t,?ld an incredible amount 
of audiovisual information. This, they fig-
ure, can draw new customers and new 
profits to their bottom line. 
Right now t~re are thousands of CD· 
ROM titles available for the Macintosh 
computers and IBM -compatible com· 
puters running Windows. These titles 
cover a substantial percent of the book· 
bound market, from encyclopedias to mu· 
sic lessons. New releases come out prac-
ticatfy ever\' week, and hundreds of new 
titles are in development. 
Aside from relishing the wide range of 
CO-ROM titles yoo're able to choose from, 
yov shovld appreciate the CD-ROM ad-
vantage that spurred the publishing indus-
try to jump into multimedia with both feet: 
the volum inous storage capacity of co. 
ROM d iscs. 
CO-ROM publishers can mix print, 
graphics, animation, film, video and sound 
on one d isc that can yield 680M8 (mega-
bytes). or 680.000KS (kilobyte), of stor-
age space. 
Think about it. One typed double-
spaced page takes up about 1 KB (kilo-
byte) of tex't , but one page of text from an 
encyclopedia can amount 10 10KB. To 
publishers, that's an equivalent to more 
than 600,000 typewritten pages of text 
on each disc. But, CD-ROM discs aren't 
usually designed to just store text, they 
also offer speedy delivery of visually sharp 
film clips and exciting audio recordings, 
Most CD-ROM discs can be launched sim-
ply by clicking on too CD's icon. 
Here are some of the demonstrations 
you can sample vsing a CD-ROM equipped 
Macintosh. 
The New Grolier Encyclopedia CD of-
fers a 21-volume Academic America En· 
cyclopedia, plus a generous offering of 
sound recordings. v ideos and animated 
information g raphics, all very easy to use. 
First, you double-click on the CD-ROM 
disc icon to open the program . Then you 
can search Grolier's alphabetically, type in 
a key phrase or select from an index. Click 
on the movie camera icon. and you get an 
index of all the Quicklime clips arranged 
by c,itegory. Select a category, and the 
next screen lists all the movies that apply. 
Quickl ime is the Apple Macintosh sys-
tem 's extension that enables you to play 
videos on the Macintosh w ithout any spe-
c ial hardware. You even have the option 
to "cut" and " paste," as well as print 
some of the disc's reference information. 
"The advantage of the Grolier Encyclo· 
pedia CO is its ability to portray images 
plus its navigational features. It has a menu 
that includes browsing the knowledge tfee 
by subject: geography, history and poli· 
tics;· Iverson said . " It also offers a note 
pad option; you can type in notes you 
want to keep in mind about the subject or 
something related to the subject." 
Iverson said the downside of Grolier's 
CO is that it does not offer the ability to 
clip the art or sounds from the program. 
" It would be counter to the publisoor's 
interest to allow you to copy its v isual or 
audio material. But , if the material is in the 
public domain on CO, you could use the 
rv, and a tr. .. 
data as your own," Iverson said. 
The Orchestra CO offers a guide to the 
inner workings of an orchestra. With this 
CO-ROM disc, you should use Hype.Card 
stacks, a software pmgram designed for 
the Macintosh that can c,eate anything 
from a card file 10 an interactive training 
program, product demo or lesson plan. It 
can control CO·ROM discs to give multi· 
m edia punch to your reference notes . 
With The Orchestra CD and HyperCard 
stacks, you can learn how classical music 
is written, played and conducted. The disc 
is based on Benjamin Britt en's 1952 com· 
positk>n: " A Young Person·s Guide to the 
Orchestra." It gives you a description of 
all the parts of an orchestra- the strings, 
brass and so on. This disc includes more 
than 400 audio clips. You can flip through 
the audio clips in alphabetical order or by 
composer or access t hem v ia icons 
throughout the program. You can also 
learn about musical instruments through 
detailed d iagrams and text. 
Great Cities of The World. Vol. 2, is a 
popular CD travel guide. It uses text, 
OuickTime clips and color graphics to 
cover fast facts: climate, currency, local 
time. useful phrases and efficient modes 
of transportation. The recreation topic in-
cludes events and activities available on 
air, water and land. The diverse restaurant 
guide helps you di scover American, 
French, Italian. Chinese. Indian. Japanese 
and other popular ethnic culinary delights 
offered in the city. The culture inde)( pro-
vides general information on festivals, his-
tory, language and religion. 
The CO covers 10 popular cities: Berlin, 
Buenos Aires, Chicago. Jerusalem, Jo· 
hannesburg, Rom e. San Francisco, 
Singapore, Seoul and Toronto. For travel 
planning, you simply select a city and view 
a slide show of color photos w ith narra~ 
tion or watch a Quick Time clip that gives 
information about the city's highlights. 
The Museum of Anything Goes CD is 
scheduled for release this year. Michael 
Markowski and Maxwell Robertson of 
Chicago have designed an i nteractive 
w onderland featuring more than 400MB 
of original music, v ideo and animation. 
Just point and click your way to any one 
of 33 paintings in order to enter another 
dimension. 
Markowski said that as designers and 
programmers, he and Robertson are 
among the very few in Chicago producing 
CD-ROM d iscs. He said they have re-
ceived suppon from interactive compae1 
disc publishers and manufacturers and 
believe their product will be very success .. 
ful. For further information call them at 
3121777-5626. 
Alice to Ocean is a MacWorld award· 
winning multimedia photo journalistic es-
say available on CO. It describes Robyn 
Davidson's 1, 700-mile uek through the 
Aust ralian Outback from Alice Springs to 
the Indian Ocean. During her travels, Da-
vidson overcame many physical chal-
lenges and learned about the ancient se-
cret culture and language of the native 
Australian people. 
This could have been a wonderful disc 
presentation, but when I went through the 
demonstration, it was on a slower. lower-
end CD-ROM player. It took some time for 
the data to go between the CO-ROM drive 
and the computer, That meant it didn't 
match the speed of the soundtrack with 
t he speed of the visual track. Conse-
I 
quently, it dropped out frames of the vid-
eo and bits of sound. 
" Occasionally if you have an animated 
CD, the glitch w ill make the action look 
jerky. That's not a permanent thing on the 
CD, it's just a func tion o f not having 
enough RAM (random access memory)," 
Iverson said. 
When you decide 10 check this out for 
yoursetf, you should expect your search 
through graphic or text-intensive discs to 
take some time. The CD-ROM drive is 
much slower than a computer's hard d isc 
drive. For example, average hard discs 
have access times in the range of 10 to 
60 milliseconds (ms.}, w hereas a better 
than average CD-ROM drive has an access 
time of 200ms. Some manufacturers have 
designed d iscs that have to be loaded onto 
a computer hard drive to allow users 
quicker access to the information. 
When considering whether to invest in 
CD-ROM technology, you need to assess 
how 10 get the most for your money and 
what to look for in evolving CD--ROM 
drives. 
For IBM-compatible and Apple Macin-
tosh personal computers, you need either 
an internal or external auxiliary CO·ROM 
drive. The ex1ernal CO-ROM drive looks 
similar to an external hard drive but has a 
5 .25" slot to insert the disc. An internal 
5 .25" CD-ROM drive is usually located im-
mediately next to o r below the internal 
3 .25" floppy disc drive. 
What you see isn't afways the only thing 
you gel. On the inside of the CO-ROM 
drive is the mechanism that allows you to 
go directly from track to track. CD~ROM 
discs are like audio CDs in that regard. 
Since CD-ROM is aggressively taking off 
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in the home computer industry, you may 
want to compare speed with price. In 
computer lingo, as far as CD-ROM drives 
go, speed is defined by two calcu1ations: 
the data transfer rate and access time. 
According to John Foust, a computer 
technology writer for AmigaWorld mag•· 
,ine. CD-ROM drive speeds are defined by 
the rate of spin of audio compact d iscs. 
The new generation of CO-ROM drives 
spins a CD-ROM disc faster when reading 
data but returns to normal speeds of 
150KB/s (per second) to play audio d iscs. 
Access speed measures how quickly 
the drive finds requested information. As 
stated previously, an average CD-ROM 
drive can take as long as 200ms to ac-
cess information. 
The data transfer rate measures how 
fast data, onoe located on the d isc, moves 
from the drive to the computer. The older 
CD speeds had a rate of 150KB/s. The 
newest CO-ROM drives transfer rate is 
double that or more. 
For example. a computer with a CD-
ROM drive description may read 295ms 
access time, 300K8ts transfer rate. For 
graphic-intensive, or text-intensive discs. 
the data uansfer access time determines 
the amount of time it takes to find a file; 
the lower the number. tho faster you get 
yoor information. 
Also, keep in mind, when comparing 
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drives, to check for two major features. tf L --·------
the drive is labeled CD-ROM " XA-com· 
patible" or "XA-compliant," it has a lea- / / 
ture called multi-tasking. That allows play- I 
ing the soundtrack from the disc. This / 
feature is essential for those whO wish tcf 
;_ , 
, 
use the photo CDs now available. / 
The other feature to check for is 'multi-
session: w hich is the term for the new 
w ritable CD-ROM drive systems. This fea-
ture allows users to add files to recorda-
ble discs that can be read in any CD-ROM 
system. 
There are basic computer configuration 
requirements needed w hen adding an ex-
ternal CO-ROM d rive to voor personal 
computer. For the IBM-<:ompatible and 
Apple Macintosh computers, you need a 
minimum of 4MB of RAM for short. less 
intensive compact discs. But 8MB of RAM 
is preferred if you want smoolh and quick 
transitions. 
' 
You also need large hard drive storage 
capacity to enable you to switch back and 
forth from co mpact disc information to 
other programs on your computer if you 
desire. Most computer information tech-
ies suggest at least 100MB on your hard 
drive. 
A powerful and fast central processing 
unit (CPU) for the IBM compatible would 
be t he 486 model w ith at least 25mhz 
tmegahertz) and a math co-processor to 
aid in graphics and vid eo synchronization. 
You don·t want a black and w hite monitor 
,, 
ff you·re going to display graphics. video 
or film. A 14-inch color high-resolution 
monitor is suggested. and if your comput-
er system doesn't come w ith speakers, 
consider external stereo speakers that let 
vou hear the d ialogue and music that ac-
company many CD-ROM titles. 
In conducting a product sampling, I 
checked out a couple of CO-ROM equipped 
computers for system capacity and price 
comparison. 
The best PC and Macintosh bargain a 
local computer store offered at the time 
of this writing was the Macintosh Ouadra 
610 model with 8M B of RAM, 230MB of 
HD (hard drive} memory w ith the latest 7 .1 
operating system and an internal CO-ROM 
drive for a little more than $2,500 (exclud-
ing the monitor). The IBM PS/1 486 mod-
el w ith 4MB of RAM, 170MB of HD mem-
ory, internal modem, internal Co-ROM 
drive, extemal speakers and software for 
two on-line networks-Prodigy and 
American On-line-was offered for less 
than $2,500. 
The above,..mentioned IBM package can 
make you feel that you're getting some-
thing for nothing. However, the on-line 
software that is included can be obtained 
tree from the manufacturer, and you must 
pay a monthly subscfiption fee and on· 
line connection time once You sign on w ith 
the network. 
Many computer stores are packaging 
their high-end CD-ROM computers w ith 
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sample CD-ROM discs as an incentive to 
draw the consumer into the wofld of mul-
timedia. That's a good thing. tt you were 
considering buying into muttimcdia any-
way, why not get something you're likely 
to use for free. You should also check out 
various computer magazines; they often 
have a column dedicated to free software 
offered through the manu.tacturer- a 
great savings to those who like to try the 
latest things. Although prices are de-
creasing as the industry matures. co .. ROM 
discs cost between $49 and $4 99 each. 
Keep in mind that the CD-ROM discs for 
yoor Macintosh or IBM«>mpatible com .. 
puters are designed for use in the com--
pvter CD-ROM drives only. Do not play the 
discs in a TV CD-ROM player because the 
configu,ations are diffe,ent. Perhaps they 
w ill soon be compatible. but fOf' now, steer 
clear of a possible disaster. 
Computer technology advances on a 
daily basis. Soon we' ll have the ability to 
expand or compress motion picture and 
music videos on CO-ROM and not be able 
to distinguish any difference. There is even 
talk of a five-disc version of the CO-ROM 
player. 
If the world of interactive media seems 
even remotely interesting to you. be as-
sured that the future is promising. CO-
ROM technology isn·t going anywhere but 
forward. 
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interp_retations of African 
rhythms to life 
By- Vanessa Cross 
Drums, whistles, a call-and-response vocal. two lines of dan-
cers s tamping and waving white handkerchiefs. Lines erupt 
into scattered trios. Drums suddenly shift to double time. Feet 
pound the floor, heads roll and elbows flash joyously. The 
drums then w ind down. tantalizing the dancers· bodies. 
When the drums call. their feet follow, taking on a vigor of 
their own. It is its own language,-ancient yet timeless, struc .. 
tured yet spontaneous, as universal as the cullures whose 
s tories it tells. 
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The Muntu Dance Theatre is a nationalfy·known company 
that performs authentic interpretations of contemporary and 
ancient African and Afro-derived dance, music and folklore. 
From Senegal 10 South Africa, Harlem 10 Brazil, the dances 
pulsate with the rhythms of human expericoce. 
11 is a celebration of being human, of having bodies that can 
stamp and twist and leap and shimmy, voices that can sing and 
shout and chant and laugh, hands 1ha1 can 1ease a drum. 
beckoning it to whisper its stories. 
A colorful and invigorating professional Chicago-based com,. 
pany since 1972, Muntu (a Bantu word derived from the Niger-
Congo languages meaning ··essence of humanity") has brought 
its audiences into the aisles w ith its unique synthesis of dance, 
rhythm and song. 
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Amaniyea Payne, the Baltimore-born dancer who became 
Muntu's artistic director in 1988, explains that "when the 
drumbeat changes, the dance changes. The drum is language 
and the dance is language, and they communicate with each 
other. When the audience joins in~lapping, swaying, brim-
ming with emotiOn-they, too become part of the dance:· 
When watching a Muntu performance, one is keenly aware 
that many of the traditional dances go beyond the realm of art 
and are rooted in rituals of healing, celebration and commem-
oration. They embody movements rooted in life, learned in the 
contexl o f the individual's relationship to a community. 
" People in the group travel to Africa to research and develop 
works based on A frican traditions," Payne said, adding that 
works represented in Muntu's repert ory date back as far as the 
14 th centu,y. The 15 pennanent Muntu perlormers are known 
fo, their use of authentic m.asks aod insuuments and their 
colorful and cmative costumes. 
In January of 1988, Mlmtu Dance Theatre became the 
,esident dance company at Kennedy-King College. When not 
touting. it often pertorms at the college's Katherine Dunham 
Theatre. 
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The d(um simulates the wheers motion and p(opels the per· 
fom,e(s. Unification is achieved through the rhythmic spirit of 
thedn,m. 
Once the essence of the ancestors· message is eaptu(ed. 
costumes complete the dancers· physical transformation. 
Photos courtesy of The Muntu Oance Company 
Designed by Deborah Cottington 
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Sure air ~ work great in front-end collisions, but only a safety belt can protect you 
from side and rear-end collisions. So buckle up. And you11 cover all the angles. 
WJU COULD l£ARN A IDT FROM A DUMM'! 
BUCKII WJUR SAFETY BEIi 
Woids 
Fum 
da tlayor 
Chicago politicans 
fumble for words 
By Nerissa Nelson 
For better or worse, most of us spend 
a fair amour'lt of dmc listening to politi· 
clans. They determine how much l\'e pay 
in ta."(es, how well our police and fire de-
partments work, how many potholes we 
must dl'ive around alld whether 01..1r kids 
Je--1rn anything i n school , beyond sclr 
presel'\oation. So, we lisLen. 
Wh~t we hear am leave most of us be· 
wildered. Chicago's pOliticians have de· 
vcloped a well,eam(..-d reputation for their 
mjsuse of the English hingua~e. Sifting 
for meaning among their .stumbling rhe l· 
oric and cSOtel'ic words is a challenge to 
anyone·s p<1tience and intclligeoce. Ex· 
cep1, of course, for those Chicagoo1l.s \\1ho 
receive their nt:w:s from foreign hmguage 
1lews stations or newspapers and bCllCfit 
frorn the puri 6ed 1,ransl:uion into their 
mol he::1' tor1gues. The r<:-St of us are left to 
fend for outselves. 
r•crh:,ps lhe most famous :.1buser of lhc 
Ki ng·.s English was (he late M:l}'Or Rich. 
ard J. l)a1cy. He had a speaki ng style, 
whether <;OrlLrived or natmal, chat w·e1u 
unmf1tchcd in itS use of bad gcam.ooar, 
mishaps, OC<;jSional malapropisms and 
long run-on scmcnccs. 
When ~•ddrcssiog The League of Worn· 
<.:n Voters, he began with "Lad ies cmd 
C'entleme11."Clcarly. he w;is being polit· 
ically correct, befoi:e the tent1 was coined. 
His words also demonstrated his keen 
understanding of the scienc~s: " II Is 
amazing what rbey wm be able to do 
<mce they get the arom harassed. " 
In discussing the :tnti.Viernam War 
,novemcnt, Daley provided a bit of his· 
tor i<:al analysis: " / don ·1 see any more sc· 
rlous ,Urdsion ht Ol4r country lbau we 
had in the Civil War and ill other limes.." 
If the Civil 'i.'<1ar wa.sn 'I :1 major d ivisioo. 
1he1l 1he Cmod C.-myon is just ano1l11.::r 
hole i n Lhe ground. 
During Lhe turnuhuous 1968 Demo · 
cratic National convention, J>.llcy com . 
mined his rnost famous faux pas. He Slat· 
ed, ··Tb<: policeman i:m't there t() cnu4te 
d 1".$Qrder, t /Je policeman ls tber·e to pre· 
serve disorder." That concept has been 
knawn to work in Los Angeles and sev· 
eml foreign ewes. 
Mi1yor Oaley gave us a more realistic 
view of Chicago politics tJ~an most real · 
izcd. _I 1) addressing one of his ;lldermen. 
Da1cy observed, ··For the enlightenment 
and cdi}icat/011 and h<dluci1latiOn of th e 
aldcnnan from the 50th watd • . . •· What 
d id he know Lhat we d idn't? 
Even on the day of his death, aL a 
Christmas breakfast, Oalc.)"s greeting was 
up 10 his standard. ··From our bomc to 
your home, 1Jle wish you only one tbing-
soO(J bcaftb, happ iness, tmd a very mer· 
ry Cbristmt1s.." Politicians ;m; never very 
goo<l at counti ng, which smcly accounts 
for all t he budgel problems we now have. 
Daley, i n spite of his t'.tther tough guy 
image, was somewhat sensitive lO criti-
cisms. In one exchange, he shot tx1ck, "/ 
resent the insiuucndos." Su11)rlsingly, this 
hybrid word has not made it i mo any edi · 
t ion of Webster's. 
Dal ey did cxhon us to do lhe follow-
ing : "Toge1ber we must rise to cr;er bigb· 
er and higher p la titud eJ·. ·• ll's unlikely 
ch._1t anyone will aspire to being insipid . 
"Tbt1t'$ 1mreaso1wble reasoning,'' Daley 
mi ght ha\•e admonished himself. Who is 
goi ng to :1rgue with that? 
O ther Chicago polhicians have been 
cquaHt adept at mangling the language. 
The late Alderma n Vito Marzullo was a 
good swdenL of the l)aley Schoo.I of l)ub· 
lie Speech. surely, that is 1he only expla-
nation one can Si"'e for Marzuuo·s 3P· 
proach t0 raising money for the Demo· 
c.i..uic pany: "NolJody is compulsory that 
you gotta take so many ticbets, you gotta 
bri11g $0 rnally to a bead.·· Was he sug. 
ges1 ing that non·supponers be forced to 
visit lhe lava.wry r-.1cililies in the 1):al\'al 
vessel he had moored ii) a Chicago har-
bor? O r w.is th is a s1range pol ilit-:il ritual 
of his v.'.lrd that no 01)<: eve( fou nd out 
:;ibom? Speakj ng of tho.sc i n his w:ud who 
wou ld l)Ol agree ,vith hin'I, he said, 
"1bey're jusr, in my book, a dupe of ob-
structionist. ,. \Vock on that. 
James ·raylor, a ward <·ommi1tecinan, 
\\'.ls apparc;l'1tly 117ring 10 convince some· 
one chat he ,v:1sn' t paying the people jo 
his ward lO vote. ~athcr, "tbe money has 
weul 10 tbc ,:aterer tm d lhe establfsl>-
men J there." He obviously believed lhe 
way lO a ward's heart. was through it..,; 
$l(UYl-:'!Ch. 
Ht: also said, "Those that 's coming out, 
lbtt)' gonna come out anyway." Did he 
h:avc a large gay constituency thaL was 
comir)g out of the closet, or were hjs vot· 
ers simply go ing 10 one of his t~tered 
affairs? 
Forme r Mayor Eugene Sawyer had one 
of the best appcoaches to avoid publ ic 
oratol)' mi stakes. He made certai n ,hat no, 
one understood a word, br mumbli ng 
everything softly into the microphones. 
The (esults ,vere a pleasant hum. Soothed 
listeners were left in the posith)n or !lot 
d isagreei ng w ith him bec.1use they d idn' t 
k.1)0..:v with what to di sagree. 
Every so often, hmvever, those sen.si· 
tivc microphones or persistem reporters 
would pick som<:lhing up. Then the rest 
of us would h::ive to pay attention. W-hen 
l he Chicago Cubs· owoets talked about 
moving out of Wrig ley fie ld, .Mayor Saw . 
ye,· intervened. l n hi!:i o ..:vn words, he 
''uneqtdvoca/Jy manifested . . . " that 
evefylhiog be done 10 keep 1he team jn 
Chicago. 
More receOlly, Aldcermao Oorothy Till-
man spoke about proposed <:t1b fare hi kes. 
''\fie need 10 b11.lld In a disc,.imhw tion 
clause," she said. I merprec th:tt at your 
per il. 
0Yt:r 1hc decades, Chicagoans have be· 
come ::1ccustomed 10 the language of their 
elected oflicitJls. Somehow, they arc able 
to move through the maze of muddled 
rhe1oric tO :trrh'e at a translation chat 
comes d o.se to the i ntended mea1)ing . 
As the late M~tyoi: 031ey pm il, "You 
kt1,ow, people like it wlx,>11 every now and 
then you make a mistake in gra mma r 
and in your way of spcakins. Thay f eel 
you're mo,.e like tlx:m. ·• 
Now, thal's understandable. 
"They have vilified me, they have crucified me, 
yes they have even criticized me." 
-Richard J. Daley 
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12 alternatives 
to lashing out at your kid. 
The next time everyday pressures 
build up to the point where 
you feel like lashing out-STOP! 
And try any of these simple alternatives. 
You'll feel better .. . and so will your child. 
1. Take a deep breath. And another. Then remember you are 
the adult ... 
2. Close your eyes and imagine you·re hearing what your child is 
about to hear. 
3. Press your lips together and count to 10. or better yet, to 20. 
4. Put your child in a time-out chair. (Remember the rule: one 
t ime-out minute for each year of age.l 
5. Put yourself in a time-out chair. Think about why you are 
angry: Is it your child, or is your child simply a convenient 
target for your anger? 
6. Phone a friend. 
7. If someone can wat ch the children, go outside and 
take a walk. 
8. Take a hot bath or splash cold water on your face. 
9. Hug a pillow. 
10. Turn on some music. Maybe even sing along. 
11. Pick up a pencil and write down as many helpful words as 
you can think of. save the list. 
12. write for prevention information: National committee for 
Prevention of Child Abuse, Box 2866L, Chicago, IL 60690. 
stop using words that hurt. 
start using words that help. 
® National Committee for Prevention of Child Abuse 
CHILD ABUSE PREVENTION CAMPAIGN 
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A little reminder from lhe Environmental Defense Fund 
ci1at if you're not recycling, you're throwing away a lot more 
ci1an just your trash. 
You and your community can recycle. Please write the 
C 1968Elll' 
ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND CAMPAIGN 
MAGAZINE AD NO. EDF-28-00-90-7" x 10" -4/ C (120 sc ..... n) 
Environmental Defer-re Fund at EDF-Recycling, 257 Park 
Avenue South, New York, NY 10010, for a free brochure that 
will tell you virtuallyei-erything C::a\C'r.wl 
you need to know about recycling. c:::.!,r,:-~ 
Voluntee< Agency: DeutS<:h, Inc., Campaign Director: Harry E. Davis, DuPont Co. 
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